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Nikolaj Hald Nielsen

1From Consumer to CreatorThe Lego Generation in the Digital Age
1.1 IntroI spent muh of my hildhood playing with Lego. My parents were neverat a loss for what to get me for my birthday. While soft pakages weresorned, the hard, box-shaped pakages with that very speial sound whenyou shake them were always a hit. I quikly outgrew building fixed modelsbased on other people's ideas and started exploring the boundaries of whatould be ahieved with my imagination and my, unfortunately not as largeas I would have wanted, olletion of briks. I would spend long afternoonsbuilding a spaeship that ould transform itself into a moon base one it hadlanded, astles filled with seret rooms and traps, or weird mahines that dida whole lot of nothing, but looked very ool doing it. One built, I quiklylost interest though. For me, the fun part was not so muh in playing withthe things I built, as the reative proess of atually building them. I knowI was far from the only one.Today I have replaed the Lego briks with something else. Instead ofsmall piees of plasti, I am pieing together virtual building bloks of ode on1



a omputer sreen. The basi desire to reate, to use my mind and my handsto build something that no one else has done before is the same, however, thesatisfation when my ideas slowly beome real no less exhilarating. Thereare important differenes though. Whereas in my hildhood, building myLego ontraptions was mostly a solitary ativity, today I am working withlike-minded reators, aomplishing together what we ould never hope toahieve on our own. And we are doing this in a spirit of openness andfreedom, sharing the results of our labour, our software, freely with eahother and the rest of the world.Thanks to the ideas that were first formalized with Stallman's de�nitionof Free Software1, whih have long sine spread into other areas, suh as FreeCulture, we now have a oneptual and legal framework in plae to fosterthis kind of ollaboration and reative proess, and the results are startingto show in a very big way.For people who, like me, have grown up spending a great deal of timedreaming up razy new ideas and trying to make them real with their handsand a finite number of briks, the role as a onsumer is not a natural fit. Thenotion of always reeiving the reative works of others, only being allowed toplay with the toys that others have built, feels strange. Yet this is how, fora large part, modern soiety works. A relatively small number of reators ofsoftware and ulture try to onvine us that their latest offering is what willmake us happy, at least until the next big thing omes along. To make mat-ters worse, the ompanies whose business is dependent on people onstantly�onsuming� their virtual goods have seen it in their best interest to startloking down their ontent by ever more sophistiated tehnial and legalmeans designed to make tinkering impossible. This is the digital equivalentof buying a Lego set that is not only pre-built, but where the piees havebeen glued together.The reasons why ompanies laim a need to lok down their ontents aremany, piray being not the least. This disussion, and whether the ounter-measures atually make eonomi sense, is a very large disussion all by itselfthat is better left for others with more knowledge of the area. One big issueI do see is that the ompanies value a reative work differently from soietyas a whole. For a reord ompany or book publisher, value is proportionallyrelated to the ability to monetize a given work. For soiety at large, the1See http://ur1.ca/f6q5 2
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value of a reative work is something else ompletely, and something that ismuh harder to quantify. How do you determine the ultural value of a re-ative work? It would seem logial that ultural value is related to how manypeople ome into ontat with the work and how many new ideas it ontains.But perhaps more importantly, a great indiator of a work's ultural valueis how muh it is referened, quoted and perhaps even remixed2 (to borrowa term from Lessig) into derivative works, thus beoming a part of Culturein general. Based on this, it is my strong belief that the more ontrolled areative work is, the less its ultural value will be as it beomes harder (orthe barrier of entry beomes greater) to remix the work and integrate it withother works and other ideas in our shared ultural heritage.1.2 Making the briks play soundMy urrent involvement in Free Software is entred around the popular *nix(and slowly moving on to other platforms as well) audio player and manager,Amarok 23. This is something I am quite passionate about as it is not only anoutlet for my own reativity and that of the other authors and ontributors,but it also strives to be a hub that an help bring other forms of freelyliensed reative ontent to a greater audiene.Muh of my understanding of, and appreiation for, the areas of FreeSoftware, Free Culture and indeed the greater issues of Free Soiety omesfrom my work on this projet, so it is only natural for me to explore theseissues through this lens.One of the basi premises behind Amarok 2 is that there is really no lakof high quality free ontent out there on the web (or in �The Cloud� as thefashionable term seems to be these days). The main hallenge is makingpeople aware of its existene. Whether you are an �up an oming� band,radio station, reord label or indeed produer of nearly any kind of ulturalontent not inside the �mainstream media�, one of your worst enemies isobsurity. With the vastness of the Internet, how do you get people to payattention to you? You have to make yourself disoverable.Amarok tries to aomplish this by making it easy to tie ontent fromnearly any soure into the ore desktop appliation experiene. Many of2See http://ur1.ca/fcu23See http://ur1.ca/fcu4 3
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these soures will have ontent liensed under Creative Commons or similarlienes, but this is not a strit requirement for inlusion of a servie intoAmarok. By making ontent available in a onsistent way, and possibly tyingontent from multiple different soures together, the entire experiene ofdisovering new ontent is greatly simplified. With the enormous potentialaudiene, even the more obsure or experimental ontent, as long as thequality is high, is likely to find a signifiant audiene.An example of a soure that is now integrated, and the one that atuallygot this idea started, is Magnatune.om4. Magnatune.om is a reord labelthat tries to do �fair trade� musi, treating both artist and ustomers withrespet. One of the things this means is that ustomers should be ableto listen, in full, to any album before deiding whether to purhase it ornot. Magnatune.om not only provides these preview streams for all theirontent, but also a strutured way of getting aess to it from third-partyappliations. So within Amarok, it is possible not only to browse and listento eah and every album from Magnatune.om freely, as muh as you like,but also make purhases diretly from within the appliation. Many otherFree Software appliations have now inluded the Magnatune.om ontentas well, making it a lassi ase of �if you free it, they will ome�.Amarok 2 inludes many other soures of ontent already, suh as Ja-mendo.om5, LibriVox.org6 and others. So as soon as a new user launhesAmarok, these are immediately available. Perhaps muh more powerful thanthis however, Amarok 2 provides the ability for people to add their own on-tent in a relatively simple way.One of the key issues to adoption of a sheme like the Amarok 2 servieframework is the barrier to entry. In order to spur adoption, this shouldnaturally be as low as possible. In an attempt to overome this, Amarok 2makes it possible for third parties to add servies using simple sripts. Thismeans that with very little knowledge of ode, it is possible to add ontentto Amarok. Coupled with Amarok's integrated system for downloading new�servie sripts�, this is a potentially very powerful feature.4See http://ur1.ca/fcu55See http://ur1.ca/fcu66See http://ur1.ca/fcu7 4
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1.3 Celebrating DiversityTo be ompletely honest, the possibility of adding servies to Amarok usingsripts did not start out as a grand vision of empowerment. Few suh thingsdo. But as the work progressed and interested people started ontribut-ing sripts, even before Amarok 2 was ever offiially released, it started tobeome lear that it had great potential.A onept that has beome quite lear to me lately is that though someontent might be limited in its sope of appeal, due to language, topi, genreor a host of other reasons, this does not make it olletively less important.In fat, the sum of people interested in ontent like this might well exeedthe number of people interested in some of the servies with more broadappeal that are already integrated. This is in essene the idea of the �longtail�7.There are however two main issues with �narrow� ontent of this kind.First of all, it is unlikely that any of the regular ontributors to a projetlike Amarok will be motivated in adding soures of ontent far outside theirown areas of interest. Seondly, inluding ontent that is too narrow in thedefault installation is not desired. 99% of the users are not likely to aremuh about Danish radio stations, and having too large a list of serviesinstalled by default is likely to ause onfusion. Also, everything that isinluded in the default install will have to be maintained by the Amarokdevelopers, taking time away from other development work. This is wherethe sripted servies really show their worth.Using the sripted servie framework, people have already reated ahost of servies for national radio stations, aess to the BBC's and NPR'sarhives of freely available (but unfortunately not always freely liensed) ma-terials, a servie for a site running a monthly vote of the best Free musi,and the aforementioned LibriVox servie (whih is inluded in the defaultdistribution as an example of what is possible using sripts). All of theseservies an be browsed and installed from within Amarok and the ontentbeomes instantly available.Having loalized or nihe ontent easily available in an integrated formis interesting in a number of ways. Generally, in the Free Software and FreeCulture movements, we have a tendeny to be very Angloentri. That is,7See http://ur1.ca/fcub 5
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most development work takes plae in English, and this spills over into thekinds of ontent that we generally inlude in the standard distribution ofan appliation like Amarok. For many people though, who speak poor orno English (or simply have no interest in English language ontent) thismakes the appliation less appealing. The availability of third party sriptedservies providing easy aess to loal ontent, suh as loal or regional radiostations, an potentially do muh to overome this issue, making Amarokfeel more �native� to non-English users. For instane, having the servieproviding a omprehensive list of Danish radio stations would be a greatselling point for my parents, who, even though they speak perfetly fineEnglish, generally only listen to Danish radio. And getting Amarok into thehands of more users expands the potential audiene for the other integratedservies, not the least of whih is the Free Culture based ones. This exampleis based solely on my own work with Amarok and the integrated servies,but the underlying mehanis apply far beyond this limited sope.Whih neatly brings me bak to the Lego briks.1.4 EmpowermentOne of the truly great things I see in the advent of Free Software and FreeCulture is that it is getting a nearly unlimited amount of interesting briksinto the hands of reative people to build even more interesting stuff. Thisoveromes many of the finanial and soial barriers of entry that have tra-ditionally made it diffiult or impossible for �ordinary� people to reate anddisseminate high quality ultural works, software and so on, without thebaking of a large orporate entity. The flow of ulture, traditionally oneway from the few to the many, is beoming muh more many to many, peerto peer. While this new wave of peer-generated ontent might not supplantthe traditional media industry any time soon, the amount and quality ofFree Culture and Software available has long sine reahed the tipping pointof beoming a viable alternative to many people in many ases. You annow run your omputer using only Free Software and have a very funtionalsetup, and you an have a life filled with great musi from one of the manyonline soures of freely liensed musi.For most, this reation of new ulture will be unpaid, but the instintto tinker and the gratifiation of being a reator and not merely a onsumer6



is a great motivation for many. And of ourse, as with all other things, thepeople who are most skilled will find ways to make money from their works,even if they are freely liensed.I don't know what it will take to reate a truly free soiety, but I haveno doubt that a large amount of Free Culture and Free software �briks� willgo a very long way!
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Mike Linksvayer

2Free Culture in Relation to SoftwareFreedom
Rihard Stallman announed the GNU projet (GNU's Not Unix) to reatea free operating system in 1983, making the free software movement at least25 years old1. In a number of ways, free ulture is harder to pin downthan free software. No single event marks the obvious beginning of the freeulture movement. Candidates might inlude the launhes of the first OpenContent lienes (19982), Wikipedia (2001), and Creative Commons (2002).One reason may be that there is no free ulture equivalent of a free operatingsystem - an objetive that is learly neessary, and for at least some people,suffiient to fully ahieve software freedom.This hapter ompares and ontrasts software and ulture and the freesoftware and free ulture movements. The ideas herein formed, with my ob-servations as a free software advoate working at Creative Commons for five1See http://ur1.ca/f6pj for my perspetive on the 25th anniversary of GNU.2See �10 Years of Open Content� at http://ur1.ca/f6pm by David Wiley, reatorof the first open ontent liene. 9
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years, then took the form of five presentations on the topi during 20083. Igave the seond to last of those presentations at FSCONS (not oinidentally,a onferene dediated to free software and free ulture), the book versionof whih this hapter is being written for.I start by examining differenes between software and ulture as theyrelate to the need for and ability to ollaborate aross individual and organi-zational boundaries, then move on to the impliations of those differenes forfree software and free ulture. Next I look at the history of eah movementand indiators of what eah has ahieved - mostly by loosely analogizingfree ulture indiators to free software, the latter taken as a given. Finally,I attempt to draw some lessons, again mostly for free ulture, and pointout some useful ways for the free software and free ulture movements toollaborate.In this hapter I take �ultural works� to mean �non-software works of atype often restrited by opyright�. Admittedly this is not perfet - softwareis ulture (as is everything of human onstrution in some sense), somereognizably �ultural� works inlude software, and many non-software worksare not usually thought of as �ultural�.While plenty may be said about the relative properties of ultural andsoftware works usually reognized as suh without reating preise definitionsfor eah set, it is worth noting that Stallman, at least sine 2000, has delin-eated three ategories of works - funtional (software, reipes, ditionaries,textbooks), representative (essays, memoirs, sientifi papers), and aestheti(musi, novels, films)4. Although Stallman's evaluation of the freedoms re-quired for representative works has had some unfortunate effets5, theseategories are very insightful and have some orrespondene with my laimsbelow that some ultural works more than others share similarities withsoftware.3See http://ur1.ca/f6pp, http://ur1.ca/f6pr, http://ur1.ca/f6ps,
http://ur1.ca/f6pv and http://ur1.ca/f6pw.4See http://ur1.ca/f6px (speeh transription, 2000) and http://ur1.ca/f6py(interview, 2002).5Verbatim-only permissions for GNU essays on whih I omment in another GNU25th anniversary post at http://ur1.ca/f6q0 leading diretly to an over-ompliatedFree Doumentation Liene with non-free options, disussed briefly on The Soft-ware Freedom Law Show: Episode 0x16 onerning doumentation liensing; see
http://ur1.ca/f6q1. 10
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2.1 Obvious Software, Ubiquitous Culture2.1.1 ReuseThe ase for reusing software ode is obvious, ompelling, and pragmati. Ifone an use or improve existing ode, it often makes sense to do so ratherthan writing new ode from srath. For example, if one needed a HTMLrenderer, it would be very diffiult to justify starting over rather than usingGeko or WebKit, the renderers used most notably by the Firefox and Safariweb browsers respetively, and also many other projets. On the other hand,the ase for reusing software ode is very narrow. If one is writing a deviedriver, ode from an HTML renderer is useless, as is nearly all other softwareode.Any partiular ultural reuse does not seem neessary. If one needs musifor a film soundtrak, any number of existing piees might work, and onewould hardly question a deision to reate a new piee just for the film inquestion. However, no partiular ultural reuse is absurd, exepting whenabsurdity is a ultural feature. Cat photos and heavy metal musi an makea musi video. I hallenge you to think of any ombination of artefats thatsome artist ould not inorporate together in a new work.Software is usually fairly learly used in some part of a �stak� and anentire stak forms a self-ontained nearly universally multi-purpose whole -usually an operating system with appliations. Cultural works an of oursebe layered, but don't sort naturally into a �stak� - a film may need a sound-trak in roughly the same way a song needs a video, while a video playerneeds an audio ode, but not vie versa. There is no ultural equivalent ofa shippable operating system.2.1.2 MaintenaneMaintenane of software is almost neessary. Unmaintained software even-tually is surpassed in features, beomes inompatible with new formats, hasseurity holes disovered, is not inluded in urrent distributions, is onlyrunnable on emulators, and if it is still useful, may be rewritten by a newgeneration of programmers who an't understand or even an't find the ode.Non-maintained software is dead, or at least moribund.A �maintained� ultural work is pretty speial. Most are onsumed ver-batim, unhanged from the artefat originally published, modulo tehnial11



medium shifts. This may be a primarily 20th entury phenomenon - be-ginning earlier for text, whih ould be mehanially reprodued on an in-dustrial sale earlier. Arguably ulture before mass reprodution requiredmaintenane of a sort to survive just as muh as software does - manualopying sine the dawn of writing and repeated performane before that.It is possible to imagine a future in whih a lak of truly mass media andtremendously powerful and aessible modifiation tools mean that in orderto survive, a ultural work must be ontinually modified to remain relevant.However, it is lear that at least now and in the reent past, an old verbatimultural work is at least potentially useful, while old verbatim software workseldom is useful.2.1.3 Modi�able Form and ConstrutionSoftware's modifiable form is roughly all or nothing - you have the soureode or not. Some reverse engineering and deompilation is possible, butlearly soure ode is hugely more useful than binaries for modifying - in-luding maintaining - software.The modifiable forms of ultural works are varied and degradable. Forexample, text with mark-up is more useful than a PDF, whih is more usefulthan a bitmap san. Audio multi-traks are better than a lossless mixdown,whih is better than a high bitrate mixdown, whih is better than a lowbitrate mixdown, whih is better than a assette reording of an AM radiobroadast during a storm. At the extremes, the most preferred form is muhbetter than the most degraded, but the degradation is fairly steady and allforms have potential for ultural reuse.The losest to suh steady degradation for software soure ode mightbe that ommented ode is better than unommented ode, whih is betterthan obfusated ode, whih is better than binaries, whih are better thanobfusated binaries - but most of these forms are fairly unnatural - whileit is hard to avoid enountering most of the ontinuum of modifiable formdegradation for ultural works - exept that the most preferred form is oftenunavailable.Relatedly, there's a gulf in the onstrution of software and ulturalworks. Creating software is idential to reating its modifiable form. Creat-ing ultural works often involves iteratively leaving materials on the uttingroom floor or the digital equivalent. 12



It makes intuitive sense that that whih does not degrade graefully re-quires maintenane and that whih does not degrade graefully does notrequire maintenane, though it is unlear there is any ausality in eitherdiretion.2.1.4 Distributed CollaborationThe ompelling ase to reuse speifi software and the need to maintainsoftware means that individuals and organizations with similar needs arelikely to benefit from using the same software - and for some of them towork together (losely or loosely) to maintain and improve the software.Given lak of a ompelling ase for reusing speifi ultural works andthe lak of need to maintain ultural works means the need to ollaborateaross entity boundaries around a speifi work is muh lower - though thereremains a strong desire to ollaborate aross entities around any number ofultural works, and one a projet that annot be ompleted by a singleentity is under way or a work gains ultural signifiane, there an be avery strong need or desire for distributed ollaboration around that speifiprojet or work.2.1.5 WikisNote that typial Wikis are somewhat like software in many of these re-spets. They require maintenane so as not to beome stale and overrunwith spam. Reuse may be more pragmati and modifiable form more singu-lar than most ultural works. Wikipedia is muh more like a self-ontainednearly universally multi-purpose whole than most ultural works.2.2 FreedomWhat do these differenes in reuse, maintenane, and modifiable form meanfor free software and free ulture, in partiular the latter relative to the for-mer? Muh has been written about software freedom, and there is wideagreement about what it entails. Distillations suh as the Debian FreeSoftware Guidelines6, the Open Soure Definition7, and the Free Software6http://ur1.ca/f6q27
http://ur1.ca/f6q4 13
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Definition8 almost ompletely agree with eah other about whih software isfree (or open) and whih is not9.Why software freedom? The Free Software Definition's four freedomsstate (somewhat redundantly) things we want to be able to do with soft-ware - use, read and adapt, share, and improve and share improvements.More abstratly, free software grants users some autonomy (and the abil-ity to get more), promotes a sharing ethi, failitates ollaboration, unloksvalue, redues transation osts, makes distributed maintenane tenable, andarguably is ongruent with and failitation of broader soial goals suh asaess, partiipation, demoray, innovation, seurity, and freedom10.2.2.1 Software Servies and Fee Software and Free CultureSoftware servies delivered over a network have reignited the debate overwhat onstitutes neessary software freedom. No doubt the rise of softwareservies has aided and been helped by free software - the appliations them-selves are often not free software, but are usually built of and on top of manylayers of free software, while the move of the most important appliationsto the web means that free software users only really need a web browserto be on a par with non-free users (there are important aveats, in par-tiular the dominane of patent-enumbered media odes, but the web isfairly learly an equalizer). However, some see software servies as a gigantithreat to software freedom. Not only is the soure to most popular applia-tions unavailable and not freely liensed, operations of software servies areompletely opaque, they have your data, and ould shut down or deny youaess at any time!Among the vanguard that sees a problem in software servies and ananswer in more software freedom, there is broad agreement in outline, e.g.,the Franklin Street Statement11 and Open Software Servies Definition128
http://ur1.ca/f6q59See http://ur1.ca/f6q6 for a rare exeption.10Find a broad disussion of how free software and similar phenomena furtherthese liberal goals in The Wealth of Networks by Yohai Benkler, available from

http://ur1.ca/f6q7. I highlighted the positive impat of free software and free ul-ture on freedom and seurity in partiular in another FSCONS 2008 presentation, see
http://ur1.ca/f6q8.11http://ur1.ca/f6qa; see http://ur1.ca/f6qe for my perspetive.12
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probably would agree most of the time on whih servies are free, but manydetails and a huge amount of pratise remains to be worked out13.The Franklin Street Statement and Open Software Servies Definitioneah reognize the need for ontent freedom. Private ontent makes thingsinteresting, but both broadly agree on what onstitutes free ultural works.Indeed, both build on definitions of freedom (or openness) for non-softwareworks that plainly map software freedom to ultural works, the Definition ofFree Cultural Works14 and the Open Knowledge Definition15 respetively.2.2.2 De�nitions of Freedom for CultureThese definitions have gained onsiderable tration - the former is used asWikipedia's definition of aeptable ontent liensing and is reognized (re-iproally) with an �Approved for Free Cultural Works� seal on qualifyingCreative Commons instruments (publi domain, Attribution, Attribution-ShareAlike)16. In debates about free ulture liensing, it is regularly assumedand asserted that lienes that do not meet the translated standards of freesoftware are non-free.However, there is some expliit disagreement about whether freedom anbe defined singularly aross all ultural works or that non-software om-munities have not arrived at their own definitions (Lawrene Lessig17) orthat many ultural works require less freedom (Stallman18), to say nothingof graduated and multiple definitions in related movements suh as thosefor Open Aess19 and Open Eduational Resoures20. More importantly,approximately two thirds of ultural works released under publi opyrightlienes use suh lienes that do not qualify as free as in (software) freedom- those inluding prohibitions of derivative works and ommerial use21.13See http://ur1.ca/f6qj for ongoing disussion of �free network servies.�14
http://ur1.ca/f6qm15
http://ur1.ca/f6qo16http://ur1.ca/f6qp17Disussed at http://ur1.ca/f6qq; also see Lessig presentation at 23C3 availableat http://ur1.ca/f6qr starting at 41 minutes.18Ibid. 4.19See http://ur1.ca/f6qu for an overview that unfortunately uses �libre� to indiatethat at least some permission barriers have been removed, a muh looser indiator thanthe standard of Free, Libre, and Open Soure Software, whih requires that all permissionbarriers be removed, with exeptions only for notie, attribution, and opyleft.20See http://ur1.ca/f6qv for one onversation demonstrating lak of onsensus onfreedoms required for Open Eduational Resoures.21
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Does ulture need freedom? As in free software? I take this as a givenuntil proven otherwise, but the ase for has not been adequately aptured.The Definition of Free Cultural Works says �The easier it is to re-use andderive works, the riher our ultures beome. . . . These freedoms should beavailable to anyone, anywhere, any time. They should not be restrited bythe ontext in whih the work is used. Creativity is the at of using anexisting resoure in a way that had not been envisioned before.�22 So freeas in software freedom ulture is asserted to result in riher ultures.The Definition of Free Cultural Works maps the Free Software Definition'sfour freedoms for works of authorship to (1) the freedom to use the work andenjoy the benefits of using it, (2) the freedom to study the work and to applyknowledge aquired from it, (3) the freedom to make and redistribute opies,in whole or in part, of the information or expression, and (4) the freedom tomake hanges and improvements, and to distribute derivative works23.It is easy to argue that free ulture offers many of the benefits free soft-ware does, as enumerated above: grants users some autonomy (and the abil-ity to get more), promotes a sharing ethi, failitates ollaboration, unloksvalue, redues transation osts, makes distributed maintenane tenable, andarguably is ongruent with and failitating of broader soial goals suh asaess, partiipation, demoray, innovation, seurity, and freedom. Andould lead to riher ultures.2.2.3 Why Semi-Free Culture?So why the semi-freedom (relative to free as in software freedom) granted byultural lienes that inlude terms prohibiting derivative works or ommer-ial use? Are suh terms helpful or harmful to the free ulture movement? Idon't know of any empirial work on why people use semi-free lienes, butanedotally reasons inlude not wanting others to hange the meaning of awork (derivatives prohibition) and having a business model that depends onrestriting ommerial uses or having feelings that are sensitive to anyoneprofiting without you being part of the deal (ommerial use prohibition).Prohibition of derivative works seems partiularly misguided and non-benefiial. Misguided beause free lienes do have limited mehanisms torestrit disagreeable uses - the liensee distributing a derivative work must22Ibid. 14.23Ibid. 14. 16



desribe hanges made and must not imply endorsement of the liensor,while the liensor an mandate that redit be removed so they are not asso-iated with the derivative and (unfortunately) retains �moral rights� againstderogatory uses (these vary in strength around the world). Furthermore,given the diminution of fair use, fair dealing, and other opyright exeptions(whih tend to be weakest where moral rights are strongest), lak of expliitpermission to reate derivative works is a free speeh issue.Most of the problems with prohibition of ommerial use from a freeulture perspetive are omparatively well doumented24.While the problems of semi-free lienes should not be underestimated,there are some reasons for their existene, some reasons to think they areless problemati for ulture than they are for software (where they have beenroundly rejeted) and some possibility that their impat is net positive.Battles over file sharing are one reason. These may have reahed theirpeak relevane around the time Creative Commons launhed in Deember,2002 (sine then the web has beome the inreasingly dominant platform forsharing - and for media, period). People were (and are) getting sued simplyfor making verbatim works available via file sharing at no harge and manyinnovative P2P startups were shut down. Many in the opyright industrieshoped that DRM, a threat to omputer users, ivil liberties, and free softwarespeifially, would render file sharing useless. In this environment, merelyallowing legal sharing of verbatim works would be a signifiant statementagainst shutting down innovation and mandating DRM.Beause reuse of ultural works is non-pragmati relative to reuse ofsoftware ode, it is possible that a derivatives prohibition on some ulturalworks is less impatful than suh a restrition would be on software. Lowerrequirements for maintenane also mean that the importane of allowingderivative works is lessened for ulture.Restritions on field of use (namely, ommerial use) may also be lessharmful for ulture than they would be for software. Lak of interoperabil-ity is one of the problems reated by non-ommerial liensing. However,if prohibiting derivative works is less impatful in ulture, so too are inter-operability problems, whih are triggered by the inability to use derivativesreated from works under inompatible lienes.24
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When distributed maintenane is important, non-ommerial liensing isunusable for business - a ommerial anti-ommons is reated - no ommer-ial use an be made as there are too many parties with opyright laims whohave not leared ommerial use. This is perhaps one explanation of whyfree software ∼= open soure - although the latter is seen by some as business-friendly, to the detriment of freedom, businesses require full freedom, at leastfor software.Maybe some artists want a ommerial anti-ommons: nobody an be�exploited� beause ommerial use is essentially impossible. If most ofulture were enumbered by impossible to lear prohibitions against om-merial use, the ommerial setor disliked by Adbusters types would bedisadvantaged. However, I suspet very few liensors offering works under anon-ommerial liene have thought so far ahead. Among those who havethought ahead, even those with far left sympathies, seem to appreiate for-ing ommerial interests to ontribute to free ulture via opyleft rather thanbarring their partiipation.Many liensors do want to exploit ommere under fairly traditional mod-els. There is a ase to be made that opyleft (e.g., ShareAlike) lienes havean under-appreiated and under-explored role in business models, but it er-tainly requires less imagination to see how traditional models map onto onlypermitting non-ommerial use - the pre-leared uses are promotional, whilethe opyright holder authorizes sales of opies and ommerial liensing inthe usual manner. While businesses based on selling opies of digital goodsare ratering, ommerial liensing of digital goods (e.g., for use in adver-tisements) is a huge business. I do not know what fration of this businessresults in reating derivatives of the works liensed, but it is at least possiblethat a signifiant fration does not, and hene ShareAlike may be a poorbusiness model substitute for ommerial use prohibition.By ontrast, free ommerial use is less impatful on the bulk of the soft-ware industry, whih is mostly about maintenane and ustom development.While impat on existing business models is not diretly part of the alulusof how muh freedom is neessary, high impat on existing business mod-els may drastially limit willingness to use fully free lienes. So while forsoftware, semi-free lienes may ompete with free lienes (fortunately thelatter won), for ulture semi-free lienes may largely be used by liensorswho would not have offered a publi liene if only fully free lienes were18



available, meaning that semi-free lienes produe a net gain. It is entirelypossible that many liensors offering works under semi-free lienes wouldhave used free lienes if no prominent semi-free lienes were available, pro-duing a net loss or ambiguous result from semi-free liensing. I hope soialsientists find a means of testing these onjetures with field data and labexperiments.Although the diret impat of prominent liene hoies on the freedomsafforded to ultural works is important, so is the indiret impat on normsand movements. One omplaint about semi-free lienes is that they weakenthe onsensus meaning of free ulture - liensors an feel like they're parti-ipating without offering full freedom.There is another, older onsensus around �non-ommerial� that doesn'thave muh if anything diretly to do with lienes, that we ould returnto - that non-ommerial use should not be restrited by opyright, as thedefault. We are a very long way from reahing suh a onsensus, but it wouldbe a huge improvement over the urrent onsensus, that nearly all uses arerestrited by opyright. �Huge� is an understatement.It is at least possible to imagine widespread adoption of publi lieneswith a non-ommerial term as being an important omponent of a shift bakto the seond kind of non-ommerial onsensus. If non-ommerial publilienes were to have a positive role to play in this story, it seems two thingswould have to be true: (1) many more people use non-ommerial publilienes than would otherwise use publi lienes if only fully free publilienes were available; and (2) use of non-ommerial publi lienes sets anorm for the minimum freedom a responsible party would offer rather thanall the freedom people need. In other words, the expetation should be thatif you don't at least promise to not ensor non-ommerial uses, you're anevil jerk, but if you only promise to not ensor non-ommerial uses, you'remerely not an evil jerk.As someone who strongly prefers fully free lienes, I even more stronglyprefer to see effort put into building and promoting free ultural works ratherthan bashing semi-free lienes, for roughly three reasons: (1) use of semi-free lienes ould have a positive impat, to the extent they don't rowd outfree lienes (see above); (2) building is so muh more interesting and funthan advoay, espeially negative advoay - in the history of free software,the people who are remembered are those who built free software, not those19



who sniped at shareware authors (roughly equivalent to semi-free liensors);and (3) pure rationalization - as of this writing, I work for an organizationthat offers both free and semi-free publi opyright lienes.It is unsurprising Stallman only supports ultural freedom neessary forfree software, rather than that whih is neessary for building equivalentlyfree ulture - software freedom is his overriding mission. Although he hasnot made suh a laim, and has a oherent explanation for why works ofopinion and entertainment do not require full freedom25, there is a ase to bemade that semi-free ultural lienes do everything neessary to failitate freesoftware, e.g., allowing format shifting (to non-patent enumbered formats)and presenting a ounter-argument to mandating DRM.It should be noted that for some ommunities free as in free software is notfree enough, for example the Siene Commons Protool for ImplementingOpen Aess Data26 laims that only the publi domain (or its approximationthrough waiving all rights that are possible to waive) is free enough forsientifi data.2.2.4 Copyleft SopeCopyleft sope or �strength� is another theme that uts aross free soft-ware and free ulture, possibly differently. In software, opyleft strengthranges from zero (permissive lienes) to limited (LGPL) to what most ex-pet (GPL) to inluding triggering by offering an interfae over a network(AGPL). It is possible to imagine taking opyleft strength to an absurd limit- a liene that only permits liensed ode to run in a universe in whih allsoftware in that universe is under the same liene.For ulture, opyleft strength depends on what onstitutes an adaptationthat triggers opyleft (ShareAlike). For example, version 2.0 of the CreativeCommons lienes expliitly delared that syning video to audio reates aderivative work27, and thus triggers opyleft. There is debate onerningwhether �semantially linked� images with text triggers opyleft28.If the goal is to expand free universe, optimal opyleft is where the op-portunity ost of under-use due to opyleft equals the benefit of additional25Ibid. 4.26
http://ur1.ca/f6r027See http://ur1.ca/f6r1 for a post announing and explaining hanges in version2.0 of the Creative Commons lienes.28See part of the debate at http://ur1.ca/f6r320
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works released under free terms due to opyleft at the margin. Again, thereis an opportunity for soial sientists to address this question, possibly withfield data, ertainly with lab experiments.2.3 Relative Progress of Free Software and FreeCultureGiven differenes between software and ulture, one may expet free softwareand free ulture to progress differently. One quik and dirty means to gaugetheir relative development is to list the years of milestones in eah field, as Ihave done in the table below. These are ertainly not the best milestones foromparison - partiular lienes are over-emphasized - the reader is urged torender this analysis obsolete by publishing better analysis.If rude analogies an be made between free software and free ultureprojet timelines, what do they indiate?Perhaps the earliest massive ommunity software projet is Debian, startedin 1993. Wikipedia began 8 years later, in 2001. Wikipedia's suess amefaster, more visibly, and within the ontext of its field, far greater. Wikipediaexploded the enylopaedia ategory - omparison to previous enylopae-dias is fairly ridiulous as Wikipedia is orders of magnitude bigger and exelsfor many uses ompletely out of sope for an enylopaedia, perhaps mostobviously as a database and urrent events traker.Debian is a very suessful GNU/Linux distribution and an even moreinteresting ommunity, but has not remotely exploded the GNU/Linux dis-tribution ategory, let alone the omputer operating system ategory. Norhas Ubuntu (2004), a ommerially supported distribution based on Debian,that has greatly inreased the market share of Debian-based distributions.In ontrast, there has been some ommerial ativity around Wikipedia on-tent, it is uninteresting and unimpatful relative to the main projet. Wikia,a ommerial wiki hosting venture using the same MediaWiki software asWikipedia, but not a substantial amount of Wikipedia ontent, ould bevery roughly analogized to Ubuntu. Wikia is suessful, but not relative toWikipedia.
21



Free Software Free Culture1983: Launh of GNU Projet 1998: Open Content Liene1989: GPLv1, Cygnus Solutions 1999: Open Publiation Liene1991: Linux kernel, GPLv2 2000: GFDL, Free Art Liene1993: Debian 2001: EFF Open Audio Liene, launh ofWikipedia1996: Apahe Other early 2000s open ontent lienes(some of them Free): Design SieneLiene, Ethymonis Free Musi Pub-li Liene, Open Musi Green/Yel-low/Red/Rainbow Lienes, Open SoureMusi Liene, No Type Liene, Pub-li Library of Siene Open Aess Li-ene, Eletrohippie Colletive's EthialOpen Doumentation Liene.1998: Mozilla, �open soure� term oined,IBM embraes Linux, other open souresoftware 2002: OpenCourseWare, Creative Com-mons version 1.0 lienes1999: Cygnus aquired by Red Hat 2003: PLoS Biology, Magnatune2000: .om bubble peaks and pops, in-ludes open soure bubble 2004: CC version 2.0 lienes2002: OpenOffie.org 1.0 2005: CC version 2.5 lienes2004: Firefox 1.0, Ubuntu 2007: CC version 3.0 lienes2007: [A℄GPLv3 2009: Wikipedia migrates to CC BY-SA????: World Domination ????: Free CultureTable 2.1: Seleted free software and free ulture milestones.Many of the lienes from this period are desribed at [1℄.The anonial free software business is Cygnus Solutions (best known forwork on the GNU Compiler Colletion, perhaps the most �ore� software inthe free stak), started in 1989 and aquired by Red Hat in 1999. There isno anonial free ulture business, but Magnatune (a reord label) has oftenbeen held up as a leading example, started 14 years after Cygnus. Cygnuswas aquired by Red Hat in 1999, while Magnatune's long term impat isunknown. Unlike Cygnus, Magnatune uses a semi-free liene (CC BY-NC-SA), so for some it may not even qualify as a free ulture business.22



Wikitravel (ollaboratively edited travel guides) is another early free ul-ture business - both a business suess, having been aquired by InternetBrands29, and using a fully free liene (CC BY-SA).Like Magnatune and unlike Cygnus, Wikitravel ould not be said to benear the �ore� of the free stak - probably beause there is no suh thing forulture, exepting fundamentals suh as human language and musi notationthat fortunately reside in the publi domain.Another point of omparison is investment and resistane from majororporations. In 1998 IBM's beginning of major investments in free soft-ware was a business adoption landmark. No analogous major investmentshave been made in free ulture. Most large omputer ompanies have nowmade large investments in free/open soure software. In 1998 Mirosoft wasa bitter opponent of free software - many would say they still are30. In 2009Mirosoft's publi messages and its ativities, inluding release of some soft-ware under free lienes, is onsiderably more nuaned than a deade ago.In 2009, big media still largely has its head buried in the sand - and on-tinues to randomly kik and punh its ustomers from this position. CouldMirosoft's animus towards openness a deade ago, be loosely analogous tobig media's Neanderthalism today?2.3.1 Liene DeproliferationOne differene in the development of free software and free ulture not fullyrevealed by the table above (beause it only mentions versions of the GPLfor software lienes) is that free ulture has not experiened liene prolifer-ation as free software has - and has even experiened liene deproliferation.In 2003 the author of the Open Content and Open Publiation lienes re-ommended using a Creative Commons liene instead31 and PLoS adoptedthe Creative Commons Attribution liene. In 2004 the EFF's Open AudioLiene 2.0 delared that its next version is CC Attribution-ShareAlike 2.032.There have been no signifiant new free ulture lienes sine 2002. In June,29See notie of the aquisition at http://ur1.ca/f6r4 as well as my omments at
http://ur1.ca/f6r5. I also highly reommend Wikitravel founder Evan Prodromou'sadvie for businesses involving ommunity wikis or other tools with �WikiNature� - see
http://ur1.ca/f6r6 and my ommentary at http://ur1.ca/f6r8.30See for example http://ur1.ca/f6r9.31David Wiley disusses the history of the Open Content Liense and Open PubliationLiene at http://ur1.ca/f6rb.32See the Open Audio Liense v2 at http://ur1.ca/f6rd.23
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2009 Wikipedia and other Wikimedia Foundation projets migrated fromthe FDL to CC Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 as their main ontent liene33.Presumably this differene is largely due to both free ulture having hadthe benefit of over a deade of free software learning - inluding learningthrough making many new lienes - and that a fairly well-resoured or-ganization, Creative Commons, was able to establish its entral role as areator of free (and semi-free) ulture lienes relatively early in the historyof free ulture lienes. It should be noted that Creative Commons was ableto be relatively well-resoured early due to the pre-existing suess of freesoftware - both beause suh suess made Creative Commons' plan redibleand diretly via donations from a fortune made in free software34.However, some of the differene in proliferation may be due to the narrowase for reuse of speifi software and broad ase for reuse of speifi ulture.Liene proliferation may atually be less harmful to software than ulture,sine most ombinations of software in a way that would reate a derivativework are absurd, while no suh ombinations of ulture are - so most ofthe time it doesn't matter that any given pair of software pakages haveinompatible free lienes. Still, liene inompatibility does espeially hurtfree software when it does happen to be material, and proliferation guardedagainst and ompatibility strived for.2.4 How Free Can We Be?Generally ulture is muh more varied than software, and the suess of freeulture projets relative to free software projets may reflet this. It seemsthat free ulture is at least a deade behind free software, with at leastone major exeption - Wikipedia. Notably, Wikipedia to a muh greaterextent than most ultural works has requirements for mass ollaboration andmaintenane similar to those of software. Even more notably, Wikipedia hasompletely transformed a setor in a way that free software has not.One, perhaps the, key question for free ulture advoates is how moreultural prodution an gain WikiNature35 - made through wiki-like pro-33For my take on this migration see http://ur1.ca/f6rf and
http://ur1.ca/f6rg.34Early Creative Commons funding ame from a foundation started by Bob Young,the founder of Red Hat. See pp. 102-103 of Viral Spiral by David Bollier, available at
http://ur1.ca/f6ri.35
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esses of ommunity reation, or more broadly, peer prodution36. To theextent this an be done, free ulture may �win� faster than free software - foronsuming free ulture does not require installing software with dependen-ies, in many ases replaing an entire operating system, and ontributingoften does not require as speialized skills as ontributing to free softwareoften does.A question for those interested speifially in free software and free ul-ture lienes is what is the impat of different liensing approahes - inpartiular semi-free lienes, opyleft sope, and inompatibility and prolif-eration. I don't think we have muh theory or evidene on these impats,rather we hold to some �just so� stories and have religious debates basedon suh stories. If we believe the use of different lienes have signifiantlydifferent impats and we want free software and free ulture to sueed, weshould really want rigorous analysis of those impats!One final point of omparison between free software and free ulture -how free an an individual be? Now it is just possible to run only freesoftware on an individual omputer, down to the BIOS if one selets theiromputer very arefully. However, visit almost any web site and one isrunning non-free software, to say nothing of more ambient uses - onsumereletronis, vehiles, eletroni transations, and muh more. Similarly oneould only have free ultural works on a omputer37 (not ounting privatedata), though visiting almost any web site will result in experiening non-free ultural works, whih are also ambient to an even greater extent thanis non-free software. My point is not to enourage living in a ave, but toeluidate further points of omparison between free software and free ulture.One final question of broad interest to people interested in free softwareor free ulture - how an these movements help eah other? What are theshared battles and dependenies?38 Knowledge sharing and dissemination isan obvious starting point. To the extent proesses or oneptions of freedom36See http://ur1.ca/f6rk for one disussion of relevant terminology.37I don't know anyone who does this onsiously, whih perhaps indiates the hard-orefree software movement also leads the hard-ore free ulture movement - there are manypeople who try very hard to only run free software on their omputers. For the reordon my omputer I run Ubuntu, whih is lose to but not 100% free and my ultural on-sumption onsists of a higher proportion of free ultural works than does anyone's I know,though nowhere near 100% - e.g., see http://ur1.ca/f6rl or http://ur1.ca/f6rmfor data on my musi onsumption.38For example, see http://ur1.ca/f6rn.25
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are similar, learnings and redibility gained from suesses (and learningsfrom failures) are transferable.We should set high goals for free software and free ulture. Freedom, yes.We should also onstantly look for ways freedom an enable �blowing up� aategory, as Wikipedia has done for enylopaedias. The benefit to humanityfrom more freedom should not just be more freedom (or, per an unharita-ble rendering of the open soure story, only fewer bugs), it should inluderadially ool, disruptive, and partiipatory tools, projets, and works. KingKong, sometimes shorthand for expensive Hollywood produtions that freeulture an supposedly never ompete with - this is far too low a bar!
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Stefan Larsson

3The darling oneptions of your time,or: Why Galileo Galilei sings so badly in the horus
3.1 Law, soial hange and oneptions�People in power get to impose their metaphors�, wrote Lakoff and John-son in their ground-breaking work Metaphors we live by, on strutures ofmetaphors and onepts and the manifest part in human thinking and om-muniation that metaphors and onepts play. They strengthened the ideathat human thought proesses are mainly metaphorial and said that the�human oneptual system is metaphorially strutured and defined�. By�metaphor� they atually meant �metaphorial onept�[2℄. Their work in-spired many disiplines to develop in this diretion.Coneptions, like metaphors, arry with them a heritage of the ontextfrom whih they were derived. They are not always easily translated from oneontext to another without some kind of distortion. One an go even further:oneptions and metaphors are ways of thinking. They desribe the way weunderstand life, our world and our plae in it. The problem is that metaphorsand oneptions an be both informative and deeptive. They an be takenfrom a ontext where they funtion well, to be used in a ontext where they27



deeive and distort (see for instane [3℄). The starting point of this artileis that oneptions an be tied to a speifi world order, to a way in whiha soiety is organized: in its politis, administration, government and, veryimportantly, its regulation. This leads to what the title asserts: soietieshange and the oneptions that have been more or less deeply founded inthem an fae problems when translated into a new ontext. This artile usesthe examples of file sharing and Internet and opyright legislation to show thelashes of suh a soietal transition and the oneptions embedded. And itdoes this via the lyris of a song about the astronomer Galileo Galilei. BeforeI go into detail on this perhaps unexpeted diversion I want to elaborate therole of tehnology in relation to soial norms and legal regulations.This artile is about metaphors, or rather oneptions, and about lawand soial hange onneted with tehnology. Tehnology often has an im-portant role in soial and normative transitions[4℄. Digital tehnology hashanged the onditions of ommuniation and has therefore aused a hangedbehaviour in soiety in onnetion to what an be pereived as normativehange, for instane regarding file sharing of media ontent. To illustrate thebattle of oneptions tied to this I use the example of stealing/sharing. Whatfrom an analogue perspetive is seen as theft, an ation with highly negativeonnotations, is from a digital perspetive seen as something else, with lessor no negative onnotations. Normatively, one ould say that these ationsare not omparable. Tehnology an be seen as the prime mover of the so-ial hanges reating the ontemporary opyright dilemma. I am fousingon tehnology in the sense that other parallel proesses that are part of theparadigmati transition are negleted (for a grander piture, see [5, 6, 7℄, andfor a stronger fous on law and legislative paradigmati hange in a globalperspetive, see [8, 9℄), but I am still interested in the onsequenes of howtehnology rearranges soiety and reates various onditions for norms.Eah soiety regulates differently. One an here talk about rules of thegame. Every soiety, like every game, has its own set of rules that define thatsoiety or that game. Historially, soial evolution has often been onnetedto tehnologial innovations. The ombustion engine took a entral positionin what later beame known as the industrialized soiety, an urbanizing eraof fatories and prodution, following the rural soiety tied to agriultureand trade (see [10, 11, 12℄). With eah type of soiety omes a speifi typeof legal �darling� oneptions tied to the patterns of behaviour relevant for28



this type. Some oneptions are in onflit when soiety hanges, some newoneptions emerge.In general, some of the oneptions embedded in law and the debatearound, for instane, file sharing are dependant on the preonditions of real-ity, whih also form the oneptions that are used in legal regulations. Theaim of this artile is to highlight and desribe a few of the oneptions thathave been developed under onditions for ommuniation and media distri-bution other than what prevails today. A fat that reates a tension betweenregulation and reality. But, what has the song I mentioned about GalileoGalilei to do with this?When working on an artile in Swedish for an anthology published inthe fall of 2008, I deided, being both a soio-legal sholar and a musiian,to write a song that pedagogially illustrated the problem both in its lyrisand in the fat that it was to be released under the Creative CommonsLiene Attribution, non-ommerial. Both the book, FRAMTIDSBOKEN:vol 1.0 [13℄, and the song were released online and ould be downloaded freely.It meant that the song was neither buyable nor sellable (aording to theliene). It ould not be used for ommerial ativities without my onsent.You ould say that the song embraed the power of the flow, rather thanthe flow of power. It was, and of ourse still is, shareable, searhable anddownloadable.A ouple of prinipally very interesting oneptions that reate a highamount of tension in soiety today are tied to online behaviour, ontent dis-tribution and legal regulation. The idea of letting a song display the issue ispedagogially of double interest. I use a song beause it is a question of tran-sition and the musi medium will here illustrate hange. It also illustratesthe searh for darling oneptions of our time, by revealing, disussing andhallenging them. It is also a test. To pratially look to the ideas of reativeommons lienes as a way for reators to make the rights granted by law� opyright law � a little less protetive by the onsent of the reators, andlikely a little more adapted to the pratie of Internet, file sharing and flowof media. You ould say that the song forms a meta-pedagogial display: itboth tells the story of soietal transition in terms of a battle of oneptions,as well as in itself exemplifying a ontemporary issue regarding legal regu-lations and soial hange when released for free sharing online. The song isabout Galileo Galilei and is alled The darling oneptions of your time.29



3.2 Galileo Galilei and the Darling oneptions ofyour timeConeptions and metaphors are ways of understanding things. They anbe the results of a soial onstrution, meaning that it is not a matter oftrue or false. It is a onstrution made to serve a purpose. A metaphor, forexample, is not neessarily more true beause it has been around for a longertime than a newer one.Let us turn to the first two verses of the song that will ontinually (andfititiously) play along while the reader reads the artile. Piture a threeman ombo playing in the orner of a bar. Every now and then a few lines ofwhat they are singing are heard through the murmur of the rowd satteredthroughout the room. You see a double bass, hear the soft snare drum andsuddenly a voie starts to sing:I see a learned man wathing the skyHis mind is forming a questionHe trembles when he starts to realizeThere is something wrong with how the sun passes the skyThere is something wrong with how the sun passes the skyThe ourt delared the onvitionand the mumbling rowd awaited no replyIt expeted no ontraditory laimsThere is nothing wrong with how the sun passes the skyThere is nothing wrong with how the sun passes the skyThese are the two opening verses of the song �The darling oneptions ofyour time�. Think of the famous astronomer Galileo Galilei as the �learnedman wathing the sky�. Galileo Galilei found out something that learlyhallenged a darling oneption of his time. Earth was not entral in theplanetary system surrounding us in spae, the sun was. In addition to this, heproved this bold statement empirially. He onstruted a pair of binoulars,made the mathematial alulations, and onluded that he had a new truthto reveal. The earth was not in the entre of the universe as we know it. Theplanets an not be revolving around the earth: �Earth is revolving around30



the sun, and I have seen it!� The Churh was outraged (on Galilei, see forinstane [14℄).A remarkable fat is that he was not even the first one to make thelaim. Copernius had mathematially ome to the same onlusion a oupleof years earlier. That is why it is alled the Copernian view. He did nothowever look, empirially measure and see that the sun ould not be rotatingaround earth. He was also not punished as harshly by the Churh, whihalso ated as a ourt, as was Galileo. Galileo ame to a ross roads wherehe had to hoose between the truth, as he had investigated it empirially,and the law, whih found his deeds to be wrong. To hallenge some of thedarling oneptions an be experiened as a hallenge to the system, whihwas likely in this ase. It was not merely about the planetary organizationin spae, it also questioned who should be the true interpreter of the order ofthings. It was about who should have power over the oneptions that shouldrule as truth. Galileo hallenged this and as a result had to hoose betweenstanding by his findings and risking his life or to deny what he regarded astrue and staying alive.He hose life. Maybe truth seemed a little less important when faedwith the risk of being burned on a pile of wood. Maybe truth even seemed alittle less right. �And still it is moving�, he allegedly said very quietly, sittingon his hair on a podium, surrounded by a hostile and mumbling mob oneither side and behind him. In front of him sat the tribunal, whih is theourt of the Churh, and the very same ourt that had aused him. Galileispent his remaining days in house arrest.As indiated by the very first sentene in this artile, the one from Lakoffand Johnson, the oneptions that prevail have some kind of onnetion topower. The law is a ommonly used instrument of ontrol by the State.A suessful law not only imposes behaviour, but also often oneptions ofhow the world is and should be arranged. However, in a onneted worldthe entralised power is hallenged in some aspets. The soial norms thatontrol behaviour on the Internet do not neessarily apply to a legislationthat funtioned well in a pre-digital era. As put by Castells:�. . . the power of flows take preedene over the flows of power.�[15℄It has to do with a transition, the view of the world, and what the prereq-uisites are when it omes to ommuniation between peers and distribution31



of media ontent. One ould express it as if earth is the natural sientifidepition of our planet and the world is the soial onstrution that soialsiene deals with. There are strutures in soiety � legal, eonomi andsoial � that interat and depend on eah other. When prerequisites drasti-ally hange, there is a need for a new balane in these strutures. Findingthis balane takes time, and will reate winners and losers along the way.This applies, for instane, to the strutures of news and media produtionin a entralised soiety, as it shifts towards a more deentralised version ofpossibilities in finding alternative media, alternative broadasts, alternativemethods of prodution, or even o-prodution of media ontent. This ripsthe keys out of the hands of the former key holders within news organisa-tions, governments and media produers. Soial siene has to deal withthe oneptions embedded in the onflit, to sort out the old and desribethe new that may take its plae, just like Galileo. Over time, the stronginfluene of the Churh delined and its role as the interpreter of truth re-garding earth's plae in spae was lost. The sientifi approah evolved, ashool of reason and empirial sienes took a greater plae in soiety.3.3 The battle of what the Internet should beIn a historial sense, the Internet is very new. The impat of digitalisationhas however in a short time led to what Castells desribes as the NetworkSoiety. How the Internet was designed in terms of what type of informa-tion that would be embedded in the ommuniation was paradigmatiallydifferent from how most legal regulation and legal systems have been on-struted. Legal systems generally operate in a national domain, relying oninformation regarding where an ation has taken plae geographially, aswell as the age of a person if there is a speial relation between involvedindividuals et., in order to find out if the ation was riminalised or not, aswell as how hard the ations should be penalised within given restritions.The Internet lets people at aross national borders without revealing theirages, whereabouts or what relationships people have. The ommuniationis, or at least has been, this free. This type of freedom, or lak of ontrol,is under attak from strong legislators throughout the world, where the tra-ditional media industry is a heavily investing instigator and lobbyist. Morelayers of ontrol over the flows of the Internet mean that existing analogi-32



ally preonditioned models for the market an survive. On the other sidestand the ritis laiming that the ontrol needed for these models to stillfuntion is suh an utterly over-dimensioned ontrol that it threatens grandvalues suh as privay and free speeh. Questions that need to be addressedhere are what balane should we strive for, what is lost and what is gainedwhen more aspets of ontrol are added to the layers of the Internet? Andin the ase of opyright, is this for the sake of reativity or for the sake of anindustry with an aged market model? In order to understand this we needto take a brief look into the opyright onstrution.3.4 CopyrightThe origin and growth of opyright as a legal onept is intertwined withthe tehnial development in regards to the onditions for storing and dis-tributing the reated media; the melody one wrote and reorded, the book,the photograph and so on. If we fous on musi, we will see how opyrightand tehnology have developed side by side. But also, whih is interesting tonote, how reativity itself is influened by the preonditions in tehnology.One purpose of opyright is the reation and development of ulture (if wewant to dig into Swedish law-making history, the preparatory work for theSwedish opyright law states this, SOU 1956:25 s 487). The legal regulationin itself has no justifiation in addition to stating systemi onditions thatare ulturally stimulating and ensuring future innovations.Copyright law is amazingly homogeneous throughout the globe as a re-sult of international o-operation with treaties and onventions. Both theEuropean Union and the U.S. have added to a strong and homogeneousopyright throughout major parts of the world. A few of the haraterististhat an be found in most national opyright legislations are that:� the period of protetion lasts the life of the opyright holder + 70 years(sometimes 50, see the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement1)1Berne Convention for the Protetion for Literary and Artisti Works, last amendedat Paris on 28 September, 1979. Sweden signed on 1 August 1904 and has adopted allthe amendments of the Convention after that. Agreement on Trade-Related Aspets ofIntelletual Property Rights signed in Marrakeh, Moroo on 15 April 1994.33



� the period of protetion for those ompanies who own the reordings(related rights) are mostly 50 years (see the Rome Convention2)� no registration is needed to ahieve opyright when something is re-ated (disputes will be settled in ourt. The U.S. used to have somedemands � the year and the© symbol, but that is less important thesedays when everyone has signed the same treaties)� opyright means exlusive rights to the reated for the reator or theholder of these rights (whih is a very important distintion) that areeonomi � for instane ontrol over the opies and to sell them � andmoral � that is to be attributed (mentioned) and not have the workridiuled, for instane� the exeptions from these exlusive rights are for �fair� use in the U.S.,whih is the sharing of opies to a few friends, like in the Swedish reg-ulation, within the private sphere. All depending on what type of re-ation and for what irumstane. The line is drawn a little differentlyin different ountriesThese harateristis have mainly been developed during the twentiethentury and are very muh tied to a tehnologial development that hasallowed distribution of ontent3. These harateristis have been developedin an analogue setting where heavy investments were needed for most of theprodution, reprodution and distribution. Some of the harateristis showexamples of being darling oneptions of an industrialized soiety whih hasbeen embedded in inredibly well-spread, global and strong regulations. Atthe same time, some of these harateristis are now hallenged due to thehanges in preonditions for prodution, reprodution and distribution thatthe digitalisation and rise of a network soiety ontributes to.An example: the onepts and speifi terminology of Swedish opyrightstems to some extent from the preparatory works of 1956, prior to the Copy-right At from 1960 (it speaks of the expanding possibilities of reproduing2The International Convention for the Protetion of Performers, Produers of Phono-grams and Broadasting Organizations.3Of ourse, printed material reahed a distribution revolution after the Gutenbergpress and legal protetion and the ideas of opyright has been around before the twentiethentury. But it was the 1886 Berne Convention that set out the sope for opyright prote-tion whih originally meant maps and books but today has grown to beome a signifiantregulated oneption in relation to sound reordings, films, photographs, software et.34



sound with innovations suh as the magnetophon � basially an early andhuge tape reorder). Of ourse, the at has ontinuously been hanged overthe years, but many of the terms are still used. This development has ledto a legal regulation that is so omplex that even legal experts think it isomplex. In fat, when some additions were made to the law in 2005 (toharmonize with the INFOSOC EU diretive) the real experts on legal on-strution in Sweden, the Counil on Legislation (Lagrådet), onluded thatit had been desirable to do a omplete editorial review of the Copyright Atinstead of implementing the �pathwork� that the hanges in the law nowmeant. The Counil however stated that it understood the hurry to im-plement the diretive (Prop 2004/05:110, appendix 8, p 558). Sweden hadalready reeived a remark from the EG Court for a delay[16℄.This shows two things. It shows that the arhitets behind the legalonstrution thought analogially, and it shows the strong interonnetionthat the many national legislations have via international treaties as wellas the European Union. The freedom to rethink opyright law is limited,or at least not easily made, seen in the international perspetive. Still, theregulating proess seems to lak a ritial element in the legislative trendso far. The poliy makers seem to be beyond all doubt that the legislativetradition on opyright is not only to be followed but the protetion shouldalso be expanded. A strong and unified opyright (see for instane the IN-FOSOC diretive4 in the EU) and a strong enforement of this opyright(for instane the IPRED5) are in this perspetive seen as the only measuresthat will ensure innovation and reativity in soiety. There seems to be noroom for doubt here. If opyright protetion is failing, the only answer to bereahed in this way of thinking is to enhane the enforement, the ontrol ofdata streams and all online behaviour.Another example from Sweden would be the so alled Rehnfors investiga-tion from 2007. The investigation regarded musi and movies on the Internetand was onduted by the governmentally appointed Ceilia Rehnfors (Ds2007:29). The investigation onluded that the legal servies on the Internet4Diretive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Counil of 22 May 2001on the harmonisation of ertain aspets of opyright and related rights in the informationsoiety.5DIRECTIVE 2004/48/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THECOUNCIL OF 29 APRIL 2004 ON THE ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROP-ERTY RIGHTS. 35



often had an unsatisfatory range of ontent to offer, but also launhed theidea that the Internet operators should be given a responsibility to ontrolthat their subsribers did not partiipate in opyright infringements. Thisproposal was of ourse met with great opposition from the operators (Da-gens Nyheter 3 September 2007). The inreased operator responsibilitieshad been proposed by opyright organizations, suh as IFPI (Ds 2007:29, p207). The development of tehnial safety measures was seen as a key issue(Ds 2007:29, p 16).The issue of file sharing and media ontent was up for a hearing in theSwedish Parliament in April 2008. However, even the setting an be ques-tioned from a soiety in transition perspetive: only legal alternatives wereallowed to present their ase. No advoates of file sharing were invited tothe hearing. It was stated by a spokesperson for the hearing that:�Several people an bring forward the arguments that for instanethe Pirate Bay has, suh as the seretary of the Rehnfors investi-gation [see Ds 2007:29 above℄ Johan Axhamn. He knows most ofthe arguments� (http://ur1.ca/f6pd 12 Mar 2008, author'stranslation).There was no one representing the file sharing ommunity, even thoughthe purpose of the hearing was to speak about and to ollet knowledge re-garding how the issue of file sharing and opyright issues should be handled.This is an unbalaned approah that is problemati if one attempts to under-stand the dilemmas of modern opyright, to say the least. It also illustrateshow oneptions legally formalised an blind real attempts to solve problemsonneted to soietal transition.3.5 A legal trendThe development towards an inreased protetionism in opyright, and theproposals of how this protetion should be undertaken, is part of a legislativetrend seeking to take ontrol over the Internet and its ommuniation. Theexeptionally stormy debate regarding inreased governmental signals intelli-gene (sanning internet traffi) is a national Swedish example (Ds 2005:30,prop. 2006/07:63) from the Summer of 2008. The new law was heavilyquestioned, resulting in the forming of interest groups to stop it. A wave of36
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bloggers protested, and members of Parliament reeived lots of e-mails andletters begging them to vote no.To desribe the European legal trend I start at 2001 when the Euro-pean Community Diretive on Copyright in the Information Soiety, theINFOSOC Diretive, was passed whih inluded narrow exemptions to theexlusive rights of the rights holder as well as protetion for �tehnologialmeasures� (art 6). This meant that more ations were riminalized and thatthe opyright regulations around Europe generally expanded and beamestronger. In April 2004 the EU passed the Diretive on Enforement of In-telletual Property Rights, the so alled IPRED diretive, following whathas been alled �a heavy-handed influene of the Amerian entertainmentindustry�[17℄. It had been set up as it is �neessary to ensure that the sub-stantive law on intelletual property, whih is nowadays largely part of theaquis ommunautaire, is applied effetively in the Community. In this re-spet, the means of enforing intelletual property rights are of paramountimportane for the suess of the Internal Market.� (Reital 3). The IPREDdiretive also states that all Member States are bound by the Agreement onTrade Related Aspets of Intelletual Property (TRIPS Agreement), whihaligns the global regulatory onnetion on opyright between nations, theEU as well as international treaties. After the bombings in Madrid in Marh2004 the work started on what later beame the so alled Data retentiondiretive in order to fore Internet servie providers and mobile operatorsto store data in order to fight �serious rime�6. This was heavily ritiizedby both the Artile 29 Data Protetion Working Party as well as the Euro-pean Data Protetion Supervisor for laking respet for fundamental humanrights. The question still remains in the Swedish implementation whetheror not this an or will be attahed to opyright rimes and be used in on-netion to the IPRED legislation, depending on how �serious rimes� will bedefined in national law in relation to opyright rimes. Reently it is theEuropean Teleoms Reform Pakage that has been heavily debated. It waspresented to the European Parliament in Strasbourg 13 November 2007 butvoted upon 6 May 2009.6DIRECTIVE 2006/24/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THECOUNCIL of 15 Marh 2006 on the retention of data generated or proessed in onnetionwith the provision of publily available eletroni ommuniations servies or of publiommuniations networks and amending Diretive 2002/58/EC.37



This luster of legislation seeking to harmonize the national legislationsof the European Union all points to the obvious trend of adding ontrol overthe flows of the Internet.3.6 Darling oneptionsWhat are the darling oneptions tied to the legal order that reates the ten-sion in relation to the digital pratie of today? There are a few oneptionsthat are problemati in the transition to a digitalised soiety. Legitimay isa key question here. However, before we are even able to disuss questionsof legitimay, we need to sort out a few things regarding the ideas and themeaning of both law and the debate around opyright and legislation.3.6.1 TheftWhen the idea of property rights are formed in an analogue reality andtransferred to a digital one, ertain problems our. An obvious problem,whih has shown the two sides of viewing the handling of media ontent inthe debate, is the sharing and opying of internet ommuniation on oneside and the �theft� on the other side. When seen from a traditional pointof view, the illegal file sharing of opyrighted ontent has been alled theft.However, the metaphor is problemati in the sense that a key element ofstealing is that the one stolen from loses the objet, whih is not the asein file sharing, sine it is opied. The Swedish Penal Code expresses thisas �A person who unlawfully takes what belongs to another with intent toaquire it, shall, if the appropriation involves loss, be sentened for theft toimprisonment for at the most two years� (Penal Code Chapter 8, setion 1,translation in Ds 1999:36). To be speifi, the problem of arguing that filesharing is theft lies in the aspet of �if the appropriation involves loss�. Thereis no loss when something is opied, or the loss is radially different fromlosing, say for instane your bike. The loss lies in that you are likely to losesomeone as a potential buyer of your produt. The �theft� argument is anexample of how an idea or oneption tied to a traditional analogue ontextis transferred to a newer, digital ontext. Something is, however, lost in thetranslation. 38



3.6.2 Control over opiesThe global onstrution of opyright has resulted in fairly homogeneous opy-right laws throughout the world. This has been done via international agree-ments (suh as the Berne Convention and the TRIPS agreement), harmoni-sation within the European Union (suh as the INFOSOC diretive of 2001),and opyright ooperation amongst for instane the Nordi ountries in Eu-rope. A part of this onstrution is the ontrol of opies that the rightsholders are granted. As mentioned above, this an be seen as a logi andoneption that was born and funtioned well in an analogue reality. Controlwas still possible, unlike today's enormous task to ontrol all online ativitiesfor all people, regardless, if the behaviour has to do with illegal file sharingor not. In a time where prodution, reprodution and distribution of eahopy demanded an investment that was not ignorable, the legal protetionof the ontrol over opies makes sense. On the other hand, in a time wherereprodution and distribution osts are ignorable the legal protetion of theontrol over opies does not make the same self-evident sense. The devel-opment is probably that the market is moving from being produt based tobeing servie based. You deliver aess to media rather than selling it inpiees. The ontrol of opies, and the idea that it is the opies that need tobe ontrolled in order to have a funtioning market, is a darling oneptionof analogue times.3.6.3 Private/publi relationshipGenerally, in Swedish legal tradition, the private sphere has been left unreg-ulated. The opyright legislation has followed this logi, suh as setion 12 inthe Copyright At above. With digitalisation and organisation in networks,this private-publi dihotomy has beome a regulatory oneption that hasless and less value in soiety. The private is not so private and the publi isnot so publi any more, in a sense. It is a regulatory method that funtionsless and less well, at least in the field of opyright. The item-based reality ofan analogue prodution has now beome digital and opy-based. Behaviourand soietal norms hange in aordane with how the onditions for themhange. As the user generated web (2.0, as some all it) arises, many in-dustries go from being produer driven to onsumer driven, and opyright isunavoidably affeted by the introdution and distribution of new informa-39



tion tehnology. This leads to questions about integrity and what type ofsoiety we want.3.6.4 Creativity of the few produes for the onsumption ofthe manyBehind this oneption lies the idea of an investment demanding produtionand distribution, mentioned above. This oneption stems from the idea thata few key persons deide what the masses will need and like. Think aboutthe few big reord ompanies or the old state owned TV hannels in Sweden.It also applies to the traditional logi of news reporting. What is regardedas news was a entralised deision to make. �Demoratize demoray� saidthe soio-legal sholar Boaventura de Sousa Santos when speaking of theempowerment of the third world at a onferene in Milan in the Summer of2008. Let us think about that quote for a moment. It is about a model fordeision-making. The Internet stands for a widespread deision-making ofontent. It is the many who deide what is interesting, not the few key per-sons. The quote ould be used for saying: do not onstrut systems arounda few key persons of power when it omes to the potential reativity of themasses. Demoratize reativity in the system, beause reativity should notbe deided over by the few. Let the many deide. Demoratize demoray.The �demorati ulture� is an expression used by John Holden[18℄ todesribe what in some areas of the industry is alled Web 2.0, meaningthat ontent in online produts is to a large extent reated and driven bythe users. It is as a peer-to-peer produt rather than an ever so smartprodut originating from the wits of one genius. Compare a traditionalentrally produed enylopaedia to the olletively produed Wikipedia.Some solutions an not be thought out entrally, and nothing singular anreplae the soial web. This is a benefiiary aspet of �the flow� of mediaontent that the digitalisation brings with it.3.6.5 Ownership and propertyThe Swedish legal sholar, Dennis Töllborg, regards the introdution of theInternet as a hegemoni revolution, similar to those earlier in history whenour view on soiety and ourselves were radially hanged. Creation is stillentral and imitation is always strong as a model for norm-building, but there40



is a differene, and that is the value-base. The idea is still free, but whenideas materialize in a digital way and leave their mehanial existene, thematerial relation to physial ontrol over what you onsider as your property,is missing. When the idea loses its referene to the physial world, thevalue the usage brings one again beomes dominating for what we regard aslegitimate and fair. The exhange value, oupled with exlusive intelletualproperty rights for the owner, annot and should not be proteted, sine theidea behind the Internet is, aording to Töllborg, at stake in the exampleof file-sharing. In this situation the former legal understanding of propertyrights will be invalid. Töllborg argues that you annot laim ownership tosomething whih is not possible to transform into something material, to aphysial objet. This will be the understanding of ownership, aording toTöllborg, in the new hegemoni era[19℄. The fat that there are a lot ofpeople arguing for old solutions, does not hange Töllborg's predition. Itis only a sign of the inevitable fight between different darling oneptions ofyour time, taking plae when a soiety is in a phase of transition, and theidea of property in a digital ontext is part of the battle.So, to finish the five examples of problemati darling oneptions in rela-tion to digitalisation the three man ombo is suddenly heard from the orner,singing something about a battle between the old and the new:Can you feel it too?The old world measuring the newCan you feel it too?The old world laiming the truthI know you've heard it tooThat the questions that we ask ourselvesin the passed way of thinkingwon't solve the problems of the new3.6.6 Conlusions: the battle of oneptionsThere seems to be a battle not only over how to organize soiety but alsoabout oneptions. The analogially based oneptions regarding the impor-tane of the ontrol over the reprodution of opies battles with the digitallybased oneptions regarding flow of media where opies in themselves are not41



of the same importane. This leads to an interesting ounter fatual questionthat we an use to ativate our minds. How would opyright laws have beendesigned had media distribution been digital from the beginning? That is,if we had skipped the step of a demanding distribution and reprodution viaplasti and physial artefats, how would we have designed the legal settingthat would ensure reativity in soiety?This question aims at unloking oneptions that are embedded in opy-right legislation that may not be in aordane with the digital pratie oftoday. There are parts of opyright legislation of today that probably wouldhave survived and parts that would have looked different. If we at the sametime look at the reators (and reativity stimulation) on one side and opy-right as a market seurity for opyright holders on the other, we ould nuanethe disussion of opyright a bit. The muh disussed protetion of rightsfor seventy years after the reators' death is aiming at the opyright holdersrather than at the reators and reativity stimulation.Let me also address the sholars and the law-makers: legal siene mustunderstand how soiety hanges. Otherwise, there is a high risk that thelegal system ould turn into an institution that uses its powers to supportthe parties that at and are oming from the traditional order in soiety,meaning an institution that distorts the soietal development to fit someinterests before others. And this is the onsequene of that the legal regula-tions has first appeared in the same time as the old strutures and partiesemerged(mixed-up syntax). These ageing parties will reeive support, notbeause they represent something more true or more just, but simply be-ause they are the next to kin of the emperor, so to speak. The legal orderthen beomes a tool for power in a struggle between the old and the new,rather than a demoratially legitimate interpreter of what is right and just.In using the above mentioned work of Lakoff and Johnson on metaphors,applied on the grand ontext of this artile, oneptions are unavoidably at-tahed to disourses, and although they may have a very speifi meaningin the disourse their meanings an hange, and their uses an be altered.This implies that oneptions an be tied to an arranging order, an adminis-trative pattern, in itself stemming from, for instane, analogue onditions ofdistributing media. These oneptions are likely to stand in the way whenthe administrative system is in need of a revision due to a hange in the on-ditions. In short, the digitalization hanges the onditions for distribution42



of media, and the oneptions tied to opyright are standing in the way ofthe needed revision of opyright legislation.Let me get bak to the initial quote from Lakoff and Johnson (�Peoplein power get to impose their metaphors�[2℄), and state that even though theresearh on metaphors of Lakoff and Johnson had nothing to do with lawor regulatory language, the quote an be used in this ontext. Law relies onmetaphors and oneptions that have been disussed above, when it omesto opyright and the various legal onstrutions that for instane have beenimplemented within the European Union in order to enfore opyright moreeasily, these oneptions rely on a metaphorial use of the language thatinorporates ideas of how the world is onstruted as well as what the legalregulations should say. Those who ontrol the laws and the legislative proessan also, to a large extent, ontrol what oneptions and metaphors shouldremain therein. This is why the battle of the Internet to a large extent hasto do with ontrolling the oneptions that onstrut how we regulate theinternet, and ontrolling those oneptions having to do with power.When the idea of property rights are formed in an analogue reality andtransferred to a digital, ertain problems our. An obvious problem, whihhas shown the two sides of viewing the handling of media ontent in thedebate, is the sharing ideal of internet ommuniation on one side and the�theft� on the other side. It is a battle of ideas, but also of oneptions ofreality.There is a risk that opyright goes from being a stimulator of reativityto a onservator of rights holders. It sort of implies that the most importantmedia ontent is already reated. �Now let's protet those who did it (orrather, hold the rights for those who did it)�, whih is a sad impliation.It is onservative and will more likely stifle innovation, whih is the diretopposite to the rhetori that surrounds the law and its enforement. Thisleads to an aim to ontrol and to over-regulate protetion of opyrightedontent. It misses the point that all reativity is born out of a ontext,out of a ulture, and that too muh regulated protetion will be bad forreativity7.The opyright regulation should not primarily be aimed at helping pub-lishing houses, reord ompanies or similar middle men to survive. They do7Even legal sholars have referred to this as lex ontinui. See [20℄. See also the prepara-tory works for the Swedish Copyright At, SOU 1956:25 s 66 f.43



not have a value in themselves for the opyright legislation to meet. Cultureis however influened by how the onditions are formulated. As tehnologyhas developed that has influened storage of information, expanded duplia-tion or distribution possibilities so have different opinions been heard. Somelaim that the inentives to reate disappear when the originators no longerhave full ontrol over the opies. Internet and file sharing however affetsdifferent types of reativity differently. The film industry may stand beforea larger transition or hallenge than the musi industry, due to its largerand more expensive projets. However, in the hanges of the premises forstorage and distribution, and ommuniation, one an establish that sometypes of reativity will likely see harsher times, and other types of reativitywill definitely thrive. It is a part of the hange. Let us not forget that totallynew forms also will emerge, many without retrieving any revenues from theexisting opyright system whatsoever.Is opyright strong or weak in these days of digitalization? And whatwill happen in the future? Lawrene Lessig, the Stanford Law professorand Creative Commons Liene promoter, paints a bleak piture of whenit omes to the balane between ontent that should be aessible and thatwhih should be proteted. He sees a development towards an inrease inproteting opyrighted material:�We are not entering a time when opyright is more threatenedthan it is in real spae. We are instead entering a time whenopyright is more effetively proteted than at any time sineGutenberg. The power to regulate aess to and use of opy-righted material is about to be perfeted. . . . in suh an age, thereal question for law is not, how an law aid in that protetion?But rather, is the protetion too great? . . . . But the lessonin the future will enter not on opy-right but on opy-duty �the duty of owners of proteted property to make that propertyaessible.�[21℄.An important question that lurks behind these disputes of ideals is whatkind of protetion an exist without an absurd amount of ontrol over hu-man ations? Communiation tehnology is not just a bad habit of the younggeneration, it is a fundamental part of how this generation leads the life. Ina study onduted in February 2009 by a Swedish researh projet alled44



Cybernorms, with more than 1000 persons between 15 and 25 years old, theresults learly indiated that there existed no soial norms that hinder ille-gal file sharing. And the surrounding persons of these youngsters imposedno moral or normative obstrution for the respondents' file sharing of opy-righted ontent8. In line with this the study also found that more than 60 perent of the respondents rather paid for servies that made them anonymousonline and kept on illegally file sharing than paying for the ontent9. Manywere however willing to pay for ontent, but not via the traditional model ofpaying for eah piee. It was the flow that was of importane, for whih therespondents were willing to pay, and in whih the opyrighted ontent wasinluded among other things.When speaking of law and soial norms one is often inlined to speakabout the legitimay of the legal regulations. The biggest threat to a lawis losing its legitimay. When a law is less right, it is no longer the trustedinterpreter of what ations are right and wrong in terms of the soial norms.One ould laim that no law is stronger than the underlying soial norms(whih Håkan Hydén[22℄ does), and that the soial norms are funtions ofthe onditions for them. The onditions that are embedded as oneptions inopyright law have fundamentally, or even paradigmatially hanged. Thepreonditions for the soial norms have drastially hanged as soiety hasbeome digitalised. The soial norms among many and the law do not math.Law is strongly interonneted with soiety. Do not mistake behaviourin a soiety simply for a funtion of its laws, and that it therefore is easyto hange soiety. This is where a problem lies, onneted to legitimay oflegal regulations. The understanding of this artile is that oneptions anbe tied to a speifi world order, to a way in whih a soiety is organized.This leads to what the title is asserting: soieties hange and the oneptionsthat have been more or less deeply founded in them an fae problems whentranslated into the new ontext. Clashes are inevitable. The rules and normswill ollide and onfuse. The example of file sharing, the Internet and theopyright debate has here been used to show the lashes of suh a soietaltransition and the oneptions within.8I am part of this researh group, tied to Lund University in Sweden. See
http://ur1.ca/f6pe for a presentation in Swedish. See also the debate artile from theresearh group published in Dagens Nyheter 23 February 2009 http://ur1.ca/f6pg9
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Say it with a songThe song The darling oneptions of your time is a reative expression. It isalso an experiment, an attempt to understand and to test a non-traditionalmodel for ontent distribution and the funtionality of the opyright regula-tion via the Creative Commons Liene. I am still the reator, but I make aontrat with anyone who wants to do something with the song. It is a wayto meet the new onditions for distribution and reativity. I am handingover the song to the ommons to use, to re-mix, to share, or not. Demoraydeides.So, the hanges and the embedded problems have to do with how we viewsoiety, what interpretations we make of the onditions it brings. It has neverbeen as searhable and interonneted as it is today, bringing along a typeof vulnerability and questions about how this interonnetedness is used.And from the orner of the bar, when most guests have left, the three manombo still plays. One pitures the last drunken man at the very end of thebar, Galileo Galilei, who unsteadily rises to silene the imagined mumblingrowd around him with a movement of his hand. He looks a bit sadly towardsthem, and then starts to sing with a broken voie:It's not the eyes that fool youIt's not the ears that an't hearIt's the darling oneptions of your timethat makes you feel this waythat makes you feel this way
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Ville Sundell

4A utilization of Jabber Instant Messaging
4.1 IntrodutionI here pass on a message about open and free protools and server-sidefreedom, espeially foussing upon instant messaging. The point of thisartile is to help users utilize Jabber/XMPP � the free and open instantmessaging protool suite, and free software implementations of it.Alongside an analysis of open and proprietary servies, this paper is alsomeant to be an easy guide to Jabber, whih a system administrator ouldhand to users.4.2 A brief history of personal Internet Instant Mes-sagingThe invention whih is said to start the era of Internet instant messagingwas IRC, originally an ASCII-based protool and server software, initiallydeveloped by Finnish student Jarkko Oikarinen in 1988.When a user onnet to an IRC network (whih onsists of one or moreserver mahines), the user is using only that partiular network and the hat47



rooms and users are available only in that network. So, if a user wants tohat in a room whih is not in the urrent network or wants to talk to friendsnot available in the urrent network, another onnetion has to be reated toanother network (whih is like a ompletely different universe with differentservies and different users).As time passed by the problems of entralized IM servies beame morevisible, eventually in 1998 spawning Jabber, the deentralized and openXML-based protool. The entralized model was very onvenient for bigompanies like AOL, Yahoo and Mirosoft, beause now they ould providefree IM servies for users of their other servies (Email, Software suite, et.).For these ompanies, it was very onvenient to get people to use only one net-work, one protool and one lient. With this model, they got more users fortheir other software and inreased their market share, and got inome mostlyfrom selling advertisements whih would be shown in the lient program.So, ombining instant messaging with other software, those large vendorswere able to get a really strong and profitable position in the field of personalIM. The model worked well for several years for both ustomers and vendors.However, now, after year 2000, mostly beause of a larger user base, theproblems whih omputer-oriented people had seen for a deade with thismodel, started to show up for normal users. . .4.3 Problems with entralized and non-free solu-tionsIt seems, that now, from the end users' point of view, the urrent non-free instant messaging protools and implementations, like MSN or AOLare working fine: users an onnet with a wide variety of different lients.They an message their friends, and everything just works. However, the firstsigns of a ollapse of proprietary IM systems were evident during the lastfew years: lient's advertisements beoming more and more visible, ensor-ship and manipulation of user's messages, inreased downtime, and suddenprotool hanges are disturbing the ommuniations of the end user.Usually, in normal and healthy ustomer-vendor relationship, the us-tomer is free to hange the vendor if that vendor is not delivering the goodsthe ustomer ordered, or the vendor is having bad problems when deliveringthem. This fair ompetition setup should help vendors automatially im-48



prove the quality of servies. Well, that is how it should work in the perfetworld. However, the situation we are talking about here is alled �vendorlok-in�, a situation where the ustomer (here a ustomer is the user of theIM servie) is �loked�, to a ertain vendor (here, a vendor is a provider ofan IM servie), without the possibility of hanging the vendor itself.In IM world, this �lok-in� is arhived by a very familiar fator: the users!Usually, the biggest reason for people not wanting to hange the vendor isthat the people they want to be in ontat with are using the same servie,but are not available in the servie you would like to use. So, beauseeveryone uses their own protool, users from MSN an't ommuniate withusers using Yahoo's servies. And, as we know, ommuniating with otherpeople is the main purpose of IM, right?So, we are in a situation where the tehnial features of the protool,quality of lient software, features of the network and small downtime, arenot good enough reasons to hange, in the end-users' point of view. Thismight lead us to think, if users are happy and an live with these problems,is the hange really worth it?4.4 Dangers of proprietary IM serviesAlthough the problems mentioned above do not seem to be ritial enoughto fore the hange of an IM servie provider, that is only beause we do notseem to see yet where this road is leading us.In our present time, we an already see some of the problems. Next, let'sdisuss what those are, how we an see them, and where all this is leadingin the near future.4.4.1 Censorship and message manipulationIn the beginning of August 2007, a bunh of people started to trak a prob-lem with MSN, whih seemed like a server error: some messages didn't getthrough. However, it was noted that those messages whih didn't get throughhad some URLs in them. More preisely, every message whih had someURLs using a top level domain �.info� (e.g. �http://www.example.info�), gotautomatially bloked. The news started to spread in the Internet, andpeople looked for more keywords whih would be also bloked.49



It turned out that there were plenty of them, all involving URLs some-how. The offiial response from Mirosoft was that the URL bloking waspart of their anti-virus war, and it was needed for that reason. And, allof this, is legal (beause usually a servie provider an deide, what topass and what not to). At the time of writing, it seems that you ansend normal �.info� URLs, but still the servie seems to blok messages like�http://www.example.info/download.php� (�download.php� is also one of themagi keywords).AOL and ICQ are also bloking ertain messages, but in their serviesusually only HTML-tags whih an be used for inserting sripts in the lients'end are bloked.Beause the bloking is at the server-side, there is nothing we an doin the user side (exept use a servie like Tinyurl1, but that is not reallysolving the problem, it just rounds it). Beause the servers are operated byone entity, it an freely deide what kind of messages it wants to forwardto the users. So in this situation, swithing to an alternative lient is nothelping us. However, in the next situation, it does help.4.4.2 AdvertisementsAs probably every user of large IM servies knows already, the offiial lients(like MSN Messenger and Yahoo! Messenger) are nowadays fully loaded withall kinds of advertisements, whih an be based on text, still or animatedimages, and even audio.But, unlike the previous problem, this an be rounded (so far), by swith-ing to alternative lients, whih usually are free and open soure (e.g. Pid-gin2), but that will lead us to the other problem, whih we disuss next.4.4.3 Protool hangesSometimes it an happen that a servie provider suddenly hanges the net-working protool, so that urrent alternative lients are not able to onnetto the network any more without modifiations to the lient ode. WithMSN this happened in 2008, when it suddenly leapt to a new protool ver-1http://ur1.ca/f6pa2
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sion. This led to a situation where the urrent alternative lients didn't workany more, and needed an update from the vendor.4.4.4 DowntimeWith entralized solutions, the downtimes are a big problem for the qualityof the servie beause, if the entralized servers go down (suffering from bugs,seurity holes, high network load or broken onnetions), there is, of ourseno way to use the servie.4.4.5 DiversityUsually, in software development, diversity is sometimes onsidered a goodfator whih breeds new innovations. But when this onept is applied tonetworking protools, the result is a mess. As we know, there is no wayto onnet AOL users diretly from an MSN network. In small ountries,where one protool ats as the major protool (usually, one ountry has onedominating protool, but the protool hanges from ountry to ountry), thediversity is not a very visible problem. But when trying to ontat friendsfrom another ountry, that may require using a different servie.4.4.6 Seeing beyond the IMOne thing whih proprietary IM servies seem to miss, is thinking of the om-muniation beyond normal text/voie/video messaging. Usually, beause ofrestrited design, this is not possible to implement easily.With free and open protools (like Jabber/XMPP), users an use thebasi protool to transmit their own data; for example, for your own appli-ation.There are already tons of extensions for the basi XMPP protool, butthere are more and more oming all the time. For example the upom-ing Google Wave will be based on XMPP (whih is not only about instantmessaging).4.5 So, what is this Jabber?The answer is simple: the solution. Basially Jabber is a free deentralizedsolution for ommuniation between two or more users. There are no entral51



servers, rather there are many providers of the servie. These providersommuniate between their users and other Jabber providers. Beoming aprovider is easy, you just need a mahine to run some Jabber server (whihwe will disuss later). Beoming a user of Jabber is way more easy, you needjust a lient, and a server to onnet. We will disuss it in the next hapter.In a tehnial point of view, Jabber is a ombination of XML-basedXMPP-base protool and extensions to that protool (alled XEPS, alsobased on XML).The XMPP protool an handle most basi tasks, like authentiation,enryption, sending and reeiving data to different users, and server-to-serveronnetions. Both XMPP and XEPs are managed by the XMPP StandardsFoundation (XSF), but users are still free to reate their own extensions tothe protool.Most important XEPs inlude:� MUC � multi user hats (�hatrooms�)� User profiles� XHTML messagesNow you know the basis about Jabber and XMPP, so let's start usingJabber, learning more about Jabber as we advane.4.6 Using Jabber4.6.1 The First step � beoming a �Jabberist�The only thing you really need is a lient. Here is listed a few good free-software lients:� Pidgin (it an handle many protools, like MSN and IRC, in additionto XMPP/Jabber, multiplatform)� Psi (Only Jabber)� Miranda (Windows only)After you have seleted the lient (I use Pidgin, it also omes pre-installedin Ubuntu and other modern free-software-based operating systems), andinstalled it, now it is time to fire it up, and reate a new aount.52



Here we are working withPidgin, but the same fieldsmostly exist in other lients.First, when you start upPidgin, you will see this:You will see the dialoguepitured here only at firststartup, when there are noother aounts. Here, just hit�Add� to see next dialogue,and add the first aount. Just fill the dialogue in as it isshown. You usually don't need to areabout the options of the Advaned-tab, usually they are right. But ifyou are experiening some networkproblems, you should hek that tabalso. The only things whih vary hereare your �Username� and �Password�fields. Change these aording to yourwishes, otherwise everything shouldbe alright.�Domain� is the server, where doyou want to save your aount, jab-ber.org is general server, whih is openfor everyone.�Resoure� is free-form string,whih tells the loation where you are onneting.If you are the only person using this aount, it is safe to hek the�Remember password� box.Chek also the last box, to be able to register your aount, if you arereating a new aount (if this is your first time, you are reating a newaount, so you an hek this box). Otherwise, if you know your aountexists on the server already, and you are just onneting to that aountnormally, do not hek this box. 53



Next, after liking the �Save� button, you will need to wait a bit, andyou should see this kind of dialogue: This means, that the server is us-ing a so-alled self signed ertifiate.If you want, you an view detailedinformation about the ertifiate byliking the �View Certifiate. . . �button. The heksum of theertifiate should be e8:b8:4:f2:41:5f:fb:64:9f:5d:be:52:1:da:8f:a6:a4:f:33:6e,this will expire Thu De 17 19:56:18 2009, so after that, the heksum is go-ing to hange. But in most ases, the ertifiate should be fine, so you anjust lik �Aept�. After this initial aeptane, in future, if your lient om-plains about the ertifiate not being valid, you have to take that seriously,beause it an be that you are under a DNS spoofing attak.Anyway, presuming that noone is going to attak you, and that the skyis not falling on your head, press �Aept�, and fill up this dialogue:This is now a onfirmationabout the aount you are goingto reate to the server. This isexatly the same information yougave in the �Add Aount� dialogabove, so you an just hit �Reg-ister�, and move to the next dia-logue.If registration is not suessful, hek the information you gave to Pidgin,it is possible that there is already someone using the username you wanted.In this ase, you have to selet another username. After a suessful regis-tration you should see a dialogue like this:Congratulations, now you haveyour first Jabber aount!There is just one more step, inthe following dialogue, hek the �En-abled� box for your aount like this:And the Pidgin onnets to theserver! 54



4.6.2 More advaned use of Jabber: Sending messagesYou an now send messagesto individual people just byliking the �Buddies� menuat the top of the �Buddy List�window and selet �New in-stant message�. After that, ifyou have many aounts on-neted, selet the right a-ount from the popup menu,and then just write the Jab-ber ID (JID) of the personyou want to message with. When pressing OK, new window (or if youalready have an IM window, it will reate a new tab), and there you ansend messages to the person.4.7 End wordsI hope that from this artile users have been able to see the basi needfor free and open, deentralized instant messaging solutions, and beomefamiliar with the basis of Jabber/XMPP.
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Henrik Moltke

5RMS on FREE BEERTransribed by Gunhild Andersen
HM: Hello, my name is Henrik. I'm alling on behalf of Superflex . . .RMS: Sorry, you said super-what?HM: Superflex.RMS: I don't reall that name.HM: Do you remember the Free Beer?RMS: Yes!HM: What we hoped to do with you was to ask you to taste and reviewthe beer, whih is . . .RMS: It wouldn't work, beause I don't like beer. I also don't like theemphasis that most people put on getting drunk. I have only got drunk one57



in my life, on a transatlanti flight. I had made the mistake of putting mysleeping pills into my suitase whih I'd heked. I tried using whiskey toahieve the same effet. It didn't work very well, partly beause it was sodisgusting I ould hardly swallow it.HM: Did you manage to sleep in the end?RMS: I slept a little bit.HM: But I was thinking that maybe we ould try and do something re-motely similar to a review, just without atually talking about the taste andthe hue and the . . .RMS: OK!HM: So if you ould pretend that you were reviewing this idea of a freebeer . . .RMS: Oh, I love the idea as long as I don't have to drink it!HM: I was wondering about the name, beause most people will thinkabout this only as free beer in the free beer sense . . .RMS: . . .Well,HM: . . . but there is another . . .RMS: . . . are you selling samples of it?HM: Well, atually we do sell free beer in a shop, but we also . . .RMS: Yeah, I hope so! It probably osts you money to produe a bath.HM: Exatly.RMS: So it makes sense to sell bottles of it, or glasses of it. And so thatwill make people think: they'll see this is free in the sense of freedom, butit's not gratis. 58



HM: Exatly, that was the onept from day one . . .RMS: Mmm?HM: So, do you have anything against or for naming a beer Free Beer?RMS: I like the idea, beause it's a ute way of making a point.HM: And ould it be alled a hak in the sense of . . .RMS: Yes! Yes, it is a hak. Playful leverness is haking, so this ishaking.HM: I remember that we reeived an email with some very onstrutiveomments about intelletual property and the way we use . . .RMS: Well, atually, my omments may have been about quote �intelle-tual property� . . .HM: Exatly.RMS: . . . unquote, beause I never talk about - I never use that term . . .HM: And that's what you were telling us.RMS: . . . to desribe anything, and it's a mistake to do so beause thatterm mixes together various different laws with totally different effets as ifthey were a single thing. So anyone who tries to think about the supposedquote �issue of intelletual property� unquote is already so badly onfusedthat he an't think learly about it.HM: Now, in the same email you also suggested that we all the beer afree software beer instead of an open soure beer.59



RMS: Yes. I founded the Free Software movement, and �open soure� isa term used to o-opt our work; to separate our work from our ideals thatmotivated it. See, we developed software that users are free to run and shareand hange as they wish, for the sake of freedom. Beause those freedoms,we believe, are essential. Then there were millions of people who appreiatedthe software and appreiated being able to share and hange it, and foundthat it was very good software too. But they didn't want to present this asan ethial issue. So they started using a different term, open soure, as a wayto desribe the same software without ever bringing it up as an ethial issue:as a matter of freedoms that people are entitled to. Well, they're entitled totheir opinions. But I don't share their opinions, and I hope you don't either.So to support awareness of the ethial issues of free software the most basithing to do is talk about free software.HM: Do you think this will ome about by disussing for example a beerthat atually isn't software?RMS: It's a similar kind of issue arising here. A beer doesn't atually havesoure ode either. A reipe is not like soure ode, you an't just ompileit. There's no program that turns the reipe into food.HM: What if we speak about the general idea of taking ideas from thefree software movement, and from the open soure movement even, andtransferring those values onto something whih is not software?RMS: I'm all in favour of it. Whenever they're appliable. When theseideas make sense in one ontext they may make sense in another ontext, butthat's not guaranteed. They're not appliable to everything in life, they'reappliable to ertain things. Speifially, they're appliable when there areworks made of information that are useful.HM: So where do you draw the line? Does an open soure ook book makemore sense than an open soure ar?RMS: I'd rather not use the term open soure. I'm not a supporter of theopen soure movement. 60



HM: I'm sorry. That's the problem: if . . .RMS: Reipes should be free.HM: But I was thinking, is there a way that we ould use this word in abetter way than speaking about an open soure beer? Beause a free softwarebeer also sounds strange.RMS: Yes, they both are strange. Neither one really fits beause a beeris not software and has no soure. So if you're going to strain things to referto a movement, you might as well pik the movement you support.HM: Beause we've taken a bit from one and a bit from the other.RMS: Anyway.HM: We tried to reount the whole story of what happened in the earlyseventies up till now to sort of explain what the idea of the beer was, and Ifind this quite omplex.RMS: It is!HM: Is there any way that these kinds of ideas ould travel to the mindsof people in an easier way?RMS: Well, I find that reipes make a good analogy for explaining theideas of free software to people. Beause people who ook ommonly sharereipes and ommonly hange reipes, and they take for granted that they'refree to ook reipes when they wish. So imagine if the Government took awaythose freedoms; if they said �starting today, if you opy and share, or if youhange a reipe, we'll all you a pirate.� Imagine how angry they would be.Well that anger, that exat anger, is what I felt when they said I ouldn'thange and share software any more. And I said �No way, I refuse to aeptthat.�HM: Why do you think this had to happen within software and omputers,why haven't people demanded the same kind of freedoms before?61



RMS: Well, there weren't enough people using omputers, and in the earlydays software was free, atually.HM: Yeah. When you started . . .RMS: It was in the seventies that software beame proprietary. And thathange for the worse was omplete by the early eighties. But I had had theexperiene of partiipating in a ommunity of programmers where sharingsoftware was normal. And when it disappeared and died, and I saw a morallyugly way of life as my probable future I rejeted that.HM: That was bak in the beginning of the eighties?RMS: That was in 1983. I formed the Free Software Movement andlaunhed a plan to develop a free software operating system so that we oulduse omputers and have this freedom.HM: Do you think that the way that things are now and the way that youhave a GNU/Linux option or you an do many things with different kindsof open soure software . . .RMS: Please?HM: I'm sorry, I'm sorry.RMS: I don't want you to use the term open soure.HM: I'm very sorry.RMS: It's not what I stand for. You're putting me in a very bad positionby talking with me about my work and using the term, the name of a partythat was formed to rejet my views.HM: This is something very diffiult for someone like me to atually -beause I am not a omputer programmer. I am not somebody who haslived this for 20 years. So for me it is diffiult although I'm trying to . . .62



RMS: Think of open soure and free software as the name of two differentpolitial parties . . .HM: I fully understand that.RMS: . . . with different programmes. If you invited the leader from theGreen party - whih, by the way, I more or less support - and you startedtalking to him about his work in the Conservative party, and you did thatseveral times, he'd probably get mad at you.HM: And I ould imagine that this is something that happens often withthe politial press and journalists and . . .RMS: Yes. Yes it does, and in fat before I give an interview I raise thisissue and I make sure that they've agreed not to do this. Beause it wouldbe pointless to do an interview if I'd be misreported as a supporter of opensoure.HM: Well, you know, I atually did my homework, and this is somethingthat I find must be as diffiult for ordinary people . . .RMS: It's not that diffiult. You're talking about hanging a habit. Ittakes a little bit of work and you make mistakes a few times but don'texaggerate it. You an hange a habit.HM: When you started the Free Software Movement and the GNU projet,would you ever have imagined that this kind of idea would turn into some-thing outside of the omputer world, something like a beer or . . .RMS: No, I didn't think for a minute about that.HM: When did that start happening, when did you start seeing thosepossibilities?RMS: About five years ago.HM: Is that what you hope will happen in the future from now on?63



RMS: Well, I hope so. But mainly what I'm hoping for and working foris that software should be free.HM: And do you think a projet like this will help?RMS: Yes. It'll help. It will bring the ideas home to people who wouldn'thave thought about them otherwise. And that's useful.HM: I hope this will get some reperussions and that we may use this . . .RMS: Happy haking!HM: And thanks very muh for your time!RMS: Bye.HM: OK, bye bye.
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Jeremiah Foster

6Creating Debian pakages from CPAN
CPAN is a well-known and useful arhive of Perl modules, a pearl in thePerl world. While it serves many Perl developers and users, it annot byits very nature ater for further distribution beause it does not know whatform that distribution has to take. In other words, how is pan supposedto know if it needs to morph into a speifi format to allow a module to beinstalled on a speifi platform? It annot and should not, it should provideinstead a stable API and a distributed database allowing for easy pakaging�downstream�, whih is what it does. One an install from soure if oneprefers, or with the pan and panp tools, but sometimes you need or wanta more omplete and flexible system for installing software.As we move downstream, we get loser to the user and the user's system.Hi sunt draones, you need to be pretty areful about how and what youinstall lest you reate instability and bugs. Cpan tries to handle installationelegantly by installing dependenies with whatever module you are installing.This is a �Good Thing��, it helps the end-user immeasurably and helps toavoid �dependeny hell�; a painful state whih desribes the situation ofhaving some of your needed software installed, but not all of it.67



Sine a pan module is agnosti to its final destination and tries to be asross-platform as possible, it will not know about the speifi peuliarities ofthe operating system upon whih it is to reside. In fat, one might argue agood deal of pants is direted at this problem, determining the quirks of theOS. Workarounds inlude the inlusion of multiple operating-system-speifitools and funtions, yuk.A better solution might be �pakage management� whih allows for apan module to be wrapped in a way that allows for simpler installation.This is of ourse operating system speifi and rightly so, the OS needs todetermine how to install, where to install, and what. So pan an just doits thing while the OS ommuniates diretly with pan, gets the requiredmodule(s), any Perl dependenies, and does the installation work. The OSthen heks to see if there are operating system required dependenies aboveand beyond the Perl dependenies, satisfies those dependenies, resulting ina single all to the pakage manager to install software without having tosearh the internet for some arbitrary .so file.This artile aims to explain this pakaging proess for Debian and Debianderived operating systems suh as Ubuntu, allowing for Perl modules to beinstalled as debs and even submitted to Debian itself. The Debian systemhas many users, reeives seurity notifiations, is known for its stability, andgets regular updates. These are things your Perl modules will automatiallyget as well when you submit them to Debian.There is a dediated group of Debian hakers, both �Debian Developers�and non-developers, who maintain Perl modules in Debian. I am one ofthose who works on the Debian-Perl team[23℄ and would like to desribe thedevelopment of debs from pan, inluding some of its gory details, so thatothers an be familiar with �best praties� of pakaging software for Debian.Let us begin with a tool alled dh-make-perl, shall we? Dh-make-perl(the dh stands for Debian helper) is a wrapper around the pan tool, plusa whole lot more. We all it the same way as we would all pan, with amodule name. It then goes to pan for the soure of our deb beause thegoal of a deb is to have the soure ode separate and pristine. Debian makesno hanges to the upstream soure for pakaging. Oasionally someone inDebian might path the soure to fix a bug, but in Debian-Perl we try touse path to path things and always try to pass our path upstream at leastinto RT, Perl's bug traker. 68



Choosing something to pakage is atually quite important. I will hooseTest::File beause I find it useful and have some familiarity with it - twothings one needs to generate the interest and motivation when there are bugreports or new features. Pakaging is atually onsiderable work over time,a stale pakage is both a potential seurity risk and quikly forgotten.Now we use our first tool, the powerful dh-make-perl. I will show theall to dh-make-perl and then go through it a bit sine I am going to pass alot of arguments just to show some features.Listing 6.1: dh-make-perl ommand
dh-make-perl --cpan Test::File --desc "Test file attributes

with perl." --arch all --version 1.25 -e

jeremiah@jeremiahfoster.com --dh 7 --requiredeps --buildWe all dh-make-perl with a bunh of parameters. This of ourse is notneessary, you an make your all muh smaller, but I want to show someof these parameters beause they make life a little easier and you may wantto use them. Of ourse the anonial soure of dh-make-perl parametersand funtions is in the man page for dh-make-perl, this is good to hek onoasion sine it has been getting updated reently[24℄.The first parameter, or really argument to dh-make-perl, is the --panflag whih tells dh-make-perl to go and get the module from pan as opposedto finding it loally. From the man page: �If neither --pan nor a diretoryis given as argument, dh-make-perl tries to reate a Perl pakage from thedata in .� i.e. the urrent diretory. So if you have a module you want toinstall loally or for some reason do not want to push up to Debian, youan reate loal debs for your own loal mahines or mirror, no need to pushthem downstream as it were.Next we give the name of our module in the same way we would if wewere using pan, i.e. Foo::Bar. The --des swith tells dh-make-perl what touse for Debian's short desription and the --arh flag is for the arhiteture.Here we are using all beause perl works on all the arhitetures that Debianoffiially (and unoffiially) supports.Shokingly enough the --version flag provides a way to inform dh-make-perl about the version of the pakage we are pakaging, so this is the urrentversion of Test::File; -e is the email address flag, it wants an email addressafter it; --dh is a all to debhelper itself and after --dh you have to speifythe version of debhelper you want to use. This is a little triky beause69



different versions of debhelper reate different artefats, speifially differentdebian/rules files. So you want most likely to use version 7 for debhelper. Toparaphrase the dh-make-perl man page, --dh will set desired the debhelperversion. If �ver� is 7, the generated debian/rules file is minimalist, using theauto-mode of debhelper. This minimalist version is what you want, unlessyou are going to pakage an XS module or need to do some razy stuff atbuild time.Fortunately we do not have to mess about with our debian/rules file, soI am going to ontinue disussing the rest of the arguments to dh-make-perl,but I want to say that there is a great deal to disuss regarding debian/rulesand you would do well to onsider reading about it in the Debian develop-ers' doumentation in plaes like the New Maintainer's Guide[25℄. If youare reading this in front of a Debian ommand line, you an simply do an�aptitude install maint-guide� to get the doumentation.The --requiredeps flag tells dh-make-perl to require Perl dependenies,that is to say, if we do not find all the modules needed to build, we shouldfail to build our deb. This is really good beause it makes your deb pakagemore portable and all the Perl module dependenies will get installed whenyou install your pakage on another mahine, very onvenient. For this allto work you need to have apt-file installed on the mahine on whih youare building the pakage. Apt-file is an exellent tool, written in Perl (ofourse!). It allows you to searh for files in Debian pakages, even pakagesthat are not installed on your system. This means that apt-file is reallythe anonial tool to find things in Debian or Ubuntu pakages. A quikexample: say we wanted to install libtest-more-perl and we alled aptitudeto install it thusly, �aptitude install libtest-more-perl�. Aptitude says:Listing 6.2: aptitude install libtest-more-perl output
E: Unable to locate package libtest-more-perlBut we are ertain that this fundamental perl module is in Debian!Haven't we seen Test::More output in fat? Indeed we have, but this moduledoes not exist on its own. Debian has inluded it with the pakage perl-modules beause it is suh a fundamental tool, and so muh else in Debianrequires it. So looking for it with �dpkg -L libtest-more-perl� will produethese rather unhelpful results:Listing 6.3: dpkg -L libtest-more-perl output70



Package ‘‘libtest-more-perl’’ is not installed.But in fat, when we searh with �apt-file searh Test/More.pm� (whihis the format we need to speify sine we are looking at the file system) wewill find that apt-file finds it for us:Listing 6.4: apt-�le searh Test/More.pm output
perl-modules: /usr/share/perl/5.10.0/Test/More.pmThis output tells us that the file Test/More.pm is under /usr/share/perl/5.10.0and it is in the Debian pakage perl-modules. This is a handy and reliableway to find if the Perl module you are looking for is already pakaged inDebian. All of these ommands were issued on a Debian testing system.Finally we pass --build whih �builds only a binary pakage (by alling`fakeroot debian/rules binary') and does not sign the pakage. It is meantfor a quik loal install of a pakage, not for reating a pakage ready forsubmission to the Debian arhive.� So says the man page for dh-make-perl.I like to build the pakage with dh-make-perl beause then ertain buildproblems ome to the fore sooner. It is not a requirement to build thepakage with dh-make-perl however.One we have run dh-make-perl, we wath all sorts of interesting outputfly by, like output from pan, the test suite of our module, et. The debhelperbuild proess takes over after pan has worked its magi and we get a finishedtwo files and a diretory when we are done. They are:Listing 6.5: dh-make-perl output
File: libtest-file-perl_1.25_all.deb

File: libtest-file-perl_1.25.orig.tar.gz

Dir: Test-File-1.256.1 The anatomy of a pakageYou would be tempted to say �Well I have built my deb, I'm done!� Doing adpkg --ontents libtest-file-perl_1.25_all.deb ought to show this output onour new deb:Listing 6.6: dpkg --ontents libtest-�le-perl output
drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./71



drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/man

/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/man

/man3/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 4142 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/man

/man3/Test::File.3.gz

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/

perl5/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/

perl5/Test/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 27027 2008-06-10 19:59 ./usr/share/

perl5/Test/File.pm

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/doc

/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 69 2007-02-09 02:30 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/README

-rw-r--r-- root/root 1476 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/copyright

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/examples/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 69 2007-02-09 02:30 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/examples/README

-rw-r--r-- root/root 164 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/share/doc

/libtest-file-perl/changelog.gz

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl5

/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl5

/auto/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl5

/auto/Test/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl5

/auto/Test/File/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 195 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl5

/auto/Test/File/.packlist

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl/

drwxr-xr-x root/root 0 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl

/5.10/

-rw-r--r-- root/root 214 2009-02-09 15:39 ./usr/lib/perl

/5.10/perllocal.pod 72



But in fat we are not done, we need to build the deb with dpkg-buildpakage and we need to modify some of the files in the Debian diretory.First we will start by modifying the files in the Debian diretory to makesure we have a proper pakage. The first thing we need to do is to hangethe name of our diretory. Debian has a requirement that says the pakagename has to be lowerase whih means that our diretory has to be lowerase. So we move Test-File to libtest-file-perl-1.25. This format is the stan-dard format for Debian Perl pakages. While one might say it is not the mostbeautiful format, it has its strengths. Those strengths are that the formatinforms the user it is a library pakage, part of a larger system whih mightrequire dependenies. It has the suffix -perl whih indiates that it is a Perllibrary. There are a few modules in Debian whih are not labelled this way,and there is no absolute law saying you have to all your module this way,but if you do not you are in fat doing the user a grave disservie, beauseanyone who is used to Debian or Debian derivatives will searh for a moduleas libfoo-bar-perl and they will not find your module if it is not so labelled.So one we have moved Test-File-1.25 to libtest-file-perl-1.25 we willhange into that diretory and take a look around. We find that it is justlike the untarred module from CPAN only with the addition of a Debiandiretory. We will take a loser look at the Debian diretory now whih is atthe heart of pakaging. Aording to the New Maintainer's guide[26℄ �Themost important of them are `ontrol', `hangelog', `opyright' and `rules',whih are required for all pakages.� Let us start by taking a look at theontrol file:Listing 6.7: ontrol1 Source: libtest-file-perl2 Section: perl3 Priority: optional4 Build-Depends: debhelper (>= 7)5 Build-Depends-Indep: perl (>= 5.6.0-12), libtest-manifest-perl

(>= 1.14)6 Maintainer: Debian Perl Group <pkg-perl-maintainers@lists.

alioth.debian.org>7 Uploaders: Jeremiah C. Foster <jeremiah@jeremiahfoster.com>8 Standards-Version: 3.8.09 Homepage: http://search.cpan.org/dist/Test-File/10 Vcs-Svn: svn://svn.debian.org/pkg-perl/trunk/libtest-file-perl/73



11 Vcs-Browser: http://svn.debian.org/viewsvn/pkg-perl/trunk/

libtest-file-perl/1213 Package: libtest-file-perl14 Architecture: all15 Depends: ${perl:Depends}, ${misc:Depends}, libtest-manifest-

perl (>= 1.14)16 Description: Test file attributes with Perl.17 Test::Files provides a collection of test utilities for file

attributes.18 .19 Some file attributes depend on the owner of the process

testing the file in20 the same way the file test operators do. For instance, root (

or super-user or21 Administrator) may always be able to read files no matter the

permissions.22 .23 Some attributes don’t make sense outside of Unix, either, so

some tests24 automatically skip if they think they won’t work on the

platform. If you have25 a way to make these functions work on Windows, for instance,

please send me a26 patch. :)27 .28 This description was "automagically" extracted from the module

by dh-make-perl.I will move quikly through the first lines of the ontrol file but I wouldlike to point out lines 4 and 5 where Build-Depends and Build-Depends-Indep are defined. This is where the magi at the ore of aptitude lies, andwhy the apt system is so powerful. Here we define the relationships betweenpakages in the operating system and within Perl whih will be satisfied atbuild time. These dependenies were alulated by dh-make-perl but thereare other mehanisms to do this as well and sometimes we will even needto do this by hand. Looking in the soure diretory for the pakage andeven the META.yml and Makefile.PL an reveal dependenies that mightotherwise be missed. Usually dh-make-perl gets it right however and this isnot neessary.In our Build-Depends line we are saying we depend on debhelper andwe will not be able to build our pakage unless this dependeny is satisfied,74



it is an absolute dependeny. The apt system will hek automatially fordependenies on your dependenies, so you only speify the dependeniesyou need for your pakage, you do not have to rummage around to find outwhat they depend on. Build-Depends is only for dependenies required tobuild a binary pakage on your arhiteture, it is not a omplete seletion ofbuild-time relationships. In our pakage, we also need Build-Depends-Indepwhih defines other pakages that our pakage will need to run, not just tobuild.This is fairly esoteri stuff, and Perl largely abstrats the �building� ofbinaries away from the Perl programmer in the interest of simpliity andease of use. You an dig into this stuff if you want, there is muh more tolearn about building Perl both on the Perl side and on the Debian side, butsine it is a rather large subjet area I am going to gloss over the really hairydetails and refer you to the Debian poliy[27℄ and your own Google prowessto get more info than that I have presented here.Most of the other stuff in the debian/ontrol file is pretty self-explanatory;resoures for the soure ode, who was responsible for the pakage uploading,et. I would like to diret you to the last line where we see some pakagingboilerplate whih ought to be removed, i.e. line 28.If we now turn our attention to debian/opyright we an see the power ofFree Software and opyright. The Debian Free Software Guidelines requirethat a opyright be assigned so that a liene an be enfored. Perl is underthe Artisti liene, a liene that has won important legal vitories in theUnited States, and also under the GPL. This dual liensing is effetive butonly when there is a opyright speified and many Perl hakers forget to dothis. I would like to enourage you to doument your opyright, even if youreeived the opyright by default when you authored new ode, this makesit easier to pakage your software. Here is what our opyright file looks like:Listing 6.8: opyright1 Format-Specification:2 http://wiki.debian.org/Proposals/CopyrightFormat?action=

recall&rev=1963 Upstream-Maintainer: brian d foy <bdfoy@cpan.org>4 Upstream-Source: http://search.cpan.org/dist/Test-File/5 Upstream-Name: Test-File6 Disclaimer: This copyright info was automatically extracted7 from the Perl module. It may not be accurate, so you better75



8 check the module sources in order to ensure the module for

its9 inclusion in Debian or for general legal information.

Please,10 if licensing information is incorrectly generated, file a

bug11 on dh-make-perl.1213 Files: *14 Copyright: brian d foy <bdfoy@cpan.org>15 License-Alias: Perl16 License: Artistic | GPL-1+1718 Filend: debian/*19 Copyright: 2009, Jeremiah C. Foster <jeremiah@jeremiahfoster.

com>20 Licence: Artistic | GPL-1+2122 Licence: Artistic23 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/

or modify24 it under the terms of the Artistic Licence, which comes

with Perl.25 On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the

Artistic Licence26 can be found in ‘/usr/share/common-licences/Artistic’2728 Licence: GPL-1+29 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/

or modify30 it under the terms of the GNU General Public Licence as

published by31 the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your

option)32 any later version.33 On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU

General34 Public Licence can be found in ‘/usr/share/common-licences/

GPL’This file is pretty straight-forward. We will remove the boilerplate fromlines 6 through 11 and then fill in the exat date of the opyright for thesoftware, in this ase we'll have to go to pan and find out that it is 2008,but after that we are done with the opyright file.76



The ompat and wath files play minor roles in our pakage buildingdrama. The wath file is a tool to hek to see if there have been any newreleases, it gets used by a tool alled usan whih allows one to update anew pan module into an existing Debian pakage quikly. The ompat fileis merely a �ompatibility� number for some of the other Debian tools, I willleave that to you to explore.6.2 Building the pakage with dpkg-buildpakageNow it is time to look at the main build tool for building Perl debs, dpkg-buildpakage. There are plenty of build tools in Debian and there seemsto be a new one every month. For example there is now one alled git-buildpakage and for all I know it may be great. I like dpkg-buildpakage sothat is what I am going to tell you about.As with every build tool there are ten thousand options, but I am justgoing to desribe the juiy parts. I all dpkg-buildpakage like this:Listing 6.9: dpkg-buildpakage ommand
dpkg-buildpackage -rfakeroot -D -kjeremiah@jeremiahfoster.comWhat we have right after the all is the flag -r with the word fakerootright after it, that is the ommand used to gain root. The -D is for hekingonflits and dependenies whih I highly reommend although you an do itwithout heking dependenies but that would most likely not be portable.Finally, -k and my email address is the key I use to sign the pakage.This tool is a Perl tool, of ourse, and if you look at the soure you willsee the name Ian Jakson in the opyright setion. Ian Jakson is the guywho started Debian, he is in fat the Ian of Debian with his wife Debra beingthe deb part. You an also see that this file is not very well doumented,no pod for example, whih is a shame. There are other modules also beingpulled into this one, modules like dpkg and dpkg::Version whih is useful forheking version numbers of pakages. Why won't you find these pakageson pan? Good question. It is one of my long term goals to expose all thesetools to pan and get the publi to examine them and help with developmentand doumentation. The developers in Debian seem to think these tools areonly relatively interesting to a Debian developer, whih may be true, but Isuspet it is valuable to have tools that work on suh a fundamental level77



with Debian pakages sine Debian is so widespread. Then people an eitheruse them themselves or even devise tools on top of them that might be useful,like the pan2dist tool in panplus. I an also see these tools as potentiallybeing useful for a distribution agnosti linux pakaging program. In any ase,I think Debian should follow the best praties of the Perl ommunity eitherway and make the tools available and I intend to do that work if someonedoes not beat me to it.In the meantime, what happened when we built our pakage? Sine wepassed -D to hek dependenies, dpkg-buildpakage alled dpkg-hekbuilddepsand found that we annot build our pakage beause we are missing a de-pendeny; Test::Manifest. You an run dpkg-hekbuilddeps separately andthis is the output:Listing 6.10: dpkg-hekbuilddeps output
dpkg-checkbuilddeps: Unmet build dependencies: libtest-manifest

-perl (>= 1.14)The above line tells us that the Perl module Test::Manifest needs to beinluded for and that it already exists in Debian as the pakage libtest-manifest-perl. Marvel at the power of the apt system! It saved us a journeyto dependeny hell. We simply install libtest-manifest-perl and try to buildagain. . .This time, suess! Dpkg-buildpakage will ask me for my key passphrase,whih I give it, and it signs the pakage for me. Now if we look in our dirwe have:Listing 6.11: Diretory after suessful dpkg-hekbuilddeps run
libtest-file-perl-1.25

libtest-file-perl_1.25-1_all.deb

libtest-file-perl_1.25-1.dsc

libtest-file-perl_1.25-1_i386.changes

libtest-file-perl_1.25-1.tar.gzHooray! We have our deb, signed and sealed. You an install it nowwith dpkg -i libtest-file-perl_1.25-1_all.deb but before we pass it out farand wide, let us take one final step and build it in a �lean room� or aminimal Debian install. This we an use as a baseline and assume that ifit builds and installs here it an build and install anywhere. To do this weare going to use pbuilder whih is a �personal pakage builder�. It reates78



a hroot, downloads a minimal Debian install, adds your pakage and anydependenies and builds a deb for you. If that works, you an be reasonablysure it will work out in the greater wide world of the Debian installed base.Here is the all:Listing 6.12: pbuilder ommand
sudo pbuilder build libtest-file-perl_1.25-1.dscI will go through an arbitrary seletion of pbuilder's output:Listing 6.13: pbuilder output
I: using fakeroot in build.

Current time: Wed Feb 11 16:22:37 CET 2009

pbuilder-time-stamp: 1234365757

Building the build Environment

-> extracting base tarball [/var/cache/pbuilder/base.tgz]The base tarball gets unpakaged to reate the build environment (figure6.13). Listing 6.14: pbuilder proess ontinued
Get:1 http://ftp.debian.org sid Release.gpg [189B]

Get:2 http://ftp.debian.org sid Release [80.6kB]

Get:3 http://ftp.debian.org sid/main Packages/DiffIndex [2038B]

Get:4 http://ftp.debian.org sid/main 2009-02-10-2012.30.pdiff

[5047B]Here (figure 6.14) pbuilder updates the base Debian install with the lat-est diffs of pakages so your lean room is up-to-date. You an update itmanually as well and hange the distribution you want to use, I prefer to usetesting but you might want to use stable.Listing 6.15: pbuilder proess ontinued
Copying source file

-> copying [libtest-file-perl_1.25-1.dsc]

-> copying [./libtest-file-perl_1.25-1.tar.gz]

Extracting sourcepbuilder pulls in our soure for the pakage (figure 6.15).Listing 6.16: dpkg-buildpakage takes over
dpkg-buildpackage: source package libtest-file-perl79



dpkg-buildpackage: source version 1.25-1

dpkg-buildpackage: source changed by Jeremiah C. Foster <

jeremiah@jeremiahfoster.com>

dpkg-buildpackage: host architecture i386dpkg-buildpakage takes over and does its stuff.Listing 6.17: Test failure!
Test::Manifest::test_harness found [t/load.t t/pod.t t/

pod_coverage.t t/normalize.t t/test_files.t t/owner.t t/rt

/30346.t]

t/load............ok

t/pod.............skipped

all skipped: Test::Pod 1.00 required for testing PODAha! I missed a useful tool. Sine Test::Pod gets alled while runningtests, I should add it to Build-Depends-Indep in the debian/ontrol file to getthese tests to run. Of ourse it builds without it, but it is better to run all ourtests as the original developer envisioned. One I add that module and themodule Test::Pod::Coverage whih is also used in tests to the debian/ontrolfile, all the tests pass and the pakage gets built. This is a pretty goodindiation that this pakage will build on someone else's mahine.To onfirm that we are in aordane with poliy we ought to run thepakage through lintian, the Debian poliy heker. I run it with the -i and-I flags whih provides muh more verbose output, it has a --pedanti swithas well. We might run it against our deb like this:Listing 6.18: lintian ommand
lintian -i -I libtest-file-perl_1.25-1_all.debAnd get output like this:Listing 6.19: lintian output
E: libtest-file-perl: perl-module-in-core-directory usr/lib/

perl/5.10/

N:

N: Packaged modules must not be installed into the core Perl

directories as

N: those directories change with each upstream Perl revision

. The vendor

N: directories are provided for this purpose.

N: 80



N: Refer to Debian Perl Policy section 3.1 (Site Directories

) for details.

N:

N: Severity: important, Certainty: certain[28℄These warnings are good to have, were you to submit your pakage forinlusion in Debian the expetation is that your pakage is �lintian lean�whih means without warnings from lintian. Now we an submit this toDebian or put it in our own personal deb repo with onfidene.The pakage goes through some automati building on a variety of arhi-tetures, sits in a queue for about ten days, then gets put into the Debian�testing� distro. Anyone who has Debian testing soures in the /et/apt/-soures.list will now be able to install it just by alling aptitude. Now yourpakage or software is available to millions of users. Congratulations.
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Intermission end
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Rasmus Fleisher

7KopimiProeedings from autumn 2008
The deade between 1995 and 2005 roughly marks out the breakthroughof first the www (world wide web) and then p2p (peer-to-peer file-sharing).Those were the times when it was still possible to imagine a shift froman old and material to a new and virtual world, most distintive in theCalifornian ideology of John Perry Barlow's Delaration of Independenefor the Cyberspae (1996). It still made some sense to use bandwidth as asymbol for ommunity and freedom, prolaiming that �Welfare starts at 100mbit�, as we did with Piratbyrån on May Day 2005, just before releasing theanthology Copy Me � whih in retrospet reads as a time doument over abrief but interesting era, published exatly at that end point.Sine then, we have moved ahead. After reahing the point when onerealizes that the files have been downloaded, the question is no longer oneof aess but of ation. What to do with all these files? My hypothesis isthat, on a kind of olletive level, this point was somehow reahed in 2005,at the time when file-sharing also stabilized around the Bittorrent protool.Of ourse the exhange of files will ontinue to inrease quantitatively, but83



what really ounts is not how fast a onnetion one has to the network, buthow this abundane of data is atually used in spae and time.Some ideas whih had a liberating potential in the last deade (1995-2005) � espeially the idea of the digital as a �seond life�, detahed from theold powers � may even have beome reationary or paralysing in the deadein whih we now live (2005-2015).On the one hand, opyright law ontinues to expand in the diretion ofneo-orporatism and of a permanent state of exeption, whih is somethingone has to deal with regardless of one's involvement in atual opyrightinfringements. On the other hand, we must deal with ethial and aesthetiquestions whih demand that we ignore opyright, or at least regard it as athing of the past.Now we an also realize that the exlusive attention that was given tobandwidth must be supplemented with other aspets of the digital, like stor-age. The simple fat is that storage apaity is inreasing exponentially andmuh faster than internet bandwidth. Some simple quantitative extrapola-tion of this fat may help us formulate new, qualitative questions for thetime we live in. I will do this from the perspetive of musi, as it is the mostambivalent of art forms, in-between produt and proess, poiesis and praxis.We are approahing a point, predited to our within 10-15 years, whenany heap, poket-size media player will have have spae to store prati-ally all reorded musi that has ever been released. This gargantuan poketarhive will be reated, and it will be opied from friend to friend. Therewill be absolutely no way for a rights holder to prevent that from happening.Suh a senario is not good or bad in itself. But it opens the question:Will all musi ever reorded have any value at all for us? How ould thesimple addition of one more song on top of suh an arhive produe anyfeeling whatsoever in us? When you sit there with all the musi ever reorded� what do you do? The idea of just pressing �shuffle�, to let musial historybe played randomly, seems to open up an almost existential horror. Theopposite idea of playing it all in alphabeti order is just plain stupid andwould exeed human lifetimes.It is atually doubtful whether any of these two hoies would produesomething that ould seriously be alled �musi�. Beause musi, as anyimprovising musiian knows, an only be something in between total pre-ditability and total randomness. 84



Imagining this arhive of �all musi ever� is not just speulation in somehypotheti future, beause we already have aess to muh more media thanwe an inorporate in our lives. Through these ommon small white ear-phones, we are already � more or less � able to listen to any piee of reordedmusi, whenever, wherever, while doing whatever. That means that anypiee of reorded musi � onsidered in isolation � is deprived of all its re-maining emotional value.Both 19th entury western lassial musi and 20th entury pop musiwere ultures resting on the belief that the sound of musi ould in itselfreveal meaning to the listening individual. Still today, that logi is usedonventionally to explain the differene between good and bad musi. It ispreserved first of all, of ourse, by the reord industry and by the mass media,but it is also very present in various on-line musi ommunities, inludingfile-sharing sites. We must now disard that onvention, and stop pretendingthat there an be any inherent value in a digital file. First the omplete denialof this value allows us to explore and affirm new values. This proess is wellunder way, but we may not yet have all the onepts needed to omplete it.When we an listen to any piee of musi, whenever, wherever, whiledoing whatever � then we begin desiring musial experienes whih an notbe aessed anywhere and at any time. We begin seeking out ontexts whihare speifi for a time or a plae, an oasion or a friendship. Some of theseontexts are by onvention known as �live� musi. Others are personal, likethe assoiation of a ertain play-list to bus rides through foggy Novembermornings. In between the big and the small is a spae for multipliation ofinformal habits.One way to find diretions for exploration is to simply negate everythingthat the iPod stands for. Using a stritly materialist approah, that negationdrives us downwards, towards the sub-bass spetrum. Bass-entred musian not be experiened anywhere, beause of the very physial need for verylarge speakers to produe really deep frequenies. It an indeed be reorded,digitalized and transported in the poket, but it annot be listened to inheadphones during the transport. All you an listen to is a simulation. Suhsimulations are vital for reating a ultural ontinuity � but their musialvalue is never inherent in the hearing of any trak, but is derived from thebodily memories of bass and the antiipations of being physially present atfuture oasions. 85



In fat, sub-bass is almost never an individual experiene. Low frequen-ies have less respet for physial arhiteture (ask your neighbours), if playedat the volumes that bass-entred musi demands. They have, however, morerespet for human ears than the higher-frequeny sounds of a traditionalrok onert.I am talking about dub-step, whih is a phenomenon rather than a mu-sial genre. What keeps it together? First, a few lubs with extremely largebass woofers, primarily in South London, and in many ases using squattedspae. Seond, a ertain ombination of internet protools: internet radio(shout-ast protool) with DJs playing in their own bedrooms while being inreal-time interation with the ommunity in hat rooms (ir), with sessionsbeing afterwards freely available in MP3 format on the web (http). Third,there are indeed reord labels, usually integrated with the lubs, releasingmost tunes only on vinyl. In short, the material onstellation of dub-step isone possible way to reate meaning out of abundane, while simultaneouslymaintaining an informal eonomy whih does not really depend on opyrightlaw, by systematially integrating the very digital with the very analogue.It is not a oinidene that dub-step, as an extremely bass-entred mu-sial phenomenon, emerged exatly in 2005. That was the year when thefiles had been downloaded, when the digital abundane had again to beomeanhored in time and spae. Dub step is musi for the urrent transitorydeade of 2005-2015.But of ourse, giganti bass woofers are not the solution for everything.The morning after, we are bak in front of the sreen, with aess to all musiever reorded, thinking about where to start. We will not just press �shuffle�,and not just play the traks alphabetially. And as anyone knows who hasbeen in a similar situation, it is not simply to reonsider �what one likes�.For the ontemporary musi fan in the limate of abundane, there is noteven suh a thing as a unitary individual taste, independent of a partiularontext in time and spae.Rather than individuals, we are �dividuals�. That is also why all these au-tomati reommendation systems are still very primitive, defining �taste� justin terms of personalized listening statistis. Amazing developments on thisfield will ome, for sure, as soon as we aept being geographially traked,allowing ertain parts of the ity to be assoiated with ertain musial traks86



(whih in its turn will performativize individual listening, knowing that itontributes to the databases ontaining these assoiations).Automati reommendation systems are a neessary help, and will on-tinue to hange our relations to musi in many ways, but they an not solvethe basi problem of having too muh hoie. You an always swith to analternative software algorithm, just as the forward button on your iPod iskeeping you aware that you an always shuffle on to the next song (whih isa far more important differene between iPods and assette tapes than any�sound quality�).Pure freedom ould never be musial, just as the absene of any freedomouldn't. Musial experiene happens in between, when you have a hoiewithin ertain limits, to work against something � and this goes for all mu-sial ativities, �passive listening� as well as �ative playing�. A melody ora rhythm is a limit, just like a musial instrument, the aoustis of a room,or the human body when one sings or danes. Most importantly, the verypresene of other people with other expetations is in itself a limit.In order to find out what we want to enjoy, to reate meaning out of abun-dane, we surely need some software, but most of all we need ommunity.Only referene to olletive ontexts an save us from the terror of the shufflebutton, and from the fored performativity of automated reommendationsystems.The digital poses questions whose answers an not remain within the dig-ital, but demands the formation of provisional ommunities, where peoplean engage in a ommon seletion, indexing, ombination and atualization,onneting the digital to time and spae. Size does matter a lot. Some reentexperiments have been demonstrating how groups of 171 or 232 or 473 parti-ipants (for some weird reason this tends towards prime numbers) an further1Bill Drummond's horal projet The 17 (http://ur1.ca/f6o5), reently dou-mented in a book with the same title, and the related performane No Musi Day(http://ur1.ca/f6o6), generally resonates a lot with some standpoints expressed inthis artile.2In 2008, Piratbyrån aquired an old ity bus, named it S23M and drove it in the sum-mer with 23 passengers and 100 mix-tapes, from Stokholm to the Manifesta Biennale inSüdtirol, as an experiment in enating a �digital� ommunity to a very �analogue� ontext.This experiment has greatly influened this whole artile, and led to innumerable follow-up ations, inluding the autumnal journey S23X taking the bus eastwards to Ljubljanaand Belgrade.3When I am writing this sentene, I am listening to the dub-step net radio SubFM(http://ur1.ca/f6o7), in look up how many listeners we are at the very moment,getting the number 47. That's low, beause right now they only reprise a session from an87
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ertain dynamis whih are not possible either in the biggest stadium-sizeor the smallest kithen-size event. Many times, these ommunities seem tothrive best in the grey zone in between what is usually regarded as the publisphere and the private sphere, often also in between the purely ommerialand the purely non-ommerial.And here we get bak to opyright! Beause grey zones are generallynot reognized by opyright law, opyright lienes or opyright olletingsoieties. Copyright is dihotomizing. It always reognizes some kind ofprivate sphere. Within the family you may opy without restritions. Youmay even invite friends to your home to wath a movie, or to hear you singa song, without asking for speial permission or paying extra to any rightsholder.Copyright law does not step in to the piture until the opying or theperforming beomes �publi�, at whih point a ompletely different set ofrules starts to apply. Where to draw this line between private and publi is,however, a matter of unertainty and modulation.Think about a group of people getting together every week to wath anddisuss a seleted movie and maybe also listen to some musi. Week afterweek the group slowly grows, and it has to move to larger spaes. Sooner orlater this group � or any informal ativity emerging in the spetrum betweenprivate and publi � will be pressured by opyright law to hoose one of twopaths: Either it has to keep small-sale and hidden from the publi. Or it hasto turn fully ommerial, to put up advertisements or start selling expensiveoktails, so that lienes to the industry an be paid.Copyright is not just a repressive power, but is also produtive. It shapesthe ontexts in whih people an get together to reate meaning out of abun-dane, by attempting to erase exatly the grey zones whih we need most.Copyright materializes in the ity, as well as in the arhiteture of omputernetworks.In the latter, however, the definite walls seem to be laking and mustbe simulated by software. Beause omputers operate by opying informa-tion all the time, and don't seem to are about physial distane, opyrightlaw has quite serious problems with drawing a redible line between privateuse and publi distribution through omputer networks. Distintions whihearlier night. Listener numbers go up a lot in the evenings when it is possible to interatdiretly with the radio DJ. 88



where formerly within physial infrastruture, like the one between reorddistribution and radio broadasting, atually ollapses when on the inter-net the only differene between �downloading� and �streaming� is how thereeiver's own software is onfigured. This is the main reason why today'sonflits over to opyright law are essentially about aess to tools (indexingservies like The Pirate Bay, stream ripping software, or odes for irum-venting dvd enryption). The onflits are not any more, like in the 20thentury, about aess to opyrighted works.We must stop asking how artworks are best distributed within networks.Copyright onflits onern the very meaning of terms like �artworks� and�networks�. In the rhetori about so-alled Creative Industries, espeiallyat a European poliy level, �reativity� is defined as the prodution of evermore "ontent", irrespetive of its ontext. Pure information, infinitely re-produible even if tightly ontrolled.This disourse subsribes to an idea of the digital as a substitute forplae-speifi ativities � an idea whih somehow resembles the utopian netdisourse of the previous deade.Now we start realizing that one of the most fasinating properties ofdigital ommuniations is that they an awaken a strong desire for exatlythose things whih they annot ommuniate. The digital is not a separateworld, as the dominant ideology of 1995-2005 used to preah. It is always aomplement to something else. But for what we never know in advane. Wemust invent it and that is an adventure that must take some time. All weknow is that there an not be one single solution for everything.The anxious searh for �the solution� might be neessary to trigger theproess of moving on. But in every suh proess omes a ertain point whenthe anxiety must be unonditionally left behind.Now our main task an't any more be to give more answers, to reatemore �ontent�, or to invent fresh business models. Muh more relevant thandrawing up blueprints for how stuff should work in the future, is to here andnow try out new ways to put all existing ontent into ontext. The generalproblem is abundane, not sarity. What ounts in the end is ation, notaess.With Piratbyrån, we are o-developing a method known as kopimi. Kopimiis about affirming the will to opy and to be opied, without reservation, andto aknowledge the ative and seletive moment in all opying. It is, at the89



same time, about exploring that whih an not be opied, that whih slipsaway � and to enjoy it as it slips away. It is about valuing the very proess ofopying, while reognizing that no opy will be idential. Mutations alwayshappen when as a opy it is onneted to another plae and another time.Kopimi is an imperative � opy me! � not a theory. Thus it has no realorigin, but is said to have emerged from a dane. When it is defined, it isalways by means of seleting and opying definitions of other phenomena,letting these definitions mutate. That kind of proess is probably the only�alternative� to opyright that kopimi an propose � an alternative not forindividual �artists�, but for artisti pratise at large.Of ourse, answers will be formulated, �ontent� will be reated, andbusiness models will be invented. Don't worry. From the perspetive ofkopimi, however, this omes merely as a side-effet to something muh moreruial: the quest for ways to integrate the infinite abundane of informationinto our finite lives.
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8Hakers GNUnited!
8.1 The politial left and the politis of hakersIn this artile I will look at haking from a trade union perspetive. Thepolitial signifiane of omputer haking has puzzled the old left, thoughthere are some ommuniating bodies between the haker movement andtraditional, soial movements. Most notieable are those groups within theomputer underground alling themselves 'haktivists'. They want to applytheir omputer skills in furthering an already established politial agenda,suh as feminism or environmentalism[29℄. More hallenging is making senseof the politial agenda of the mainstream of the haker movement. One im-mediately omes up against the question of does the omputer undergroundqualify as a soial movement at all. Many hakers, perhaps the majority,would say that this is not the ase. At best, politis is held to be se-ondary to the joy of playing with omputer tehnology[30℄. Even so, outof this passionate affirmation of omputers have grown ideas with politialramifiations. For instane, hakers who otherwise do not onsider them-selves as 'politial' tend nevertheless to be opposed to software patents andstate surveillane on the Internet, to mention just two examples. Indeed,91



these viewpoints are so widely shared in the omputer underground thatthey look more like ommonsense than politial stanes. Some issues, suhas ampaigns against the expansion of intelletual property laws and thedefene of freedom of speeh, have been added to politial agendas and areatively promoted by haker lobby groups, two examples of whih are theFree Software Foundation and the Eletroni Frontier Foundation. Theseorganisations are learly involved in politis, though they laim that theseinterests ut along different axes than the traditional right-left divide. Whensoial sientists have analysed the assumptions whih lay behind the publistatements of these haker lobby groups however, they have usually found alose affinity with liberalism[31℄.A ouple of leftist writers have broken ranks in that they do not in-terpret haking as a liberal ideology. Quite to the ontrary, they believethat the haker movement ould revitalise the old struggles of the left, notjust for individual freedom but also against injustie and inequality. Themost renowned insider who has voied suh opinions about haking is EbenMoglen. He is a law professor and was for a long time a senior figure in theFree Software Foundation. Moglen is also the author of The DotCommunismManifesto, where he predited that the anarhism of free software develop-ment would replae apitalist firms as the most ef�ient mode for organisingprodution in the future[32℄. The media sholar Rihard Barbrook reasonedin a similar way when he was debunking the hype about 'free markets in y-berspae' whih was touted in the 1990s. Instead he presented his own visionof a high-teh, anarhisti gift eonomy. The impulse to give would followautomatially from the fat that people on the Internet had a self-interest insharing information freely rather than trading it on a market[33℄. Arguably,the rise of Napster and later generations of file-sharing tehnologies ould besaid to have proven Barbrook right. Even more ionolasti in his embraeof soialist rhetori is the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek. He has para-phrased Lenin's endorsement of eletriity by stating, tongue-in-heek, that'soialism equals free aess to the Internet plus power to the Soviets'[34℄. Atleast a few old-time ommunists are taking this idea seriously. They believethat omputer tehnology has provided the missing link whih at last ouldmake a planned eonomy a viable alternative to the market eonomy[35℄.But these positive affirmations of haking and omputer tehnology areprobably minority opinions within the traditional left. There is a deeply92



rooted suspiion among leftist intelletuals towards omputer tehnologyand, by extension, its most zealot users, i.e. hakers. The Internet's originin Amerian old war institutions is suffiient to put off many progressivethinkers[36, 37℄. Add to that the hype surrounding the Internet in the mid-1990s. It gave new lease to the old hestnut about the 'Information Age'.This notion dates bak to the 1950s and onservative Amerian soiologistswho set out to disprove the ontinued relevane of lass onflits. By an-nouning an end to industrial soiety, they wanted to prove that tensionsbetween the lasses had been dissolved and the ideologial struggle betweenliberalism and soialism was beoming obsolete. Consequently, left-leaningsholars have protested against notions about the rise of an Information Ageand insisted on the ontinued existene of industrialism, apitalism, and lassonflit[38℄. To make this point they have only to all attention to the inhu-man onditions under whih omputer eletronis are manufatured in exportzones in third world ountries[39℄. A report from 2008 has doumented howgirls in China as young as 16 years old are working twelve to fifteen hours aday, six or seven days a week, and barely earning a living[40℄. These findingsresonate with the historial irumstane that punhed ards, numerial on-trol mahinery, mainframes, and other embryos of modern omputers wereinstrumental in making blue-ollar workers redundant and degrading raftskills at the point of prodution[41, 42℄.Now, having briefly outlined the perplexed relation between the tradi-tional left and the politial thrust of hakers, this artile will proeed byexamining the politial signifiane of hakers in the light of an old debateabout fatory mahinery and labour. The Braverman Debate, as it is knownafter the author who started the ontroversy, harks bak to the 1970s. HarryBraverman published a book where he argued that the deskilling of labourwas an inherent quality of apitalism. The reason was that managers stroveto beome independent of highly skilled workers in order to keep wages downand unions politially weak. Braverman found support for his hypothesis inthe writings of the pioneers of management philosophy. The pivotal figureamong them, Winston Taylor, had laid the foundation of what is now knownas 'sientifi management' or 'Taylorism'. A entral idea of sientifi man-agement is that the shop-floor ought to be restrutured in suh a way thattasks an be done with simple routines requiring a minimum of skills fromemployees. Taylor argued that this ould be done through the introdu-93



tion of fatory mahinery. Braverman showed how this strategy was beingdeployed in heavy industry during the mid twentieth entury.This insight an serve as a lens for looking at the politial signifiane ofomputer mahinery and the haking of it. The novelty of this argument isthat its analysis of hakers is formulated from a prodution-oriented perspe-tive, as opposed to a onsumer rights perspetive. It will be argued that therise of Free and Open Soure Software (FOSS) an be traed bak to the in-dustrial onflit between managers and workers. Furthermore, the similaritybetween the struggle of workers against fatory mahinery and the strug-gle of the haker movement against proprietary software will be highlighted.Free aess to soure ode, a key onern of hakers, ontradits the fatorysystem and the logi of sientifi management in omputer programming[43℄.Though the situation of programmers ompared to blue-ollar workers is verydifferent in many respets, the artile notes that both groups are preou-pied with the goal of preserving skills and worker autonomy in the fae ofrapid tehnologial hange. Hakers' demand that soure ode should befreely aessible an be interpreted as part of a strategy whih is aimed atpreserving the programmer's know-how and his ontrol over the tools of histrade.8.2 The mahine at workThe ambivalent feelings of enthusiasm and fear whih omputer tehnol-ogy often evokes among people have a historial preedent. At the dawnof the industrial revolution, it was hotly debated in all quarters of soi-ety what mehanisation would do to the human being, both soially andspiritually[44℄. Even some of the forerunners of liberal eonomi theory,suh as David Riardo, admitted that the working lass had good reasonsfor being resentful of fatory mahinery[45℄. The wrethedness whih befellworkers who were subjugated under mahinery and fatory disipline wasvividly desribed by James Kay, a soial reformer who worked as a dotorin the slums:�While the engine runs the people must work � men, women andhildren are yoked together with iron and steam. The animal ma-hine � breakable in the best ase, subjet to a thousand soures94



of suffering � is hained to the iron mahine, whih knows nosuffering and no weariness.�[46℄Early management writers like Andrew Ure and Charles Babbage wel-omed this opportunity and advised fatory owners how to design mahineryin order to keep workers doile and industrious[47, 48℄. Their testimoniesinformed Karl Marx's analysis of apitalism. He denouned fatory ma-hinery as 'apital's material mode of existene'. But he also qualified hisritique against tehnology by adding that: �It took time and experienebefore the workers learned to distinguish between mahinery and its em-ployment by apital, and therefore to transfer their attaks from the ma-terial instruments of prodution to the form of soiety whih utilises thoseinstruments.�[49℄. Thus Marx renouned the strategy of mahine breakingwhih had been the hallmark of the Luddites. The Luddites onsisted ofombers, weavers, and artisans who felt that their trade was threatened bythe introdution of new looms and a subsequent reorganisation of the textileindustry. Nightly raids were onduted to smash wool mills and weavingframes owned by 'master weavers'. These ativities ulminated in 1811-1813and at one time the English Crown had to deploy 14,400 soldiers in the regionto rush the nightly insurgenies. Quite remarkably, more English soldierswere mobilised against the Luddites than had been sent to Portugal fouryears earlier to fae Napoleon's army[50℄. In his lassi re-examination ofthe Luddite uprising, Eri Hobsbawm showed that the breaking of mahineswas not a futile resistane against tehnology and progress, as it was latermade out to have been. Instead he interpreted it as a method of 'olletivebargaining by riot'. Breaking the mahinery was one option, but workersould also put pressure on their employers by setting fire to the warehouseor sending anonymous threats. Hobsbawm onluded that, if judged by theability of workers to preserve their wages and working onditions, they hadbeen moderately suessful[51℄.The misreading of the Luddite rebellion as deranged, irresponsible, and,most importantly, as having nothing at all to do with politis, resemblesthe portrayal of hakers in news media today. Andrew Ross has protestedagainst the image of the haker as a petty riminal, a juvenile prankster, or,alternatively, a yuppie of the Information Age. He stresses that spontaneoussabotages by employees ontributes to most of the omputer downtime inoffies. These attaks often go unreported sine managers prefer to blame95



external adversaries. With this observation in the bak of his mind, hesuggests a muh broader definition of haking:�While only a small number of omputer users would ategorizethemselves as 'hakers', there are defensible reasons for extend-ing the restrited definition of haking down and aross the asehierarhy of systems analysts, designers, programmers, and op-erators to inlude all high-teh workers � no matter how inex-pert � who an interrupt, upset, and rediret the smooth flow ofstrutured ommuniations that ditates their position in the so-ial networks of exhange and determines the pae of their workshedules.�[52℄Andrew Ross' suspiion is onfirmed by studies onduted by employers'organisations. Personnel rashing the omputer equipment of their employ-ers is a more ommon, more ostly, and more dreaded senario for firms thanthe intrusion by external omputer users. Aording to a survey in 1998 on-duted jointly by Computer Seurity Initiative and the FBI, the average ostof a suessful omputer attak in the U.S. by an outsider was $56,000. Inomparison, the average ost of maliious ats by insiders (i.e. employees)was estimated to $2.7 million[53℄. The fondness of employees for attakingthe omputer systems of their employers underlines the role of omputeri-sation in transforming the working onditions of white-ollar offie workers.Ross' omparison with sabotage will ertainly raise some objetions among'real' hakers. Those of the haker movement who want to be 'fit for thedrawing room' try to ounter the negative media stereotype of hakers bydifferentiating between original hakers and so-alled rakers. The formername is reserved for reative uses of tehnology whih ontributes to soiallyuseful software projets. The negative onnotations of omputer rime arereserved for the latter group1.These efforts at improving the publi relations of hakers merely under-line the historial parallel with labour militany suggested above. The tradeunion movement too has rewritten its own history so that sabotage, wild-at strikes and ats of violene are left out of the piture. Indeed, unions1For instane, the Jargon file, whih is onsidered to be the authoritative soure onhaker slang, goes out of its way to distinguish between rakers and 'real' hakers:
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have been very suessful in formalising the onflit between labour and ap-ital into a matter of institutionalised bargaining. The ase ould be made,nonetheless, that the olletive bargaining position of labour still relies onthe unspoken threat of sabotage, strikes and riots[54℄. In the same way, Iunderstand the distintion between hakers and rakers to be a disursiveonstrution that does not aurately portray the historial roots and the a-tual overlapping of the subulture. Rather, it seeks to redefine the meaningof haking and steer it in one partiular diretion. In spite of the suess ofthis rhetori, it is nevertheless the ase that the release of warez, the break-ing of enryptions, and the raking of orporate servers play a part in thelarger struggle to keep information free.
Having said this, the reader would be right in objeting that the motiva-tion of Luddites and workers for rejeting fatory and offie mahinery is verydifferent from the motivation of hakers who are fighting against proprietarysoftware. For the latter group, omputers reveal themselves as onsumergoods and soures of stimulus. Arguably, their relation to tehnology is oneof passion rather than hostility. Even when hakers (rakers) sabotage or-porate servers, it is an at out of joy. Disontented offie workers mightalso take some pleasure in destroying the omputer of their employer, butit is still meaningful to say that their at springs from resentment againsttheir situation. This differene in motivation does not, however, rule out thepossibility that hakers share some ommon ground with mahine breakersof old. Both are aught up in a struggle whih is fought out on the terrain oftehnologial development. It might even be that the passionate affirmationof tehnology by hakers offers a more subversive line of attak, in ompari-son to, for instane, the insurgeny of Luddites. Though it is inorret to saythat Luddites were against tehnology per se, it is true that they defendedan outdated tehnology against a new, saled-up fatory system. Thus itappears in hindsight as if their ause was doomed from the start. Hakers,in ontrast, have a tehnology of their own to draw on. They an make aplausible laim that their model for writing ode is more advaned than the'fatory model' of developing proprietary software.97



8.3 Deskilling of workers, reskilling of usersIt is a strange dialeti whih has led up to the urrent situation where hak-ers might relaim omputer tehnology from ompanies and government in-stitutions. Clues as to how this situation ame about an be sought ina retrospetive of the so-alled Braverman Debate. The ontroversy tookplae against the bakdrop of the idea about the oming of a post-industrialage[55℄. Two deades later, the same idea was repakaged as the 'rise of theInformation Age' or the 'Network Soiety'. This notion has ome in manyhues but invariably paints a bright future where apitalism will advane be-yond lass onflits and monotonous work. Cruially, this transition has notbeen brought about through soial struggle but owes exlusively to the innertrajetory of tehnologial development. Harry Braverman targeted one ofits key assumptions, namely that the skills of workers would be upgradedwhen blue-ollar jobs were replaed with white-ollar jobs. He insisted thatthe logi of apital is to deskill the workfore, irrespetively whether they areemployed in a fatory or in an offie. Instead of a general upgrading of skillsin soiety, he predited that the growth of the so-alled 'servie eonomy'would result in white-ollar offie workers soon onfronting routinisation anddeskilling just as the blue-ollar fatory workers had done before.�By far the most important in modern prodution is the break-down of omplex proesses into simple tasks that are performedby workers whose knowledge is virtually nil, whose so-alled train-ing is brief, and who may thereby be treated as interhangeableparts.�[56℄His statement was rebutted by industrial soiologists. They aknowl-edged that deskilling of work is present in mature industries, but arguedthat this trend was ounterbalaned by the establishment of new job posi-tions with higher qualifiations elsewhere in the eonomy. At �rst sight, theemergene of the programming profession seems to have proven the ritisright. One of the ritis, Stephen Wood, reproahed Braverman for idealisingthe nineteenth entury raft worker. Wood pointed at the spread of literayto prove that skills have also inreased in modern soiety[57℄. His ommentis intriguing sine it brings into relief a subtlety that was lost in the heatedexhange. It is not deskilling per se that is the objet of apital, but to98



make workers replaeable. When tasks and qualifiations are standardised,labour will be heap in supply and lak politial strength. From this pointof view, it doesn't really matter if skills of workers level out at a lower orhigher equilibrium. Universal literay is an example of the latter.Literay in this regard an be said to be analogous to present-day am-paigns for omputer literay and alls for losing the 'digital gap'. In atrivial sense, skills have inreased in soiety when more people know how touse omputers. One might suspet that a strong impetus for this, however,is that omputer literay redues a major inertia in the sheme of 'lifelonglearning', that is, the time it takes for humans to learn new skills. Oneworkers have aquired basi skills in navigating in a digital environment, ittakes less effort to learn a new oupation when their old trade has beomeredundant. This somewhat ynial interpretation of omputer literay anbe illustrated with a referene to the printing industry. The traditional raftsof typesetting and printmaking took many years to master and it requiredlarge and expensive failities. The union militany whih haraterised theprinting industry was founded upon this knowledge monopoly of the work-ers. The introdution of omputer-aided proesses was deisive for breakingthe strength of typographi workers[58℄. Personal omputers an be seen asan extension of this development. Software mediation allows the single skillof navigating in a graphial interfae to translate into multiple other skills.With a omputer running GNU/Linux and Sribus, for instane, the user isable to ommand the mahine-language of the omputer and an imitate therafts of printmaking and typesetting. Very little training is required to usethese programs ompared to the time whih it took for a graphial workerto master his trade. This suggests how omputer literay redues the iner-tia of human learning and makes the skills of workers more interhangeable.Liberal writers interpret this development as an example of linear growthof learning and eduation orresponding with the so-alled 'knowledge soi-ety'. From the perspetive of labour proess theory, quite to the ontrary,the same development is seen as a degradation of the skills of workers andultimately aimed at weakening the bargain position of trade unions.David Noble's lassi study of the introdution of numerial ontrol ma-hinery in heavy industry in the mid twentieth entury provides the missinglink between Braverman's argument about deskilling and the urrent disus-sion about omputers and hakers. One thing whih his study sheds light99



on is how the universality of the omputer tool was meant to work to theadvantage of managers. Their hope was that it would weaken the positionof all-round, skilled mahinists. Speial-purpose mahinery had failed toreplae these labourers, sine initiatives had still to be taken at the shop-floor to integrate the separate stages of speialised prodution. In ontrast,general-purpose mahines simulated the versatility of human beings, thus itwas better fitted to replae them[59℄. This historial onnetion is importantto stress beause it is now ommonplae that the universality of omputertools is assumed to be an inherent quality of information tehnology itself.Thus the trajetory towards universal tools has been detahed from its em-beddings in struggle and is instead attributed to the grae of tehnologialdevelopment.Saying that does not oblige us to ondemn the trend towards a levellingout of produtive skills and the growth of universal tools suh as omput-ers. On the ontrary, in sharp ontrast to the negative portrayal of HarryBraverman as a neo-Luddite, Braverman rekoned that the unifiation oflabour power aused by mahinery arried a positive potential.�The re-unified proess in whih the exeution of all the stepsis built into the working mehanism of a single mahine wouldseem now to render it suitable for a olletive of assoiated pro-duers, none of whom need spend all of their lives at any singlefuntion and all whom an partiipate in the engineering, design,improvement, repair and operation of these ever more produtivemahines.�[60℄With a universal tool, the omputer, and the near-universal skill of us-ing the omputer, the publi an engage in any, and several, produtiveativities. It is from this angle we an start to make sense of the ur-rent trend of 'user empowerment'. In other words: Displaement of or-ganised labour from strongholds within the apitalist prodution apparatus,through a ombination of deskilling and reskilling, has prepared the groundfor omputer-aided, user-entred innovation shemes. Beause programs likeInksape and Sribus, and their proprietary equivalents, are substituting fortraditional forms of typesetting and printmaking, a multitude of people anprodue posters and pamphlets, instantly appliable to their loal struggles.Companies have a muh harder time ontrolling the produtive ativity now100



than when the instruments of labour were onentrated in the hands of afew, though relatively powerful, employees. What is true for graphi designequally applies to the writing of software ode and the development of om-puter tehnology. Here the Janus fae of software omes to the fore: the veryflexibility and preision by whih software ode an be designed to ontrolsubordinated workers the same ease allows many more to partake in the pro-ess of writing it. Though embryoni forms of omputer tehnology, suh asnumerial ontrol mahinery, were introdued at workplaes by managers inorder to free them from their dependeny on unionised and skilled workers;as a side-effet, omputer tehnology has ontributed to the establishmentof user-entred prodution proesses partially independent of managers andfatories. The free software development ommunity an be taken as anillustration of this.8.4 Free software as a trade union strategyThe orporate baking of the Free and Open Soure Software (FOSS) devel-opment ommunity must be seen against the bakground of a restruturedlabour market. During the last few deades, industrial soiologists have do-umented a trend where the fatory is losing its former status as the rolemodel of prodution. The point of prodution has beome inreasingly de-entralised and spread out in a network of subontrators, freelaners, work-at-home shemes, and franhisees[61℄. Companies an now add volunteerdevelopment ommunities to the list of heterogeneous forms for ontratinglabour. Or, saying it with a athphrase, labour is outsoured and opensoured. The opportunity to drastially ut labour osts for software main-tenane has attrated government institutions, vendors, servie providers,and hardware manufaturers to FOSS. The savings that are made by giantssuh as IBM, the U.S. Army, and Munih ity, to mention a few high-profileases, has reated the spae for speialised software firms to sell free softwareproduts and servies. This analysis is onsistent with Tiziana Terranova'sritial remark that the engagement of free labour has beome struturalin the ultural eonomy. She protested against the many hopes and laimsmade about the trend of ative media onsumption, first elebrated in theultural studies disipline from the 1980s and onwards and most reently up-dated with the hype around Web 2.0. In response to these often unfounded101



laims, Terranova responded that apital has always-already antiipated theative onsumer in its business strategies[62℄ (2000). Her argument providesa orretive to the unritial appraisals of the fan fition subulture, thereative ommons liene, and other expressions of 'partiipatory media'.Nevertheless, in my opinion, left-leaning ritis like Terranova have been tooeager to ry out against the eonomi exploitation of volunteer labour andhave thus failed to see the potential for politial hange whih also exists insome of these ases.The relevane of my objetion has to be deided on a ase-by-ase ba-sis. While I onede that the interativity of video games and the volunteerefforts of fan fition writers is unlikely to result in any substantial politialhange, the interativity and the gift-giving of free software developers an-not be tarred with the same brush. Here it must be taken into aount thatthe software ode is given away together with a learly artiulated, politialgoal: to make free software the standard in omputing. It is true that thisstandpoint is not anti-ommerial in a straightforward sense. As is probablyknown to the reader, the General Publi Liene (GPL) protets the right ofthe user to run software for any purpose, inluding ommerial purposes[63℄.In pratie, of ourse, this option is limited by the fat that GPL also al-lows sold opies to be opied and given away for free. While the free lieneresides perfetly within an idealised free market, it is ungainly within the a-tually existing market whih always presupposes quasi-monopolies and stateregulations[64℄.This goes some way to explain why the politial right is in two mindsabout free software lienes. Self-alaimed libertarians, suh as Eri Ray-mond, see the growth of open soure business models as a better approx-imation of the free market. Behind this assessment lies an understandingof apitalism as basially idential with its institutions, i.e. private prop-erty, free markets and ontrats. But that outlook disregards another pos-sible definition of apitalism whih puts stress on apital as self-expansionof money, or, in other words, aumulation. The latter viewpoint is entralto Marx's analysis of apitalism, but it is also loser to the onerns of the'aptains of industry'. With that in mind, it an be interesting to take notieof market researh whih laims that the adoption of FOSS appliations bybusinesses are eating into the annual revenues of proprietary software ven-dors by $60 billion per year. Cruially, the losses to proprietary software102



ompanies are disproportionate to the size of new FOSS markets, for thesimple reason that a lot of it is not paid for.2. Hene, the opposition againstFOSS from parts of the industry is not neessarily as misplaed as it hasoften been made out to be. This opposition reahed a limax in the ourtase between the SCO Group and orporate vendors of GNU/Linux whihame to an end in 2007. During the ourt ase, the exeutive offier of theSCO Group, Darl MBride, wrote an open letter to the Amerian Congresswhere he aused his ompetitors of being naïve in supporting FOSS lienes:'Despite this, we are determined to see these legal ases through to the endbeause we are firm in our belief that the unheked spread of Open Souresoftware, under the GPL, is a muh more serious threat to our apitalistsystem than U.S. orporations realize.'3.At the very least, these worries among some parts of the omputer in-dustry show that free software developers annot be written off as mereunsuspeting vitims of ommerial exploitation. Perhaps it would be morejustified to say that hakers, by freely offering up their labour, are blak-mailing orporations into adopting and spreading the FOSS developmentmodel. No ompany answering to the market imperative of lowest osts anafford to argue against free (as in free beer) labour. My hypothesis is thatadvoay for free lienes an be interpreted in the light of an emergingprofession of omputer programmers. This suggestion is far from obvioussine the identity of the haker is tied up with the notion of being a hob-byist, or, in other words, a non-professional, non-employee. Contraditingthis self-image, however, numbers have it that the majority of the peopleontributing to free software projets are either working in the omputer in-dustry or are in training to beome omputer professionals[66℄. Hene, it isnot so far-fethed to onnet the dots between hakers and the labour marketthat awaits them. Indeed, this line of reasoning has already been attemptedin Josh Lerner and Jean Tirole's famous artile[67℄. They wanted to squarethe supposed altruism of free software developers with the assumption inneo-lassial eonomi theory about the 'rational eonomi man'. The twoauthors onluded that hakers are giving away ode for nothing in order toreate a reputation for themselves and improve their hanes for employment2The market researh rapport referred to is alled Trends in Open Soure and has beenpublished by the Standish Group. Beause aess to the material is restrited, informationabout it omes from news media[65℄3
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at a later date. Without denying that suh ases may exist, I disagree withthe assumption of methodologial individualism that underpins their think-ing. When I say that free software lienes might be benefiial to the labourinterests of omputer programmers, I do not mean that this is a rationallyalulated strategy or that it is an exhaustive explanation as to why hakersliense their software under GPL. Furthermore, in ontrast to Lerner andTirole, I do not think that those labour interests are pursued exlusivelythrough individual strategies. In addition to improving their own reputa-tion, individual hakers are ontributing to hanging the labour market forprogrammers as a olletive.It sounds ounter-intuitive that programmers would improve their bar-gaining strength vis-a-vis firms by giving away their work to potential em-ployers. Let me start by returning to an insight of Harry Braverman. Hestressed that the very outlay of the fatory put the mahine operator at adisadvantage. The worker ould only employ skills when given aess to themahinery. Unfortunately, the sale and mode of organisation of the fatorywas already biased towards hierarhy. The apitalist had an advantage dueto the ownership of the mahines and buildings, without whih the workersould not employ their abilities. The only bargain hips that the workers hadwere their skills and intimate knowledge of the prodution proess. This wasalso how Braverman explained the tendeny that apitalists are pushing fortehnologies whih redue skilled labour. What has happened sine HarryBraverman made his analysis in the 1970s is that the large-sale Fordistmahine park has grown obsolete in many setors of the eonomy. This ispartiularly true in the omputer industry. Produtive tools (omputers,ommuniation networks, software algorithms, and information ontent) areavailable in suh quantities that they have beome a ommon standard in-stead of being a ompetitive edge against other proprietors (apitalists) anda threshold towards non-possessors (workers). A horde of industrial soiolo-gists and management philosophers have written about this trend sine theearly 1980s[68℄. It is a truism in this body of literature to laim that theemployees, not the mahine park, are nowadays the most valuable resoureof the modern orporation. The laim is louded in rhetori, but the validityof the statement an be tested against the adoption of 'non-dislosure agree-ments' within the omputer industry. It is here stated that the employee isnot allowed to pass on sensitive information about the firm. Another kind of104



lauses whih are sometimes inluded in the employment ontrat to muhthe same effet, i.e. to prevent leakages, forbid the programmer from work-ing with similar tasks for a ompetitor after having left his urrent employer.These agreements an be taken as testimonies that the knowledge and skillsof the programmers have indeed beome inreasingly preious to the firm toexerise ontrol over. I will argue that these praties, though they formallyhave very little to do with opyright law, nevertheless brae up my laimthat proprietary and free lienes affet the bargaining position of softwaredevelopers.The justifiation for these different kind of ontratual agreements is theneessity of preventing trade serets from leaking to ompetitors. However,as a side-effet, the programmers are prevented from moving freely to similarpositions in their trade. Sine the programmer beomes a speialist in thefield in whih he has been working, he might have diffiulties in �nding a jobin a different position. The signifiane of this observation beomes leareragainst the bakground of Sean O'Riain's ethnographi study of a group ofsoftware tehniians working in a omputer firm in Ireland. It has proved tobe very diffiult for trade unions to organise these workers. Sine jobs areprovided on a work-for-hire basis, the olletive strategies of unions lak pur-hase. One of O'Riain's onlusions is that mobility has instead beome thehief means by whih the employees negotiate their working onditions andsalaries[69℄. With awareness of this fat, the signifiane of the ontratualagreements mentioned above must be reonsidered. The limitations whihthey put on the ability of employees to 'vote with their feet' means that thefirms get the advantage bak. As to what extent non-dislosure agreementsand other lauses are atually used in the Mahiavellian way skethed outhere is something whih remains to be investigated empirially. What in-terests me in this artile, however, is that the very same argument an beapplied to proprietary software lienes more generally.Intelletual property4 too is justi�ed by the neessity of firms to protettheir knowledge from ompetitors. A omplementary justifiation is that in-4Many ritis of opyright and patent law rejet the words 'intelletual property'. Intheir opinion, the words are loaded with onnotations that mislead the publi. Insteadthey advoate the words 'intelletual monopoly'. I am unonvined by this argumentthough there is no spae to develop my ounter-position here. It suffies to say that Iwill use the words 'intelletual property' in the artile as I think that the assoiation withother kinds of property is entirely justified105



telletual property is required so that produers an harge for informationfrom onsumer markets. But intelletual property is also likely to affet therelation between the firm and its employees, a subjet whih is less oftendisussed. A ase an be made that proprietary lienses prevents the mobil-ity of employees. It ensures that the knowledge of employed programmersis loked up in a proprietary standard owned by the firm. A parallel an bedrawn with how the blue-ollar worker depends on the mahine park ownedby the industrialist. Without aess to the fatory the worker annot employhis skills produtively. In the omputer industry, as was mentioned before,most of the tools that the programmer is working with are available as heaponsumer goods (omputers, et.). Hene, the ompany holds no advantageover the worker by providing these failities. But when the soure ode isloked up behind opyrights and software patents, large amounts of apitalare required to aess the programming tools. As a onsequene, the softwareliene grants the firm an edge over the labourer/programmer. This theoret-ial reasoning is harder to prove empirially than the laim made before thatlauses in the employment ontrat might be used to restrit the mobilityof programmers. Even so, it might be of an order of magnitude greater inimportane to the working onditions in the omputer setor. Indeed, thisprodution-oriented aspet of proprietary lienes might be as signifiant asthe of�ially touted justifiations for intelletual property law, i.e. to regu-late the relation between the firm and its ustomers and ompetitors. If Iam orret in my reasoning so far, then the General Publi Liene should beread in the same light. I was led to this thought when reading Glyn Moody'sauthoritative study of the FOSS development model. He makes the follow-ing observation onerning the exeptional onditions for firms speialised inselling servies in onnetion to free software:�Beause the 'produt' is open soure, and freely available, busi-nesses must neessarily be based around a different kind of sarity:the skills of the people who write and servie that software.�[70℄In other words, when the soure ode has been made publily availableto everyone under the GPL, the only things whih remain sare on themarket are the skills required to employ the software tools produtively.And this resoure is inevitably the faulty of 'living labour', to follow KarlMarx's terminology. It is thus that the programmers an get an edge over106



the employer when they are bargaining over salary and working onditions.The free liene levels the playing field by ensuring that everyone has equalaess to the soure ode. Terranova and like-minded sholars are orretin pointing out that multinational ompanies have a muh better startingposition when exploiting the ommerial value of free software appliationsthan any individual programmer. The savings that IBM makes from runningApahe on its servers are, measured in absolute numbers, many times greaterthan the windfalls bestowed on any programmer who has ontributed to theprojet. Still, at a seond reading, the programmer might be better offif there exists a labour market for free software developers, ompared tothere being no suh oupation available. By publishing software under freelienes, the individual haker is not merely improving his own reputationand employment prospets, a point whih has previously been stressed byLerner and Tirole. He also ontributes to the establishment of a labourmarket where the rules of the game are rewritten, for him and for everyoneelse, in his trade. It an be interpreted as a kind of olletive ation adaptedto a time of rampant individualism.It remains to be seen if the establishment of a labour market in free soft-ware development translates into better working onditions, higher salariesand other benefits otherwise assoiated with trade union ativism. Suha hypothesis needs to be substantiated with empirial data. Comparativeresearh of people freelaning as free software programmers and those whowork with proprietary software is muh wanted. Suh a omparison mustnot, however, fous exlusively on monetary aspets. As important is thesubjetive side of programming. An example hereof is the onsistent findingthat hakers report that it is more fun to partiipate in free software projetsthan it is to work with proprietary software ode[66℄. Neither do I believethat stealth union strategies are the sole explanation as to why hakerspublish under GPL. Quite possibly, onerns about ivil liberties and theanti-authoritarian ethos within the haker subulture are more importantfators. Hakers are a muh too heterogeneous bunh for them all to beinluded under a single explanation. But I dare to say that the labour per-spetive deserves more attention than it has been given in popular press andaademi literature until now. Though there is no lak of ritiques againstintelletual property law, these objetions tend to be formulated as a defeneof onsumer rights and draw on a liberal, politial tradition.107



There are, of ourse, some noteworthy exeptions. People like EbenMoglen, Slavoj Zizek and Rihard Barbrook have reated against the lib-eral ideology impliit in muh talk about the Internet and related issues.They have done so by ourting the revolutionary rhetori of the Seond In-ternational. Their ideas are original and eye-athing and often rih withinsight. Nevertheless, the revolutionary rhetori sounds oddly out of plaewhen applied to pragmati hakers. Advoates of free software might dobetter if they look for a ounterweight to the hegemony of liberalism in thereformist branh of the labour movement, i.e. in trade unionism. I believethat suh a strategy will make more sense the more the omputer industrymatures. In aordane with Harry Braverman's general line of argument,the profession of software engineering has already been deprived of muhof its former status. Indeed, from the early 1960s and onwards, writersin management journals have repeatedly been alling for the subjugationof programmers under the same fatory regime whih had previously, andpartly through the introdution of omputer mahinery, been imposed onblue-ollar workers[71℄. With this history in the bak of the mind, I wouldlike to propose that the advoay of free software, instead of falling bakon the free speeh amendment in the Amerian Constitution, ould take itsreed from the 'Tehnology Bill of Rights'. This statement was written in1981 by the International Assoiation of Mahinists in the midst of a ragingindustrial onflit:�The new automation tehnologies and the sienes that underliethem are the produt of a world-wide, enturies-long aumula-tion of knowledge. Aordingly, working people and their om-munities have a right to share in the deisions about, and thegains from, new tehnology.�[72℄8.5 AknowledgementsThe author would like to thank the editor, Stian Rødven Eide, as well asMihael Widerkrantz and Don Williams, for onstrutive omments on ear-lier drafts of this paper.
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Vitor Stone

9Unexpeted Collaborations
9.1 IntrodutionIn late 2004, I started work as an independent ontrator for Creative Com-mons (CC)1 on a website that would be alled Mixter.org. I am the projetlead whih means developer and site administrator and I am also a musiianon the site, with the nomme de Web of �fourstones�.The Mixter projet is not a finanial enterprise. The goal of the projetwas to drive adoption of the CC lienes with musiians in the same way theyhad been embraed in other publishing media, suh as blogs and photogra-phy, and to provide a onrete example of the benefits of freewheeling re-use.Working together with WIRED Magazine, CC made a big splash intothe musi world in November of 20042. A CD featuring CC liensed musiby Beastie Boys, My Morning Jaket, David Byrne, Chuk D and others was1Creative Commons is a non-profit intelletual property advoay group that providestools for ontent authors to make it easier to share their works. Chief amongst these toolsis a set of pre-authored lienes that signify to the artists' Web audiene, whih part(s)of their opyright they are willing to suspend. The Mixer projet is a rare ase wherethey atually host 3rd party ontent (musi) on a Web site.
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bundled with that month's WIRED magazine and a remix ontest, hostedon the new site Mixter, was announed3. The site outlived the ontestand ontinues to allow uploads of CC liensed musi. The total impat isinalulable, but four years later there are millions of piees of audio on theWeb under CC lienes, so in that sense, the projet an be viewed as asuess4.9.2 On CollaborationMany musi ollaboration sites have sprung up in the last few years, inlud-ing several that inorporate Creative Commons lienes. Most employ thevirtual version of the met-at-a-bar-jammed-in-the-garage model of musiiansgetting together. Typially a songwriter will proffer an a appella and posta request for ollaborators with speifi requests suh as �this trak needsa bass part� or �help me punh up the horus�. Willing musiians will signup to ollaborate and the group will exhange files in a projet-based usermodel.To be ompletely subjetive and provoative I will say that the vastmajority of these musial projets leave muh to be desired. While thesoial aspets are very reassuring for many musiians, this way of workingonline exposes some fundamental flaws:1. Most suessful ollaborations are the result of musiians who havebeen playing together for many, many years, learning eah others' mu-sial voabulary, making miro-orretions to their own playing in real-time. Other suessful ollaborations are based on a ommon exper-tise between the musiians, suh as a deep knowledge and virtuositywithin the onfines of a well-understood, speifi genre. Finally, thereis a lass of musiians who are trained in the art of aompaniment.They are speialists who make split seond, spontaneous, reflexive de-isions based on vigorous training: they an follow a singer deep intothe weeds. Otherwise, fae-to-fae ollaboration is wholly overrated.We think it works so well beause when it works it is a magial expe-riene for everybody involved. However, for every inspired ollabora-3Matt Haughey - Creative Commons blog, �Wired CD traks online, and CC Mixter,our new remix ommunity site, launhed� November 11th, 2004 http://ur1.ca/fduo4CC Content Diretories �Audio� setion http://ur1.ca/fdup110
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tion there are literally millions that never leave the garage (and don't,thankfully).2. Expliit ollaboration on the Web shines a glaring spotlight on anyweakness existing between first-time ollaborators. Most ollabora-tions are painful, artisti disasters and taking those out of the garageand exposing them on the Web only makes the ase. All of the mis-steps that are part of the natural proess of an evolving ollaboration,that would normally be hidden away in private, are exposed for every-body to see. It's the equivalent of putting a 24 hour web-am into asausage fatory's R&D lab.3. Finishing a ollaboration is a serious, disiplined hore. Most of thosein real life (and therefore on the Web) are interrupted by real lifeommitments and therefore never reah a satisfying level of ompletion.4. Collaborators regularly settle for parts (baking traks as well as vo-als) beause of time and losure pressures mentioned above but alsobeause of soial issues. How many times an you iterate with a bassplayer who is heerfully volunteering his time and energy but who is,alas, ontinually giving you lousy bass parts? The vast majority ofmusiians I know are way too nie to be Simon Cowell about it andsay, �Sorry, thanks for the effort but you suk.�Roughly two years after the Mixter projet got under way, several om-munity members put pressure on me to enable these types of expliit ollab-orations. I took a survey of features at sites that speialized in suh thingsand within a few weeks turned on the �Collaboration� feature at Mixter.Not surprisingly, the feature suffered from all the ailments I outline above.Additionally, its presene aused onfusion on the site about how to engageother musiians. A year and a half after I had enabled the feature, the vastmajority of ollaboration projets were started by newomers who did notunderstand the sample pool model of ollaborating, whih is primary to thesite. (There was also a fair amount of abuse of the feature: by the end, morespam type projets were being reated than legitimate ones.)Taking luxuriant advantage of being a purist, non-profit site, I finallyremoved the feature. With only about 20 ompleted ollaboration projets(ompared to over 7,500 remixes) it seemed reasonable. Some onsternation111



arose about the method I used to disontinue the feature (I gave a few weeks'notie on the site's forum) but no other hue and ry ensued. A ommerialentity or one solely interested in pumping up the membership numbers mayhave addressed any newomer onfusion head on. They may have aepteda hit on the overall quality of musi on the site in the name of offering amodel of sharing that musiians already understand.The idea behind Mixter is to fight through the bramble and get to abetter way to serve musiians. The model at Mixter may have been obvioussooner to more people (inluding myself) if the exhange of musi was notenumbered by an overwhelming imbalane towards �All Rights Reserved�.In a marketplae where every note is pakaged with a prie tag, reativityis loked away in that pakaging and therefore unavailable5. Thanks to thevision of Luas Gonze, Neeru Pahria, Mike Linksvayer and the support ofCreative Commons, we an now see an environment where reativity flowsunenumbered as the urreny of exhange between musiians.9.3 The Mixter Laboratory[Creative Commons lienes℄ represent a visible example of a type ofreativity, of innovation, whih has been around for a very long time, butwhih has reahed new saliene on the Internet - distributed reativity basedaround a shared ommons of material.James Boyle, The Publi Domain: Enlosing the Commons of the MindOn the surfae, Mixter is a musi site that aepts three kinds of sub-missions: samples, a appellas and the remixes that inorporate them. Whena remixer is uploading, he is presented with a simple interfae that helps himidentify whih samples, a appellas or other remixes he sampled. This allowsall three types of submission to link to eah other, signifying the speifi re-lationships between them. Simplisti as the idea seems at first glane, thefreedoms flowing throughout this linking relationship have sparked an exit-ing set of developments.The most rewarding aspet of the last four years has been witnessinghow many musiians relate to what is going on at Mixter, espeially those5This paragraph is a remix of a setion from The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Trans-forms the World Lewis Hyde 1979, pg 82., the key phrase of whih is �A sientist mayondut his researh in solitude, but he an not do it in isolation.�112



that had no previous onnetion to the open musi movement. In a musiindustry that pits musiians against eah other in a frenzy of demagoguery,here is a plae for gifts exhanged in a spirit of ooperation and kinship. Itis obvious that many musiians long for the values of the sharing eonomy,even when looking for rewards from the ommerial eonomy. For all theleturing, vilifiation and riminalization they've had to endure, maybe it isthis generation that ould teah the previous one about how to avoid theneed for �reparations� later on6.Philosophially, the Mixter projet is part of what Lewis Hyde alls the�gift eonomy�7, Lawrene Lessig referenes as the �sharing eonomy�8 andrelated to what John Bukman alls the �Open Musi� movement9. �In a freemarket,� Hyde explains, �the people are free, the ideas are loked away10.�Liberated from the ommerial marketplae, Mixter leverages the Internetto its fullest by demonstrating �distributed reativity based around a sharedommons of material�. As these authors would have predited, but tookmany of us by surprise when it atually worked, Mixter has beome anengine for reative innovation.9.4 The Sample PoolWe are lightened when our gifts arise from pools we annot fathom.Lewis Hyde The GiftTraditionally, musiians an interat through an impliit ollaboration inwhih a musiian's only ontat with another is through a sore, sheet mu-si or audio reording. Digital reording tehniques have been a revolutionfor impliit ollaborations. There are ountless terabytes of ommeriallyavailable sample in libraries and embedded in eletroni instruments. All ofthose pakagings have their own ustom formulated lienes reating indi-vidual islands of opyrighted material. Unlike the reording industry, samplelibrary vendors are muh less eager to sue musiians who violate the terms6Jon Pareles �For Old Rhythm-and-Blues, Respet and Reparations� New York Times,Marh 1, 1997 http://ur1.ca/fduq7Hyde The Gift 19798Lessig REMIX Making Art and Commere Thrive in the Hybrid Eonomy 20089John Bukman �What is 'Open Musi'?�
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of these lienes. Dangers are still there, however, and at least one popularaudio tool vendor was shaken to the point of delaring they will �remove allmelodi loops� from their offerings11.CC liensed samples offer a way out, but it was important that Mixterwould not be seen as the host for CC samples. Instead, it was our hopeto set an example for ommerial and amateur sample providers. So, wedeided to use the phrase �CC Sample Pool� to refer to the world wideolletion of musi available for sharing and remixing and position Mixteras just another player ontributing to the Pool. (If you are familiar with CClienes then you an think of the Pool as the subset of the Commons thatinludes all audio samples liensed without the NoDerivs lause.) The Pool,we tell musiians, is a safe harbour sine, by definition, all the samples areprovided under a well understood, liberal, liensing sheme.Other sites, suh as the freesound projet12 from the University of Barelona,have sine sprung up providing sound designers a CC platform to share theirwork.In order to further promote the idea that Mixter was just a small partof a larger eology, we published a developers' interfae13 to allow disparateSample Pool sites to ommuniate with eah to share their atalogues ofsamples. Mixter urrently uses this API to give remixers an easy way toattribute samples they have used from other websites suh as freesound andMagnatune.om.9.4.1 Innovation Fodder and the Unexpeted CollaborationProviding a legal safe harbour is only the first impliation of an ever growingPool. Over the ourse of the projet, it beame lear the Pool was indiatinga speial breed of reativity.When musiians work alone they are limited by their own tehnial skillsor sample libraries they have purhased. When ontrating musiians for areording session, the projet is limited by budget onstraints and the skillsof the hired musiians. When ollaborating with friends or band mates, the11�All Fruity, No Loops: FL Studio to Remove All Melodi Samples; Murky Liense,Content� by Peter Kirn
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results are limited by the olletive skills of the band, typially three to fivepeople.Compare those limitations to a pool in whih millions of samples areavailable for sharing and sampling. An unlimited number of genres, stylesand playing tehniques. Instead of plaing an advertisement in raigslist fora bass player, musiians an now searh the Sample Pool for a huge varietyof bass samples. No more worrying about being restrited by the skills ofyour ollaborators, no more waiting for someone else to finish their partsand, best of all, no more hurt feelings when you are not satisfied with a partsubmission.By removing restritions of skill sets, time pressure and personality, theCC Sample Pool has enabled the most exiting development on Mixter: theunexpeted ollaboration. Consistently, a musiian or singer would upload asample or a appella with their own frame of referene and inspiration. Someperiod of time would pass, sometimes a year or more, and a remixer wouldpluk the sample or 'pell from the site and use it in a ompletely unexpetedontext, sometimes (and this is the exhilarating part) surprising the remixer.A work of art an be onsidered reative when familiar elements are om-bined in an unfamiliar and therefore unantiipated ontext. The CC SamplePool has turned out to be a fatory for just this kind of re-ombination,beause when browsing the Sample Pool with an open mind, the remixeris bound to be inspired in ways previously unonsidered. The remixer mayhave his personal history and training to referene, the Pool has no suhlimitations.I ould relate to this idea when Mixter founders Neeru Pahria andLuas Gonze talked me through this four years ago, but wathing it happenas a matter of ourse has been a revelation.The inspiration does not stop at the remixer. Lessig relays the storyof SilviaO14, a singer who uploaded a Spanish a appella that I remixed.I am not fluent in either Spanish or the Latin rhythms she was imaginingwhen singing the song. When I heard the a appella, I was inspired by thepotential for a lilting, funky jazz aompaniment and I proeeded to manglethe voal part into nonsensial Spanish on my way to my arrangement. Shelater remarked to Lessig that she realized she was �just a little part of thehuge proess that was going on now with this kind of reation�.14Lessig REMIX pg. 17 115



9.5 Attribution TreeIn late 2008, as I was preparing to speak at FSCONS. I turned to the Mixterommunity forums to ask a question, the premise of whih postulated asenario in whih a musiian would turn a sample over to the Publi Domain,not expeting any money or redit in return. This was the premise, mindyou, not even the real question. The thread was immediately derailed andgot stuk, repeatedly, on the idea of passing a reation into the PD.I was reminded, as I had been so many times in the ourse of my ativismfor CC, that musiians are a traumatized lot. Understandable after 100years of taking a beating by your own industry that holds out, as its highestattainable goal, a Faustian �loan sharking�15 lottery (A.K.A. reord deal)that if, heaven forbid, you atually win, gives you the hane to relinquishall rights to your musi for life with the privilege of paying for every expensealong the way.The idea that a musiian would voluntarily give away attribution wasvery, very onfusing to many partiipating in that forum thread. Don'tforget we are talking about musiians who had eah put hours of musi intothe Commons, hardly neophytes to the sharing eonomy. But mess withattribution and a line has been rossed. As it was later pointed out to me atthe onferene, this attitude is not unlike aademi publishing where reditis urreny.Luky for me, Mixter has the most thorough attribution sheme weould onjure. If it didn't, I'd be furiously oding it instead of writing thisdoument or risk being hung by my thumbs by the Mixter ommunity.Every remix listing on the site inludes a setion that points to its soures.Here's the attribution setion for a song alled �Coast2Coast (We Movemix)� by an artist named dukett:Uses samples from:Coast to Coast by J.LangMellow Dm 5ths by Caleb Charles1165_walkerbelm by dplante15Fake Steve Jobs �The musi industry nobs have finally figured out what we're doing�July 4, 2007
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The first listing shows that dukett used an a appella uploaded by J.Lang alled �Coast to Coast�. If we lik on that song title we are taken tothe details page for the a appella. There we an see all the plaes wherethe a appella has been sampled:Samples are used in:oast to oast-D. . . by deutsheunsCoast to oast (. . . by albertoCoast 2 Coast (j. . . by ASHWANCoast 2 Coast (A. . . by Dex Aquaire. . .My Name is Geoff by fourstonesReminise Coast by teruCoast To Coast by ThomasJTOne Night Stand . . . by CptCrunh22 by fourstonesLet Me Know by KatazTropheeoast to oast by kristian v. . .Coast2Coast (We Move Mix) by dukettWe an see dukett's remix here at the bottom.Through the use of the Sample Pool API and a blog-style trakbaksystem we extended these links beyond Mixter and point to other membersof the Sample Pool, videos on hosting sites like YouTube and Flikr, podastsand any other referene to the musi.It beame lear that many Mixter musiians onsider the people theysample as benefators and attribution as a reiproal urreny. As I learnedfrom my experiene while preparing for the onferene, the justie implied inproperly rediting your benefators is a reationary passion amongst Mix-ter musiians. But, I laim the attribution tree demonstrates something evenmore powerful.Exposing a piee of musi's roots takes the shine off the ex nihilo mythol-ogy that fosters an image of the musiian working alone in his head to reatehis masterpiee without the assistane of mere mortals. This image is whatorporate marketing revels in and how many musiians, fuelled by a bub-ble of syophany, see themselves. The Mixter attribution sheme is astatement about how art really works, everybody building on eah other.117



The attribution tree is what I mean when I say we've turned the artis-ti proess inside out - instead of hiding our traks in the hopes of beingonsidered �great� individual omposers, we make attribution the fous ofthe enterprise and build reputation on who is sampling and who has beensampled the most. Derivation and re-use is the generous, reative spiritinarnate. The attribution tree is the aounting book of a gift eonomy.9.6 A CapellasIf we ever get around to making Mixter T-shirts, they will read: �Camefor the a appellas, stayed for the sharing eonomy.�Nothing attrats talented musiians like the hane to work with a strongvoalist. And nothing attrats good singers like the hane to work with aninspired produer. This mutual attration is true for traditional reordingsessions as well as for remixing ommunities. When the Creative Commonsstaff showed me a prototype of Mixter, my first suggestion was to adda setion speifially for a appellas. I felt very strongly that in order tobring legitimay to CC in the musi world they would have to substantiallyinrease the quality of the CC musi and a good rop of a appellas was thekey to make that happen.9.6.1 Why (Free) Musi Doesn't Suk Any MoreA appellas, indeed, have beome the fuel for what makes the site work.They ensure an overall aestheti quality and that alone ontinues to makeMixter relevant to musiians. More than a few of the best remixers havemade it lear it was the great 'pells that attrated them in the first plae.For the rest of us, the less-than-best remixers on the site, the effet isprofound. You might enjoy a fourstones instrumental remix - or you mightnot. The nie thing for me is that I an add Silvia's voie to it without takinga hane she's having a bad day during an expliit ollaboration. I an hearher fantasti voal performane as it sits in the Pool. Here's the real kiker:by ollaborating with Silvia in this way, you think better of fourstones musibeause, in fat, my sound is better with her voals than without. This isimportant to note beause it was not the ause of CC that hooked the bestmusiians (who never heard of Lawrene Lessig and still have not visited theCreative Commons Web site) into the open ontent world, it was the hane118



to share in a pool of high quality stems16 and 'pells, a hane to improvetheir sound.An awakening is triggered in the musiian when you add fritionless a-ess to the 'pells, a disassoiation from ommerial enterprise and a modelwhere musiians retain ownership of their work. As their remix is piked upby a YouTube video or podast (both of whih we trak on Mixter) morelights start to ome on. Finally, they start to notie a relationship betweenthe gift eonomy and their own artisti proess. As I have witnessed manytimes in the last four years, this relationship is what produes a fundamen-tal shift in the musiians' understanding of what is possible with reforms inownership, attribution and sharing.9.6.2 The Pros vs. The ArtistsLessig divides the motivation of partiipants in a sharing eonomy into �me-regarding� and �thee-regarding.17� Playing softball on a Saturday afternoonin Central Park against a rival law firm is a me motivation. Ladling soup ina homeless shelter on a Sunday afternoon is thee motivation.The relationship I desribe between the remixers and 'pells above is las-si me motivation. Mixter provides a servie to remixers by giving themaess to fantasti singers without any more effort than browsing the a ap-pellas setion of the site. Putting the remix into the Commons is seen as asmall paybak for the hane to work with a premier voalist that atually,you know, sings in key.Roughly two and a half years into the projet Mixter started attratinga new kind of musiian: the professional produer. When they first arrived,they were far less adventurous than the remix artists we were used to, buttheir produtions were so well put together and slik (in a good way) thatit was a treat to have them on board. Rather than take a 'pell into a deep,personal artisti plae, they were expert at pleasing the ustomer. WhatI mean by that is that they would reate perfetly exeuted �straight up�produtions around a 'pell that suintly mathed what the singer had inmind, regardless of genre.Many of these produers had ome from another remix site, one whihoperated under an �All Rights Reserved� model. After a while at Mixter16In musi prodution a �stem� is the isolated reording of a single instrument.17Lessig REMIX pg. 151 119



however, a transformation had been noted. More than a year after theymoved over, one long-time observer, a fellow remixer, noted in a review:�It's been a year of surprise from people like you and [others℄who I thought I had neatly ategorized [at the other site℄ intoa style and who have brought new things seemingly out of theblue18.�Out of the Pool, atually. This is a snapshot of an artist half-way throughthe realization of what is enabling a newly found sense of adventure andinnovation.The surprising thing to me about the professionals was their initial at-titude toward the 'pells. It took me a while (and several Vitor-shooling,pointed email exhanges) to figure out what was going on and even longerto build an honest appreiation for it. You see, when you're a professionalproduer at the top of your game the last thing you're starving for is a de-ent singer. Great singers will pay you to work with them, that is how youmake your living after all. It shouldn't be surprising in this ontext thatthe pros see their remixes as the gift. They are providing their servies tothese singers (and inidentally to the Commons) pro bono. Classi thee mo-tivation. The rest of us are all playing softball, these guys are handing outdeliious free soup.And thank heaven for their gifts (and their patiene with me) beausejust by showing up they brought more than just great musi, they were givingmainstream redibility to the entire open musi movement.9.7 LiensesCreative Commons exists to give artists a way to signify, through a set ofready-made lienes, what an and an not be done with works posted tothe Internet. A full explanation of CC and the lienes is beyond the sopeof this doument but learly it is a ause I onsider worthy.The popularity of the CC brand adds to the power of the lienes - themore people know what the brand means the less questions, the more legalsharing and reuse, the riher the ulture. The potential downside of that18Mixter artist ollab, in reply to a review of his remix �Beautiful People�
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popularity is that more people are likely to make bad assumptions aboutwhat the brand atually means in legal terms. For example, there is a rangeof permissions between the individual CC lienes and there is a non-zerolearning urve on reognizing whih of those permissions apply to a piee ofart with a given CC liene.At the risk of perpetuating the (wrong) meme that the CC brand simplymeans �do what you want�, I thought it was essential to reate an envi-ronment at Mixter that worked within the CC domain, but still gave theremixers safe haven from legal worries. I wanted to put the best possible faeon the lienes that I ould redibly get away with presenting. Is that spin?I hope not. Either way, this goal turned out to be laed with hallenges.Worth every effort, but laed nonetheless.9.7.1 The Sampling LienesAn important element of the roll-out for the CC/WIRED ontest was a newfamily of CC lienes aimed speifially at sampling and remixers. I won'tgo into the history of these lienes but mistakes were made and lessons werelearned.My mistake was ignoring publi alls from CC to join the disussionduring the drafting of these lienes in the summer of 2004. I figured thiswas �legal stuff� and everybody knew what they were doing and had the bestintentions. All that was orret but I should have made my opinions heardbefore and not after. Had I been a better CC itizen, I ould have avoideda lot of grief later, after the site opened, after I realized what these lienesreally meant. My involvement might not have made a whit of a differenein the drafting phase, but at least I would have been better prepared.A few months after the launh of Mixter, I had ome to a bitter onlu-sion. The Sampling family of lienes had restritions and requirements thatI ame to believe were doing more harm than good to the ause of demon-strating reuse. Audio samples with these lienes were legally inompatiblewith audio samples liensed under other CC lienes. Even worse, remixeswith a Sampling liene ould not be used as video soundtraks - not even inamateur YouTube-style videos. I was onerned that we ould not rediblylaim to be the �sane� alternative to an �All Rights Reserved� model underthese onditions. 121



I made my ase to CC staff and they agreed to disontinue supportingthe Sampling lienes on Mixter and green-lit a �re-liense� ampaign onthe site that gave musiians a hane to remove the Sampling lienes wherelegally feasible.Sine then, CC ame under fire for having too many liene options,onfusing potential adopters and support was dropped for one of the lesserused Sampling lienes. The others still exist as options in the CC lienehooser but have a muh lower profile than in November 2004.9.7.2 ShareAlikeWe settled on supporting two lienes ommonly known as: Attribution andNonCommerial for new uploads. That means a musiian posting originalsamples and a appellas ould say �opy or remix my sample in any ontext,even in a ommerial projet� (Attribution) or �opy or remix my sample,but if you use it in a ommerial projet you need to ontat me first sowe an work something out� (NonCommerial). Both lienes require givingredit to the musiian you sample.If someone does use a sample with one of these lienes in a remix, theyare under no obligation to liense the remix under a Creative Commonsliene. This is great when it omes to hoie and freedom, but it's notoptimal when you're trying to spread CC.There is another liene feature that would fore the remixer to liense thetrak under CC, it's alled ShareAlike. We ould have offered ShareAlike andNonCommerial-ShareAlike on Mixter as two more options. The problemis that ShareAlike is not ombinable with the non-ShareAlike version ofNonCommerial.Eyes glazed over? No kidding.Here's what that means. Joe the remixer wants to use two samplesfrom the Pool in his remix. One sample is liensed under NonCommerial,the other is ShareAlike. In order to do so legally he would have to getpermission from the person that uploaded the ShareAlike sample. If hedidn't get permission he would be in exatly the same boat as if he hadsampled a Mihael Jakson reord: opyright violation.At this point, I was faing a serious dilemma. On one hand, I would loveto enourage CC liene adoption by using the ShareAlike liene. On theother hand, the last thing I want to do is enable musiians to post opyright122



violated remixes to Mixter simply by having the wrong ombination of CCsamples.I didn't ruminate too long on this one beause I quikly deided it wasmore important to have a totally �safe� environment where any two samplesould be mixed together legally. I had a nightmare senario of a produerspending weeks on a remix using samples they had downloaded exlusivelyfrom Mixter only to find out they were in violation of the law. I wantedto give musiians some hope.The real issue here is the NonCommerial liene whih is very popularand drives adoption of CC, but has been problemati. I an't speak forhow CC deals with the rest of the world but in my experiene, when I havea problem it is met with transpareny, an appreiation for honesty and ahealthy distaste for false sared ows. Consequently, I'm happy to reportthere is urrently a major re-think under way regarding the NonCommeriallienes with lots of help from the ommunity and aademia. This time, Ilet my feelings be known. You should too19.9.7.3 Lienes for RemixesAs matter of poliy on Mixter, to simplify things for musiians, no remixan speify a CC liene. Instead, you �inherit� the most restritive lienefrom the samples you use. For example, if you use two samples where onehas the Attribution liene and the other has the NonCommerial liene,then your remix will be posted under a NonCommerial liene beause thatone is onsidered �striter�.9.7.4 The Heavy Breathing FatorCreative Commons attrats a lot of aademis who are eager to mine Mix-ter's data that we've olleted over the years. The most ommon things theyare looking for are patterns of behaviour with respet to the CC lienes.Understanding this behaviour and how to inrease the musiian's awarenessof their hoies is important to the future viability of CC lienes. We arehappy to oblige and make all of the internal database tables - minus user19CC Wiki �NonCommerial� disussion page
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Internet onnetion IDs, emails and passwords - to just about anybody thatasks. And we get asked a lot, espeially around dotorate season.Unfortunately, deisions involved in making musi are emotional, basedon aural prolivities and none of that is aptured in Mixter's internaldatabase tables, even as sientists do their best on semanti audio profilingtools20.For example, we don't trak the gender of the singer or remixer. Yet,the primary demographi of Mixter remixers is a male. How do I know?Below is a hart of the top 12 most remixed a appellas21. Note the genderprolivity (I added the last olumn manually):upload artist #remixed genderOphelia's Song musetta 64 FSunrise shannonsongs 63 FLies trifoni 54 FMatter of Time shannonsongs 49 FGirl and Superg lisadb 48 FSooner Or Later trifoni 46 FMagi In Your E Songboy3 43 MWhatever(aappe Tru_ski 42 MSeptember alendargirl 42 FBroken trifoni 40 FFreedom snowflake 36 FWe Are In Love shannonsongs 36 FA further look at the data reveals that it typially takes a male singer orrapper roughly twie as long, at twie the uploading pae, to reah the samenumber of remixes as his female ounterpart.The preferene seems to go further than mere gender, and this is wheresimply mining the data as numeri values ompletely breaks down. All ofthe female a appellas in that hart an be said to share the same voal style.The performanes ould be alled laid-bak, ool, breathy. If I were a lessenlightened person I would say they sound, in a word: sexy.We have had uploads by a few women that have a stronger, more dramativoal style. These are fantasti singers who ould really belt out a melody,Amerian Idol-style. Yet, they ompletely fizzled on Mixter, with barely20�Integration of Knowledge, Semantis and Digital Media Tehnology, 2005. EWIMT2005. The 2nd European Workshop�
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a remix, and of those, many were pretty terrible. This is not a refletion onthe singer. Again, these are truly gifted voalists who simply are not to thepersonal taste or don't fit the harmoni profile of the better remixers on oursite22.Regarding whih soure material to use, the onlusion I've ome to isthat liberal lienes are less about hoie and more about enabling. Thedeision whether to use a speifi piee of musi or not is based on theontent. If it's available without legal strings attahed all the better - butthe deision rarely starts with a liene agreement. This is learly the asein a non-ommerial environment like Mixter, but art is what omes firstto an artist - the rest is bak-fill.9.8 What's Missing: Open Payment ProtoolMore rossover between the sharing eonomy and the ommerial eonomy,as in a list of Hollywood redits, would ertainly provide potential businesspartners with the �reognition of suess�23. Allowing ontat informationto atrophy, as so often happens on the Web, and thereby ignoring emailinquiries to liense musi for money, is not optimal for ahieving that end.One possibility would be to reate a mehanism to funnel money to theartist (and all the artists that artist sampled) leanly and automatially. IfI post a remix that gets liensed for money, I expet everybody I sampledwould get paid automatially, even when the sample was posted on anothersite.Personally I would hate to see the atual royalty payment system turninto a proprietary, ompetitive marketplae. From a musiian's perspetive Iwant musi hosting sites to add value on top of an established, open protoolbetween sites.The Mixter attribution tree and the Sample Pool API serves as a non-ommerial skeleton today but ould be expanded, perhaps with CC+ teh-nology24, to inlude a royalty pipeline between artists, even when they host22Vitor Stone - Virtual Turntable blog �My (Throwing) Muse� Blog entry in whih Idisuss a kind of mismath between a remixer and singer that may be attributed to lashesin the harmonis of a singer's voie and bedding the remixer typially users.
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musi on different sites. The tools for royalty payments an be made astransparent as simple attribution - in the ase of Mixter that's done bypiking the soures from a searh result list.The type of features that would be needed on all ommerial musi host-ing sites inludes:1. A way to automate payment to an artist suh as a PayPal(tm) aount.2. A hoie of priing shemes that allows someone posting an a appellaor sample to set a prie for different senarios of usage. For example:Free for shools, $10 for short videos, $100 for films, et. I would evenbe interested in an �expiration prie�. This says: if you an't reahme through the means I supply within XX days, then the prie is XXamount (inluding zero).3. A marking on every a appella or sample that signified it has been�leared� - meaning it is either free to use in a ommerial ontextthrough an Attribution liene or there is a learly marked prie (de-pending on senario) and a way to make payment on it.4. A remixer an set the prie(s) for his own remix but the total fee forthe remix will inlude royalty payments for the artists he sampled.5. Payment would be posted to the site and distributed automatiallyto the remixer and everybody sampled inluding, through the royaltypipeline, artists on other sites.Again, it would be a mistake to make this payment system part of aproprietary ompetition between businesses. Musi hosting has plenty ofareas to ompete in for value-added servies. Like effetively soliiting forlienes.
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Denis Jaromil Rojo

10The Weaver Birds
10.1 Hakers spinning the Dharma wheelYou are welome to join the new wheel spin of our history.This doument is an open (in fieri) Magna Carta Libertatum: Aprogrammati, visionary and inlusive doument to relaim the spae forthe GNU generations, proposing a plan to be shared that is already beingshared by many.The dyne.org hakers network has beome eight years old this year. Ofourse, this text does not just talk about "us". Being an open network, weinlude multiple ontexts around the world with whih we share mutual help;as with our free software development ativity and the sharing of on-line andon-site spaes. This doument talks about our dreams, whih are slowly butsteadily beoming reality.For all this we are infinitely grateful to the GNU Projet1, that let usdisover how to get hold of knowledge, take ontrol of the arhiteture welive in and start building a new planet :)1See http://ur1.ca/f6o9 127
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10.2 Dharma youthThe only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are madto live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything atthe same time, the ones who never yawn or say a ommonplaething, but burn, burn, burn, like fabulous yellow roman andlesexploding like spiders aross the stars. (Jak Keroua, DharmaBums)First let us delare who we are: After eight years, we are able to traea ommon denominator among the people ative in our network, interon-neted by a nomadi approah to development and life.We are young dreamers. We often like to stir limitations and inventdifferent models by whih to learn, ommuniate, share and live differentlyto those proposed by the soieties where we are aged. We have in ommonthat we survived out of the ommonplaes, we ultivated our thoughts andsharing methods, knowledge and tools, keeping them out of any box.This is the time in our history in whih we will speak with young voies,as we are taking some ruial steps on whih we will base our arhitetures,hopefully mixing the inner with the outer, the Ying with the Yang.Some of us are nomads, some settle in different plaes from time totime, some live in the same marginal neighbourhoods of the world wherethey were born, some are working for multinational IT ompanies, some areriding biyles all around the world, some are leturing in shools, some areliving in the wilderness, some are exhibiting in art galleries and some aresquatting houses. And yes, you are probably one of these, or you have beenin ontat with us at least one.What we are proposing here is a new model, as we aquire a pratialvision to develop it in harmony with our different environments.Please ontinue reading if you like to disover why and how.10.3 Freedom of CreativityThe growth of the network rendered the non-propertarian alter-native even more pratial. What sholarly and popular writingalike denominate as a thing ("the Internet") is atually the name128



of a soial ondition: the fat that everyone in the network so-iety is onneted diretly, without intermediation, to everyoneelse. The global interonnetion of networks eliminated the bot-tlenek that had required a entralized software manufaturer torationalize and distribute the outome of individual innovation inthe era of the mainframe. (Eben Moglen)Free (as in "libre") software is, when referring to the original priniplesendorsed by the Free Software Foundation2 (FSF), a new model for distribu-tion, development and marketing of immaterial goods. While reommendingyou to look at the philosophy pages published by the FSF, we will highlightsome impliations whih are most important for us, by motivating our a-tivities and enabling them.Free software implies a distribution model based on ollaboration insteadof ompetition, fitting in the fields of aademi researh where sharing ofknowledge is fundamental and where the joint efforts of different developersan be better sustained when distributed aross various nodes. In this regardwe quote John Nash (Nobel in 1994) saying that �the best result will omefrom everybody in the group doing what is best for himself, and the group�.Imagine then that all reations reprodued in this way an also be soldfreely by anyone in eah ontext. This opens up a horizon of new businessmodels that are loal, thus avoiding globalised exploitation, but share aglobal pool of knowledge useful to everyone.Furthermore, in the fields of eduation we believe that independenefrom ommerial influenes is ruial in order to empower students with aknowledge that they really own.We want to liberate our minds and the minds of the ones who will ome.Here is where the differene between free software and opensoure starts to matter. Open soure fouses on new modelsfor development. Free software is not interested in how the pro-gram is developed. We are interested in the ethis of how theprogram is distributed. (Rihard M. Stallman)2see http://ur1.ca/f6ob 129
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10.4 No nationhoodPer far he i seoli taiano di quel Trattato3 he traffiò la miapatria, insospettì le nazioni e semò dignità al tuo nome. (ABonaparte liberatore, Ugo Fosolo, 1778-1827)One Planet, One Nation (Publi Enemy)Our homelands are displaed, are sometimes very different, sometimesdiffiult to be put in ontat with due to the boundaries given by nations.In fat we think that nation states should ome to an end, for the bordersthey impose are not mathing our aspirations and urrent abilities to relateto eah other.During the few years of our lives we have been taught to interat anddesribe ourselves within national shemes, but the only real boundaries arethe differenes between our languages, whih boundaries we have learned toross.From our national histories we mostly inherited fears and hunger. Butwith this network we have learned how to bury them, as they do not belongto us any more. What is left is a just a problem that an be solved: we willstop representing us as part of different nations. Even if we ould, we donot intend to build our own nation, nor propose a new soial ontrat, butrather to ross all of these borders as a unique networked planet, to start anew artography.We have a planet! And it is young enough to heal the sars left by thelast enturies of war, imperialism, olonisation and prevariation that leftmost people ultivating differenes and fake identities, represented by flagsand nationalist propaganda.We aren't laiming to open the borders for the speulation of multina-tionals, sine we are well aware this an be a rhetori used by neo-liberistinterests to tramp over the autonomy of developing ountries. The ontex-tual integrity4 of different soial eosystems needs to be respeted, but as oftoday, the national borders do not sueed in preserving it.With some exeptions, most of the national programmes and ulturalfunds we agreed to work with were pretending eah of us would dress in a flag,3Trattato di Campoformio4see Nissenbaum, H, (2007) Contextual Integrity - http://ur1.ca/f6od130
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as we were reruited in a deadent game of national pride and ompetition,with an agenda of ultural, eonomial and physial domination. Traing allour movements, they assimilated them to leviathans that were playing thelast violent moves of a hess game in whih we were just pawns.This does not make sense to our generation any more. We refuse toidentify with the governments holding our passports, espeially sine thesegovernments now work for the mega-orporations that maintain their powerover us. We look forward to relating to eah other on the bases of dialogueand exhange, approahes and arhitetures that an be imagined globallyand developed loally in an open way like the hannels that let us speak toyou right now.Therefore we delare the end of nations, as our generation is on-neted by a far more ompliated intersetion of wills, destinies and, mostimportantly, problems to be solved.10.5 Networked itiesCreo que on el tiempo mereeremos no tener gobiernos. (JorgeLuis Borges, 1899-1986)Naturally, our artography draws onnetions among nodes, hubs of in-telligene that are loser in the yber spae than in the physial. In the lastentury we have learned how we an share musi, lyris, stories and images,and, for a few deades, we have been able to opy them without marginalosts aross the whole world.This lets us relate to eah other with an outreah that is amplified bythe density of our living environments: the urban spaes that somehow offerenough gaps for our ageny. Those who pretend to govern our living are nowbusy in ontrolling those voids, while every tree in a publi square representsan obstale for their ameras, omnipresent eyes patronising our evolution.We found shelter in the anestral praties of trane5, opening the doorsof our pereption to the unknown, resonating our own bones, enhaning theagility of our tongues to follow the hip-hop flow of radial thoughts, skatingover the universe in whih we are onstrained, painting fantasy over theimposed walls of our ities, jumping higher to join the loose ends of ourparkas.5Lapassade, G. (1976) Essai sur la transe, Éditions universitaires131



These praties are now ommon in all of our ities6, seeded by our ownneed to evolve, to influene a governane that doesn't listen to us. Somekids turn into a dark army of vengeane, some lose the faith in future, somefall in the virtual loopholes offered by the magneti startups of the dot.omboom. We need to offer ourselves an alternative to this hopeless onflit andthe first step is to build a narrative that respets all hoies, that does notneglet sufferane.All this reativity and despair is shared among our ities, stuffed byunneessary needs and mirages of suess of the "reative industries", whilewe already elaborate a onentri vision that is linked to the density of ourlives and the ultural flow of our errant knowledge.Therefore we delare the birth of a planet of networked ities7, spiralarhitetures of living swirling above our heads and aross our fingers, as theyevolve in a ommon pratie of displaement and re-onjuntion, joining theloose ends of our future.Our plan is simple and our projet is already in motion. In fat, if youlook around yourself, you will already find us lose. While the urrent eo-nomial and politial systems fae the diffiulty of hiding their own inoher-ene, we are able to implement their priniples better and, most importantly,we are elaborating new ones.We are relaiming the infrastrutures, the liberty to adapt them to ourneeds, our right to property without strings attahed, the freedom to onfrontideas without any manipulative mediation, peer to peer, fae to fae, ity toity, human to human.The possibility of growing loal ommunities and eonomies, eliminatingglobalised monopolies, and living up from our own reations, is there. Weare filling the empty spaes left in our own ities, we are setting our owndesires and are olletively able to satisfy them.Furthermore, some of us are seeking ontats with the lower strata ofsoieties, to share a growing autonomy: as muh as they are exluded by thesoiety they serve, that muh they are loser to freedom, while it is lear thatautonomy is the solution to present risis. These marginal ommunities werethe villagers who, mostly beause of rural poverty, ould no longer survive6De Jong, A, Shuilenburg, M. (2006) Mediapolis. Popular ulture and the ity, Rot-terdam: 010-Publishers7Batten, D.F. (1995), Network Cities: Creative Urban Agglomerations for the 21stCentury, SAGE 132



on agriulture, as well the migrants and refugees who had to esape theirbirth plaes, or who never had a homeland. They ame to the ity andthey found neither work nor shelter. They reated their own jobs out of theynial logis of apitalism, mostly in refuse reyling. They look ugly tothe minorities in power, while most arhitets and urban planners unjustlyall their shelters "illegal settlements". Some of them they organise to gainpower with solidarity, and those are the squatters.During the past deades we have learned to enhane our own autonomyin the urban ontexts8, diving aross the different ontexts omposing theities, dislosing the inner strutures of their losed networks, developing adifferent texture made of relationships that no ompany an buy.We are the Weaver Birds, burung-burung manyar9, we share our nestsin a network, we flow as the river of the spontaneous settlement of Code inYogyakarta10, the gypsy neighbourhood of Sulukule in Instanbul, the ChaosComputer Club, all the haklabs aross the world, the self-organised squat-ters in Amsterdam, Berlin, Barelona and more, the hideouts of 2600 andall the other temporary haker spaes where our future, and your future, isbeing homebrewed.This doument is just the start for a new ourse, revealing an analy-sis that is shared among a growing number of young hakers and artists,nourished by their autonomy and knowledge. Our haker spaes are quiklyproliferating as we do notneed to build more spae as opposed to penetrat-ing existing empty spae. We are highly adaptive and we aim at onnetingrather than separating, at being inlusive rather than exlusive, at beingeffetive rather than aquiring status.8Lapassade, G. (1971), L'Autogestion pédagogique, Gauthiers-Villars9Burung-Burung Manyar means "Weaver Birds" in bahasa indonesia, is a book byRomo Mengun published in 1992 by Gramedia (Jakarta)10the Code riverbank was onsidered an �illegal settlement� of squatters, while RomoMengun has been ative between 1981 and 1986, gathering the sympathy of intelletualsbelieving that these poor members of soiety should be aepted and helped to improvetheir living onditions. The government of Indonesia planned its fored removal in 1983,but as protests followed the plans were anelled. Nine years later in 1992 Kampung Codewas seleted as the winner of the Aga Khan Award for Arhiteture in the Muslim World.The Code riverside settlement ontinues to exist until this day, as a remarkable exampleof urban arhiteture. 133



10.6 Horizontal mediaWhoever ontrols the media -the images- ontrols the ulture.(Allen Ginsberg, 1926-1997)Our onern about freedom in media is serious. The urrent urgenyjustifies all our ats of rebellion, as they have beome neessary. One of ourmain ativities is patiently weaving the threads for open networks that putus all in ontat. But greedy national regimes and riminal organisationsthreaten us as if they an avoid revealing their fasist nature, while oppor-tunist provokers use our open grounds, as if they had been granted the rightto offend and generate more wars.About media we ertainly aumulated enough knowledge to trae a learpath for our development, as we have been doing sine the early days of ourexistene. We are ative in implementing the liberties that the digital agegrants us. This intelletual freedom is very important for the developmentof humanity, for its apaity to analyse its own ations, to weave its faith inharmony.Our plan is to keep on developing more on-site and on-line publi spaefor disussion, following a deentralised pattern that grants aess to mostpeople on our planet. We reated tools for independent media, in order tomultiply the voies in protetion of ommon visions, to avoid a few mediatyoons taking over demoraies, as is happening in many different plaes ofthe world.We are aware of the limits of the present implementation of demoray:while they are busy elebrating their own suess over arhai regimes, thesesystems stopped updating their own arhiteture and have fallen in ontrolof new enemies whih they now annot even reognise.The solution we propose is simple: maximise the possibilities to rey-le existing media infrastrutures, open as many hannels as possible, freethe airwaves, let ommuniation flow in its multipliity, avoid any mono-diretional use of it, give everyone the possibility to run a radio or TV stationfor its own digital and physial neighbours, following an organi pattern thatwill modularise the sharing of sense and let ideas propagate in a horizontal,non- hierarhial way. 134



If these media arhitetures are linked with eduational models that fostertolerane we have a hope that they will aelerate the evolution of our planetand grant protetion to the minorities that are populating it.10.7 Freedom of identityWe believe that urrent governmental efforts of biometri ontrol by gov-ernments, private data mining operated by ompanies and publi shoolswathing over students' ativity, profiling programmes that are targetingpeople worldwide are rimes against humanity.Eah of those efforts is not taking into areful onsideration what anbe done when ditatorial regimes take ontrol of suh systems. In fat, thisalready happened half a entury ago when the first ation of the Nazis wasnumbering people and labelling them with a symbol marking their biologialethniities (as biometry an nowadays).Consious of the lak of responsibility of urrent governments worldwide,we will oppose with all means neessary their efforts to number and ontrolall people in the name of a safe and unreahable seurity that, as we hakersan demonstrate, annot be enfored by suh means.As hakers we are very onsious of information flows and how sev-eral leaks in the digital domain are atually dislosing personal informa-tion of large amounts of people worldwide. We believe that people shouldnot be numbered and inluded in databases, whih probably is what stilldifferentiates governments from operating systems, merely suppressing theproesses that are not optimised for their tasks.Our generation inludes a large ritial mass onerned on these issues, asproof, see the reent suess of Freedom not Fear11, while an entertaining andpoetial desription of our feelings is also depited in the movie Gattaa12.10.8 EduationBeause this New Order of ours is a military order, an author-itarian order, ommando style, there is no eduation. There isonly instrution, a mere taming experiene. (Romo Mangun)11Worldwide protests against surveillane, every 12 Otober - http://ur1.ca/f6og121997, Direted by Andrew Niol. With Ethan Hawke, Uma Thurman, Gore Vidal -
http://ur1.ca/f6oh 135
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As privatisation of eduational strutures progresses, the aademy as-sumes a orporate and business mindset, whih assists a shift of the edua-tional mission in soiety from inlusive to exlusive.The influential play of industries has permeated most aademial disi-plines, in partiular regarding the adoption of tehnologies. The hoie ofeduators has beome biased by logis of short term profit, rather than SolidKnowledge.On the other hand, notions are rapidly beoming universally available.Heuristi, maieuti and infrastruture funtions provided by aademies arebest satisfied by the global ation of the free software ommunities' hori-zontal sharing methods, experienes and working implementations, on dis-tributed and versioned R&D platforms.As omponents an be ombined and redistributed, opied and modified13students learn a knowledge that is durable, without restritions on theirrights to produe and redistribute reations. This situation will provide anadvantage for new generations, as it does for developing ountries.Media hubs and haker spaes onstitute a great potential to ativateultural growth, fulfilling an eduational role that is progressively laking inhigher shools and universities.In 1998, during the first edition of the hakmeeting14 in Firenze, itsassembly launhed the idea of independent universities of haking, spawningnumerous haklabs aross the networked ities, with annual meetings thathave been taking plae until today in various plaes in the south of Europe.We believe the results of these initiatives have been greatly influential for ourown ultural and tehnial development, as they hosted an errant knowledgeotherwise dispersed and negleted by the aademies, with the partiipationof people like Wau Holland, Rihard Stallman, Tetsuo Kogawa, Andy Muller-Magoon, Emmanuel Goldstein and even more olletives and individuals.With suh a short but intense history behind us we are well motivated toontinue developing our independent paths of knowledge, an auto-didatiliterature that liberates the students from orporate interests and opens up13following the GNU projet philosophy and further applying to more fields of humanknowledge.14see http://ur1.ca/f6oi and the book Networking Art http://ur1.ca/f6oj(Costa & Nolan)ISBN:88-7437-047-4 ISBN:978-88-7437-047-4136
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a horizon of variety and reativity that annot be envisioned by the mostadvaned, yet faulty, implementations of the so alled �reative industries�.10.9 ConsolidationInverno. Come un seme il mio animo ha bisogno del lavoronasosto di questa stagione. (Giuseppe Ungaretti, 1888-1970)If you have read this far, and you think our plans deserve support, thenyou should know that we are really struggling for better quality, a part ofour vision we haven't fully reahed yet. That is what we all onsolidation.As our ativity mostly fouses on free and open soure software develop-ment, we have to admit that we are not yet there, in satisfying all the needsof the various ommunities relying on them.For example, the on-line radio streaming software MuSE15, being de-veloped for eight years now, to provide a user friendly tool for ommunityon-line radio streaming, and used by various radios worldwide, is not yetfully developed to the point it should, and we have a hard time in keepingthe pae with updating it.Another example is the popular GNU/Linux multimedia liveCD dyne:boli16whih has been developed sine 2001 and reahed version 2.5.2 last Winter.It fouses on several important issues, suh as supporting old hardware,implementing privay for users, offering media prodution tools and provid-ing all development tools on its single liveCD. We won't hide that we areexperiening major problems in keeping the projet alive, laking funds toinvolve more developers for suh a huge effort. In fat, sine more reent"philanthropi" startups (that, onsidering the nature of their funding, arenot grassroot at all) obsured our long-standing grassroot development, wehave been deprived of the media attention that is also neessary to gathersupport. This all follows the logi of the big fish eating the smaller fishes,killing variety even in the open soure ontext.15see http://ur1.ca/f6ok - a tool that is well doumented for usage by theflossmanuals projet at http://ur1.ca/f6ol16see http://ur1.ca/f6om - also listed among the few 100% free distribution by theFree Software Foundation, as well nominated among the top-10 open soure projets in2005 by the Independent UK. 137
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Yet another example is the FreeJ vision mixer software17 whih has beendeveloped sine 2002, implementing an open platform for produing andbroadasting audio/video online in a ompletely open way, also relying ondevelopment done by the xiph.org foundation18. With FreeJ we hope torehabilitate the vast knowledge about the javasript language with a toolthat lets it be used for video prodution, as a 100% free alternative to Flashand other reent ommerial startups. The horizon for this projet is verypromising, as Ogg/Vorbis/Theora support is finally being natively integratedin Mozilla Firefox19, and we are atively seeking funding support for a shortterm development sprint, whih never really arrives.In eonomi terms all these projets have been developed with very littlesupport so far, and atually don't need muh to go on. Still, proper expertiseis needed and that, in most ases, requires a budget to keep people ommittedon a medium or long term.What we are seeking for our onsolidation is to develop a publiationplatform that lets us modestly merhandise these produts, keeping them stillfree and available online, plus eventually some benefators trusting our workand investing their philanthropi instints in the visions hereby desribed.Suggestions regarding possible onsolidation paths are very welome and, ofourse, donations are needed20.10.10 InfrastrutureIt is best to keep one's own organization intat; to rush the en-emy's organization is only seond best. (Sun Tzu, 6th enturyBC)We are planning (and realising already) a deentralised struture of on-line and on-site failities to be independently shared among us.On-site we suessfully link to squats and liminal praties among ournetworked ities, developing patterns that an be implemented loally andshared globally. Re-use of existing empty strutures is a ruial point, as it iskeeping these initiatives independent from orporate and national influene,freeing the potential of the various ultures omposing them.17see http://ur1.ca/f6on18see http://ur1.ca/f6op19see http://ur1.ca/f6or20see http://ur1.ca/f6os 138
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On-line we are yet more powerful, having established a redundant net-work of servers and protools that, even if opposed by orporate interests,are flourishing and well spread aross the populae.In this phase we are still very young and we need all your support tohelp us stay independent, host our efforts in different ontexts and sharetheir visibility.As we have omposed a omprehensive artography of suh efforts, youan be onfident that all the eonomi and pratial support ontributedwill be arefully shared by all nodes and doumented by a growing litera-ture of examples, fats and periodi reports whih will keep all our networkinformed.On siteSo far we are emerging in two loations: the poetry haklab21 in Palaz-zolo Areide, near Sirausa, where we are struggling to establish a museumof historial working omputers22 (also reahable online) as a permanentinterative exhibition where visitors an experiment with the mahines, aneduational effort that also implies the preservation of our digital past.Seond is our haktive squatted ommunity in Amsterdam, a ity thatis probably among the last plaes in the world tolerating the oupationof empty spaes, resulting in a balaned urban arhiteture that is opento independent ultural initiatives and grassroot soial movements, helpingto ontrol the growing speulative trend on private properties by businessmagnates and riminals white-washing their money.And next are even more grassroot run plaes ready to be emerging, withwhih we plan to share ommon plans about sustainability, open soure pra-ties and open spaes for the global and loal ommunities rossing them.On lineThe network of servers we are so far relying on is very muh resem-bling our on-site arhiteture, where hospitality plays a main role, as severalindependent organisations or institutions offered us hosting spae for ourprojets, while half of the fleet is hosted on a limited number of ommerialo-loations finaned by self-taxation.21see: http://ur1.ca/f6ot22see: http://ur1.ca/f6ou 139
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All software employed is free and open soure: servers run stable versionsof Debian GNU/Linux, ode development is hosted using Git23, webpagesare served by a ustom written setup (that we plan to evolve following thiswheel spin) using Apahe, PHP and Mysql, while whenever possible we usestati pages. Open disussion forums are provided using Mailman, IRC andin future phpBB, while open publishing and editorial flows are hosted usingthe MoinMoin wiki platform. Most of our failities are made redundantand, of ourse, we keep bakups, having preserved so far every single bitomposing our digital history.Besides the dyne.org website itself, we host several artists and ativistsengaged in projets as Streamtime24, Idiki25, ib-arts26, Morisena27 and more,plus some free independent radios28 and, in future, more TV, as software likeFreeJ will soon be ready for it.10.11 CollaborationNadie es patria. Todos lo somos. (Jorge Luis Borges, 1899-1986)Thanks for reading this far. In ase we sparked some interest in youwith this doument, then finally let us point out some pratial ways to getinvolved and ollaborate with us.Being still a young phase of our evolution, we need to arefully eonomisepartiipation in our development. So we are looking for talented hakerswishing to ontribute to software development, as well as independent om-munities wanting to join our network and amplify our praties and dreamsaross the world.As we will hopefully get some funding (and this phase basially opens ournetwork to suh opportunities) we will not neglet to support your partii-pation with money. In fat we plan to pay out fees for speifi developmenttasks, as the ones desribed in the Consolidation hapter, whih will be pro-gressively detailed on our websites.23fast and distributed ode versioning system, see: http://ur1.ca/f6ow24free blogging from Iraq, see http://ur1.ca/f6ox25a wiki for ideas, see http://ur1.ca/f6oy26ib_projet for the arts, see http://ur1.ca/f6p027ollaborative art, eology, sustainability, summer amps, yoga,see: http://ur1.ca/f6p328see: http://ur1.ca/f6p4 140
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We also plan to open up residenies and remote stage programmes, inollaboration with eduational institutions reognising our efforts and theinvolvement of their students in them.Please get in touh29, then! By speifying your email address, we willreply to your mail and plan our future ollaborations.This doument was drafted by Jaromil in eight years of extensive travelsin very different ontexts around and between Europe and Asia, nourishedby several exhanges along the way and finally made publi on the 8 aAugust2008. While it is impossible to enumerate all of us and our olletive soul, westill like to say thanks to the following individuals for witnessing the birth ofthis doument. After eight years it would take too long to thank everyone in-volved, so let the people now remind the many others not mentioned: RihardM. Stallman, Gustaff Harriman Iskandar, Venzha Christawan, Irene Agriv-ina, Timbil Budiarto, Viola van Alphen and Kees de Groot, Elisa Manara,Julian Abraham, Nany Mauro-Flude, Gabriele Zaverio: they witnessed30the birth of this doument under the Vulano Merapi, our minds in vibrantexhange during the Cellsbutton31 festival and Helarfest32 in Bandung andYogyakarta.Thanks, a thousand flowers will blossom!

29http://ur1.ca/f6p530exept for RMS with whom I had email exhange during those days, and others whowere in onnetion that day limbing other vulanoes31Organised by the House of Natural Fiber, http://ur1.ca/f6p732Organised by Common Room, http://ur1.ca/f6p9141
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Smári MCarthy

11The End of (Artifiial) Sarity
The modern materials eonomy has been marked by an unwillingness tofae the subtle reperussions of the industrial revolution. In this essay Iintend to play out this future drama of mankind in three parts. First, I willset the stage by showing that we have perhaps unknowingly built severalpolitial assumptions into our soiety in suh a way that we annot seethese foundations, let alone replae them when they are sinking into themire. Seond, I will show that the failure of these foundations is not merelyinevitable, but that it has already happened. Finally I intend to try todesribe a ouple of methods we an use to build new egalitarian foundationsfor our soieties.11.1 At 1. Our Unspoken MythologyA myth is a powerful thing. The power of a story, an epi or a tale isformative to a ulture, from the epi of Gilgamesh to the stories olletedby the Brothers Grimm and onwards to Star Wars or Harry Potter. Thestories of our time give us the ontext by whih we live our lives � the stokphrases, the ionography, even, nowadays, styles and variations. Every era143



has its heroes, and the narratives they follow from are strongly woven intothe mood of the era, as both reality and fition move forward in a powerfulsymbiosis � who would Beowulf have been without the oneption of evilhidden in the darkness personified by Grendel? Would James Bond havebeen interesting if not for the Cold War and subsequent hiups and hijinxin global politis?Before the advent of writing, stories were transmitted from person to per-son by word of mouth. Until the printing press ame to be they ontinuedto go by word of mouth primarily but were also preserved for posterity in aslightly more permanent and immutable form. The printing press hanged allthat, it provided a platform by whih two things ould be ahieved. First, theformalization of myths � no longer would they be subjet to faulty memoryor reative manipulation, embellishment or subjugation. Seond, the elimi-nation of sarity � the printed myths in their more immutable form ouldbe reprodued almost indefinitely, allowing the ideas presented to reah analmost infinitely larger audiene, given time.Our stories have aptured well the struggle for freedom. The premise ofArabian nights is the thousand and one nights in whih the sultan is tolda fasinating tale by his harem-bound storyteller who yearns for freedomfrom aptivity. Dikens's stories often featured themes of freedom, from TheTale of Two Cities to the Christmas Carol, the protagonists seek freedom ofsome kind. Oliver Twist told of a boy wishing for freedom from poverty thatwas unjustly assigned to him as an unwanted birthright. Even Shakespeareput his finger on the topi every now and then; Romeo and Juliet's desireto be free from the onstraints of their soial situation, feeling that thebattles on the streets of Verona weren't neessarily what they signed up for.Some are more blatant than others in this, Orwell's 1984 and Animal Farmnotwithstanding.All of the above an be studied in a number of ways, and is. While folk-lorists may refer to the Aarne-Thompson system1 as a way of understandingthe stories' struture, and semiotiians may onsider the symbolism within1A system whih enumerates roughly 2,500 basi plots that manage to enompass moststories. See Antti Aarne, The Types of the Folktale: A Classifiation and Bibliography,The Finnish Aademy of Siene and Letters, Helsinki, 1961, for Aarne's original systemwhih was later expanded by Thompson. 144



a tale or the meaningful patterns that emerge in olletions of stories2, theremay be a better field to use in our exploration of the theme whih interestsus the most in this instane, namely freedom.11.1.1 Formative mythsThe field of memetis ame out of Rihard Dawkins' book The Selfish Gene3,whih applied the phraseology of epidemiology and genetis to the oneptsof ideas. Memetis studies evolutionary4 models in the transmission of ideas,and is as suh as muh born out of information theory on the one hand andybernetis on the other as muh as it is from genetis. In fat I generallyonsider memetis to be a sub-field of ybernetis, whih I'll ome to later.The meme (or possibly meme-omplex) of freedom is very popular andvery powerful, being transmitted from an ardent believer (memoid) to apotential host through various means. Indotrination generally begins youngas with any potent idea, like language or property or respet for elders.Freedom also seems to be a meme that people are prone to reinvent if theyaren't infeted with it and they find it might be useful. Freedom, as a meme,has several flaws though. It is largely undefended against misrepresentation,it has inonsistent soiotypes (or soial expressions of the meme), and itappears quite prone to memeti drift, or the idea beoming watered down astime progresses, until suh a time that it snaps bak into full fore, reatinga sawtooth-wave of sorts.All myths are not fition. Some myths are portrayed not as stories forampfire sittings or late night movies, but rather as if they were the truth.These are generally alled lies, but only after they have been disovered tobe untruthful. Until suh a disovery is made, these fititious myths arequite as formative as their fitional ounterparts to our soiety. A statementregarding some well respeted businessman's deviant sexual behaviour andamage his reputation, even if it is a lie. And even after suh a lie has beendisovered, muh irrevoable damage may have been done.2A fairly benign guide to Semiotis for people unfamiliar with the term is DanielChandler's Semiotis for Beginners, http://ur1.ca/f6ro3Rihard Dawkins, The Selfish Gene, 19764It's worth mentioning that not all evolution needs to be Darwinian evolution; I thinkideas are more of a Lamarkian type, if any model of �evolution� (as opposed to emergene)applies at all here. 145
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An example of suh a formative lie would be MCarthyism in the 1950s.It was a widely held belief of the time that ommunists were a purpose-fully destrutive fore, ating in unity within US borders in an attempt todestroy demoray and freedom and all that. This belief was strengthenedby the will of unle Joe5 and others who used the myth to push forth theirpolitial agenda. Perhaps they believed in the myth, perhaps they didn't.It doesn't matter. The meme of anti-ommunist sentiment flourished un-der these irumstanes, the ognitive image was strengthened, and soietyhanged beause of it.Granted that we know that myths and lies an be formative to our soiety,and our keen interest in this meme alled freedom, the entral theme of ourmovement6, it is self-evident that we would benefit our hoie meme greatlyif we were to disover lies whih have a negative effet on it. There are two inpartiular that are worth mentioning in this ontext for their profound effeton our ivilization over the past two hundred years and the astoundinglysmall amount of srutiny they have reeived.11.1.2 Centralization ultureModern politial siene narrowly and rudely separates all modes of thoughtinto the soialist and individualist movements with few exeptions. Whilstmost politial sientists will agree that there is more to the world than existsin the apitalist and ommunist philosophies, they tend in general to sit oneither side of that partiular fene and toss faees thene without regardingother pastures. But deep within both politial theories lie two assumptionsthat are held up high. The Marxists may disagree with the Smithists on theissues of who should own what and who should rule over whom, but despiteall their diatribes they are dear buddies when it omes to the questionsof whether anybody should rule anybody and whether anybody need ownanything.In 1651 Thomas Hobbes published hismagnum opus Leviathan, a thiksettome using omplex language to explain a set of ideas regarding the nature5I am in no way related to former senator Joseph MCarthy, but I sure like to makethat joke. Apparently, so does the Ielandi media, as an be seen in a late June 2008edition of Fréttablaðið, where I am likened to the senator.6This would be the Free Soiety Movement, and it's sub-lassifiations far and wide,reahing the shores of the Free Software Foundation, the Eletroni Frontier Foundation,Creative Commons, and so on. 146



of ontrol in man and animal, the essene of authority and the purpose andorret modes of ivilization. In it, he makes ertain statements as to thenature of government in partiular, easily stating that in lieu of a strongentralized government, human ivilization will dissolve into haos7.The reason given for this is that man is, in his own right, a haphazardbeast and ompletely inapable of making rational deisions, and thus it isonly natural that his welfare be put into the hands of infinitely more apablepeople suh as, say, kings.Does that sound a little bit odd? Consider this assumption in the ontextof apitalism. Very few apitalists entirely rejet the notion of government8,most saying rather that the government should stay out of the way of thenatural behaviour of the market, whih is busy doing its thing. A govern-ment has very few tools with whih to sway the behaviour of a ommunity,the first and foremost being the legal system, whih provides a system ofrestritions (or boundary onditions), whih at as parameters within whiheverybody is bound to at. Restritions, the apitalists note, put limits onthe growth of an eonomy. Rejeting government altogether would be to re-jet restritions altogether, but most apitalists feel strongly about keepinggovernment handy in ase they srew up.I mentioned that Leviathan addressed �nature of ontrol in man andanimal.� This wording is not aidental. In the early 1950s they were usedby mathematiian Norbert Weiner in his desription of a new field of studywith whih he had beome infatuated, whih he verily named ybernetis, or�ontrol theory�9. The purpose of ybernetis was to explore how authoritypropagates through systems, and it has alarmingly deep things to say aboutsuh things as omputers and tribes and eonomies and so on. Nowadaysybernetis is rather unpopular, with one of the world's largest ybernetis7�The only way to eret suh a ommon power, as may be able to defend them fromthe invasion of foreigners, and the injuries of one another, and thereby to seure them insuh sort as that by their own industry and by the fruits of the earth they may nourishthemselves and live ontentedly, is to onfer all their power and strength upon one man,or upon one assembly of men, that may redue all their wills, by plurality of voies, untoone will [. . . ℄�, Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, hapter XVII (Of the Causes, Generation, andDefinition of a Commonwealth)8I ould point at Milton Friedman and Friedrih von Hayek, but I'm not going to forreasons that will beome apparent.9In Lawrene Lessig's Code v2.0, ybernetis is misrepresented as a study of �ontrolat a distane through devies,� missing by far the subtlety of atually studying the natureof ontrol itself and the way it behaves in systems.147



faulties having reently been merged with a faulty of omputer siene, asif it were so narrowly defined.In previous deades ybernetis had glorious times, like when StaffordBeer spent time in Chile helping Salvador Allende's government install aomputer-ontrolled network of sensors and transduers, onneted upstreamthrough statistial software, that gave a simple method of reating to sit-uations at the fatory, distrit, ounty, or national level10. The idea wasto use a network of teletype terminals running through the phone system, apreursor to the Internet, to maintain omplete information about the statusof the nation's eonomy; the Marxist government having the ability to dowithout the apitalist theme of withholding information that may benefitompetitors.The projet was killed along with Allende himself when the CIA spon-sored oup d'etat organized and enated by General Augusto Pinohet shokedthe Chileans into submission11. It is unsure to what degree the CyberSynprojet, as it was alled, affeted the CIA's deision to sponsor the oup, butit is lear that one of the key motivations for replaing Allende's Marxistgovernment was to temper the rising pries of opper, Chile's main export,whih was required for the growing information infrastruture throughoutthe west: CyberSyn, by heightening the flow of information through the in-dustrial setors in Chile and affording the workers a more egalitarian methodof industrial organization, was threatening to make the adoption of informa-tion tehnology too expensive in the western world at a pivotal point in time.Perhaps one ould argue that Pinohet saved the Internet by enslaving anentire nation, but in doing so set information tehnology bak by deades.11.1.3 Building the SystemIn ybernetis, you onsider a system to be a state spae upon whih a setof transformations may at12, and by mapping all possible transformationson the state spae you an find ontextually ongruent states and possiblepaths that the system an take. To visualize this, take a piee of paper anddraw a irle on it. The paper is the system, the irle represents the desiredoperational boundary of the system. Now plae a point randomly inside the10See Fanfare for Effetive Freedom, by Stafford Beer.11See The Shok Dotrine, by Naomi Klein.12See An Introdution to Cybernetis, by W. Ross Ashby.148



irle. This is the system's state. Now without lifting the penil, go bakand forth within the irle, making sribbles.A number of interesting questions arise. What happens if you keep goingbak and forth between the same plaes? This is alled homoeostasis, andis generally onsidered a good thing, albeit somewhat unexiting. It ourswhen you have a harmoni osillation between states. Call it harmony if youwill. Don't all it Utopia, please.Does distane traversed within the irle matter? It does. If you gotoo far your system is very unstable, and is likely to explode. If you don'tgo far enough the system may grow �old� and die out, being replaed bysomething else entirely13. What is an explosion? That's when you leave theirle. That's when you enter unharted waters. It shouldn't really happen,but let's remember that this is a large and omplex haoti system where weare faed with any number of situations suh as global warming, oups d'etatand finanial meltdown. Not everything that an happen exists within theirle; rather, we define our irle in terms of what kind of behaviour wedeem aeptable.Government then, is the devie that draws the irle, that sets the rateof hange in the states, or at least installs speed bumps and so forth to keepthings in hek and balane. If they draw the irle too tight � limitingfreedoms too severely � they risk explosion. If they put in too many speedbumps, they risk ooling out and being replaed by something stronger.And that's why the apitalists like to keep the government around, be-ause they ontrol the lasso, they an make sudden hanges to the playingfield. This an prove useful, they believe.Consider now the impliations of the Leviathan statement on ommu-nism. Marx & Engels noted the importane of the ontrol of the means ofprodution to be in the hands of the produers themselves, whih soundsquite reasonable. The idea being that nobody has a say in how and whenthings are produed unless they are atually going to be doing the work.They wrote of ownership by the proletariat, rather than ownership by the13A Douglas Adams quote omes to mind: �There is a theory whih states that ifanybody ever figures out what the Universe is and what it's for, it will immediately bydestroyed and replaed with something different. There is another theory whih statesthat this has already happened.� 149



bourgeois14. So that was theoretial ommunism, drunken deeply fromtankards forged in the anarhist tradition. But in applied ommunism wehave seen all over the world a tendeny towards drawing ever tighter on-entri irles, building a entralist government whih tells people what theplan is and how it shall be aomplished by way of bureaurati output inindustrial dimensions.Verily has a Leviathan been pulled from a hat, and the assumption ofstrong entralized government has been abjured into reality. The result isthat most modern loal or muniipal level government ativity is applied tojumping through hoops manufatured by authorities higher up in the hain.My loal town government has employees writing reports for the ministriesof industry and eduation and environment, and they in turn have employeeswriting even larger reports for the European Union and the United Nationsand so on. The power base has even beome so diluted that it is no longerlear exatly on whose authority many things are being performed.11.1.4 Sarity set in StoneMore than a entury after Hobbes, an awkward man named William Godwinwrote a book named An Inquiry Conerning Politial Justie. In this bookhe argued against the Leviathan statement, insisting that it was a myth, alie, something that might not atually be right and that somebody shouldhek. The book sold well at first, attrating the attention of many famouspeople suh as the feminist Mary Wollstoneraft (who later beame Godwin'swife), the romane poet Pery Shelley (who later ran away with Godwin'sdaughter Mary) and former US vie president Aaron Burr (who later killedAlexander Hamilton beause of a silly dispute15). But amongst Godwin'serstwhile readers was at least one who didn't take the meme of politialjustie without a grain of salt. Thomas Malthus, being well versed in theLeviathan statement, wrote in response to Godwin a vast trat, An Essay onthe Priniple of Population.14A term whih has no relevane any more, sine industrialization and destrution ofnatural habitats have fored the majority of humanity to now live in ities. Now it wouldbe more orret to speak of owners of apital, or, erm, apitalists.15In The Federalist Papers as published by Bantam Classis, Burr is spoken of as�volatile� in defene of Hamilton, who wrote of freedom and traded in slaves. The en-tire Burr-Hamilton inident is a fasinating one but outside the sope of this essay.150



In his essay, Malthus pointed out that without a strong entralized gov-ernment (without using those words) imposing arbitrary restritions on re-soure alloation to the proletariat (without using that word), human pop-ulation would ontinue to inrease exponentially until suh a time that allthe resoures available to man would be depleted and we would all die ofstarvation and haos would ensue16. This was a ommonly held belief at thetime, but Malthus gained notoriety for putting it in words and justifying itwith graphs. Suffie to say Thomas and William17 argued about this forseveral deades, and Thomas won hands down. As in any philosophial de-bate, the validity of the arguments hinged not on their truthfulness, but ontheir memeti infetiousness, whih in Thomas' ase was severely augmentedby support from the governmental powers in Britain, desperate to hold on.The Malthusian myth was forged and is still being reinfored to this day,yet depressingly few Malthusians go out of their way to read the works ofGodwin and Condoret whih are heavily referened in his Essay.Consider our irle. In the yberneti, this means that there exist innu-merable paths from our urrent state that lead to states wherein we all diefrom starvation. I'll assume this lies outside of the irle sine we deem thatan unaeptable result. Malthus' laim was that it was government's job toprevent soiety from applying ertain transformations that would lead to anexhaustion of resoures.Remember that this is all happening just as the industrial revolution wastaking its first steps, tumbling awkwardly over itself, making silly mistakesand not really getting very far. Mahines, bak then, were a joke, despiteWatt and Carnot and the others. So little ould Malthus know (althoughGodwin predited) that industry would alter the entire materials eonomyto a point where resoures were the least of our problems18, so it's fair to16�Population, when unheked, inreases in a geometrial ratio. Subsistene inreasesonly in an arithmetial ratio. A slight aquaintane with numbers will show the immensityof the first power in omparison of the seond. By that law of our nature whih makesfood neessary to the life of man, the effets of these two unequal powers must be keptequal.This implies a strong and onstantly operating hek on population from the diffiulty ofsubsistene. This diffiulty must fall somewhere and must neessarily be severely felt bya large portion of mankind.�, Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Priniple of Population,Chapter 1.17And others, inluding Niholas de Caritat, marquis de Condoret, who developed theCondoret voting sheme.18For a ouple of hundred years, at least.151



forgive him. What annot be forgiven is how this assumption of sarity, thememe of poverty, has managed to survive the industrialization of the westernworld without being attaked or srutinized too deeply.Look at the figures. Agriulture in the western world now produes morefood than would be needed for a humanity twie the size19. About half ofthis food is thrown away20, and yet about 800 million people are starving21and in the west millions of people are obese. Does this make sense? Doespoverty make sense?Industry was supposed to remedy this. Wasn't it? Was industry notintended to replae the human hand with mahines, transforming hard labourinto a aretaker's affair of relative ease, letting mahines fulfil our every wantand desire in plenty, letting us all lead omfortable lives of affluene? Orwas the industrial revolution a purely tehnial issue, hakers of yore makingthings that did suave stuff just beause they had a strong desire to solvetehnial problems? Doubtful. As tehnoentri as haker22 ulture tendsto be, hakers have politis up to here. Look at the free software movement,look at Wikipedia. When tehnially minded individuals ome together toaddress problems, be they tehnial or politial or soial, they do so with afervour that makes people's heads spin.Nobody is going to onvine me that Alessandro Volta didn't think ele-triity wasn't going to tip the game slightly in favour of the peasants. Nobodyis going to tell me that Robert Fulton wasn't ating in what he believed werethe interests of mankind. �Oh, look,� I an't imagine him saying. �there's anopportunity for further oppression of the working lasses by making themnot only have to work, but have to fight for the right to work too by mak-19Statistis available at http://ur1.ca/f6rp; for example, 784.786.580 tonnes ofmaize were produed worldwide in 2007, 651.742.616 tonnes of rie, 216.144.262 tonnes ofsoybeans, 1.557.664.978 tonnes of sugar ane, and so on. That year 6.186.041.997 tonnes ofvegetables were produed worldwide, whih is roughly a tonne of food per person per year.The US Department of Agriulture states at http://ur1.ca/f6rr that the averageperson onsumed 884.52 kg of food per year, and that statisti inludes meat and dairyproduts.20See Timothy Jones; http://ur1.ca/f6rt21Aording to FAO, 852 million people, about 13% of the world's population. �Of this,about 815 million people live in developing ountries, 28 million in �transition� ountriesof the former Eastern Europe and ex-Soviet republis, and about nine million in theindustrialised world.� http://ur1.ca/f6ru22I use the term haker in the sense �A person who delights in having an intimateunderstanding of the internal workings of a system, omputers and omputer networksin partiular,� as defined in RFC1392 and ehoed in senses 1-7 in the Jargon file.
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ing them have to ompete on an open market against mahines apable ofworking tirelessly with arbitrary auray!� Nobody is that stupid. Or arethey?Let's fast forward a bit. In 1968, whilst student uprisings were happen-ing in Paris, Milan and San Franiso, to name a few of the more importantbattlegrounds, a professor of biology at University of California at SantaBarbara, Garrett Hardin, rawls out of the woodwork of relative obsurityand writes of the Tragedy of the Commons23, a thought based very deeplyon the Malthusian statement. Here he laims that ommon ownership (orrather � stewardship) will end in tears when the resoures run out. ButHardin is a post-industrial person saying that the existene of a ommonswas ontraditory to the assumption of sarity. That with anything in om-mon or ommunal ownership, be it works in the publi domain or resouresnot speifially alloated, there was a threat that the ommons would wipethemselves out. Given sarity, people would take and take and never give.Hardin, in making this statement, was doing game theory a big favour.Game theory was a relatively fresh branh of mathematis made famous byNobel laureate John Nash, that inspeted strategies and situations in termsof games played by players. Examples of strategies developed under gametheory were minimax (ommerialism: maximize the effet of your ationsand minimize the effet of those of your opponent) and tit-for-tat (the oldwar: if you launh nukes, so will we). Hardin produed a strategy thatwas widely adopted, and it is known as the CC-PP game. CC-PP standsfor �Communize Costs-Privatize Profits.� In this strategy you leeh off theinvestments of your ompetitors, making the ommunity as a whole pay foras muh of your own expansion as is possible, but at the same time makingsure to keep all profits for yourself by not divvying out your booty to therest of the pirates.Exploring this within our system-irle (whih has now admittedly be-ome something of a mess), what we're doing is pushing the system in dire-tions that will make others pay for our profits. Who better to do this butthe government, whih already has the legislative authority to do so?23Originally printed in Siene magazine with the introdutory line: �The populationproblem has no tehnial solution; it requires a fundamental extension in morality�. See
http://ur1.ca/f6rw. 153
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11.1.5 The Best Insurane Poliy EverSay what you will about Friedman and o, but at least they were honest24.The rest of the apitalists are playing the CC-PP game. Consider a fewexamples: after the great depression John Maynard Keynes suggested ideasthat beame rolled into Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal, whih was a-epted and performed quite altruistially. But if we look at the situation,what was being done was huge debts were being forgiven towards the peoplewho aused the depression to begin with and soiety as a whole was beingmade to pay. In Ieland in 2008, as soon as the finanial situation of thebanks was regarded as ominous, the banks were � and get this � national-ized25. The assets of the banks were seized and the government put in diretontrol of the daily operations of the bank.The owners were magially freed from their already non-existent obliga-tions towards the finanial stability of the bank, losing a pile of money thatdidn't exist either anyway, and the full brunt of the debt that the ownershad reated within the bank pushed onto the nation.The exat same story happened with Fannie Mae and Freddie Ma, andany number of other examples ome to mind. Would a bank ever be na-tionalized if it were doing well? Not at all. Indeed, as was seen in Boliviain 200126 the obverse is true. Profitable ventures, suh as selling water topeasants, tend towards privatization in any system that assumes sarity ofthe same. Instant profit!The net result of the CC-PP game, in this instane, is the produtionof a situation where the rih play by the Marxian rules and the poor playby the Smithian rules: Soialism for the Rih, Capitalism for the Poor. Ifyou just happen to be one of the unluky sods who doesn't own stoks andwear a $5,000 suit to work, you're in a dog-eat-dog world and getting beyondthat point will always be problemati at best. Indeed, our yberneti irlediverges into two irles at an ever-aelerating rate, where one of the irlesis a game plan for the wealthy and the other is a game plan for the poor.The government, then, is a tool being used by two fations to preservetheir own dominane. For those who strive to inrease their influene, a24Well, no. But it's a good argument to make nevertheless.25For more details on this, see http://ur1.ca/f6rx and it's many referenes.26See ½Cohabamba!: Water War in Bolivia, by Osar Olivera and Tom Lewis.154
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government is a way to satisfy their egotistial yearnings. For the apitalists,a government is the best insurane poliy other people's money an buy.11.1.6 Manufatured SarityAnd all of this omes bak to the underlying priniples of the politial do-trines of Smith and Marx: Hobbes' Lie and Malthus' Lie. There are otherlies, but these are the ore, as far as I an tell. No other elementary assump-tions built into the system are as well defined and as thoroughly herishedby all parties.In fat, government has been very busy enforing these lies, upholdingthe myth. Sarity is the tool they use in onjuntion with the owners as amethod for ensuring the subserviene and subjugation of those not indotri-nated in their world27. Sarity in food and ommodities by an inherentlyfaulty distribution network, impliitly limited by people's lak of regard forone another and expliitly limited by trade barriers, tolls, taxes and tariffs.Sarity in ulture by the onfinement of fine art and ultural events withinthe lurative boundaries of the itysapes, as well as the projetion of knowl-edge into books � immutable and easily sarified by the produers, who sellat whihever prie fits their fany.Everywhere in the system, sarity is being manufatured to insure theprofiteers against the dangers of abundane. Working from Malthus' Lie,the myth of sarity is being upheld quite vigorously as a fundamental truthabout the nature of the universe, while elsewhere in the system people arehard at work disposing of exess prodution and obstinate themes, olourshemes and styles in favour of new.An example of this is the prodution of aademi textbooks. When aprofessor of some field appears at the publishers with a manusript for a newtextbook on whihever subjet, the publisher will explore the availability ofother similar textbooks, the originality, the readability and the depth of themanusript, and the statistis on how many people are likely to study suha subjet. After whih they will deide on the prie of eah opy of the bookin suh a way that they are destined to make a profit. Quite reasonable,assuming sarity, but the idea of publishing the manusript in a readilyopyable way has not aught on.27I almost wrote of the working lasses here, but I fear instigating a lass war is a perfetway to maintain the status quo. See any lass war in history for examples of this.155



Why? Copyright.Bak in the time of Hobbes, opyright law did not exist28. Mapmakerstoiling day and night to opy out maps by hand for ships to sail by andpeople to travel by were extremely jealous of their property, and went togreat extents to maintain their unequivoal right to produe maps basedon their partiular data set, and as a opy-protetion measure they wouldmark in false roads, so alled trap streets, or mangle names of plaes, sothat if another were to opy their maps they would be easily found out.Bak in those days illegal opying wasn't a large problem, but despite thisthe produers of the maps were damaging their produts by dereasing theirauray in order to foil people who wish to mimi that (in)auray.This kind of early DRM29, along with monopolies in the publishing busi-ness30 and later a suession of laws starting with the Statute of Anne andthe Berne Convention and moving through to legislations suh as the SonnyBono at in the United States, opyright has been transformed into a meansof prodution, not of works of art, but of sarity. Sarity of the very worksof art it laims to protet. Before the advent of the printing press and thephonograph, this was almost ute, sine it was rarely worth the hassle ofopying data by illegal means anyway beause of the shortomings in thetehnology. But with the further digitization of soiety, opying beame eas-ier and easier, and the sarity was upheld inreasingly vigorously by thelawmakers.Imagine you live in a far away land where the penalty for stealing breadis quite severe. You are starving, and so you attempt to steal a loaf, but areaught bread-handed. This poor judgement on your part provides you witha ten year prison sentene. Fair enough, 'tis the law of the land.But let's imagine that the day after you are inarerated, a new teh-nology is invented. This new tehnology produes bread out of thin air atno ost to anybody, in virtually infinite quantities, and nobody need starveever again. How just, then, is your inareration? You stole the bread while28The first example of opyright law in the modern sense being the Statute of Annefrom 1710.29Digital Restritions Management, or Digital Rights Management, depending on whoyou ask. Generally speaking a tehnologial method intended to enfore opyright. Theseinvariably fail for numerous reasons. SeeMirosoft Researh DRM talk by Cory Dotorow,
http://ur1.ca/f6s030Held originally in Britain by the Worshipful Company of Stationers and NewspaperMakers. 156
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bread was still sare, and there was no way of knowing that this tehnologywas just around the orner, so perhaps it is still fair; but obversely, if a lawwere passed making it no longer riminal to steal the bread, would you notwish to be released?No suh law is passed, and a few years pass as you mull over these detailsin your stinky ell, when suddenly a new prisoner appears. It is your brother,and he has just been onvited of stealing bread. Outraged, you ask howan that be, sine bread now exists in suh plethora that nobody needs tosteal bread?Ah, your brother replies, it may well be that the tehnology exists toprodue bread at no ost to anybody, but it is still riminal to steal bread,and not everybody owns a breadulator to make bread with. In fat, thebakeries that produed the bread before have bought up all the breadulatorsand have laimed a patent for their design, so they an now prevent anybodyfrom building their own breadulator. Now bread osts the same as it didbefore, and it is of ourse illegal to steal something that is sare, be it fromyour neighbour or from the bakery.This inane example illustrates in very silly terms how opyright works inthe digital age, and highlights one important aspet of it: that not only isour soiopolitial system thoroughly dependent on the onept of sarity,but the produers who ontrol the means of prodution will use their meansto produe sarity as well as produts, in order to maintain their worth inthe system.With eah produer doing this, inluding the produers of money itself,the system hangs in a balane where produers attempt to sarify their pro-due to maintain their worth relative to the pries of everything they them-selves require from other produers to survive. If anybody over-sarifies orunder-sarifies, there is hane of a risis emerging. If it's food that is over-sarified, people starve. If it's oil that's under-sarified, middle-easternnations get invaded. If it's money that's over sarified, people stop trust-ing eah other to maintain the sarity-equilibrium and the entire eonomyexplodes.11.1.7 A Reipe for World WarWe're in our irle again, this time we draw a line against our will to the pointwhere we get a deep finanial reession, just like in the 1930s, just like in 2008.157



Then something weird ours. In the yberneti, this is alled a baklash.This is when a large and sudden hange in the system auses another suddenhange in the system. A domino effet. Probability theorists all theseMarkov explosions31. An infinite amount of events our in the same instant,an apoalypti ausality that devours every aspet of the system, and then,suddenly, it's over. The world has hanged.In a post-depression world, a lot of people have a hard time gettingtheir bearings. Confused, people lash out against whatever they an find tofault, be it the government, the owners of the means of prodution, or evenpeople from outside of their tribe, ity, nation or other demographi group.Inreased nationalism is quite a typial result of finanial risis, look at WorldWar I, World War II. Look at the Napoleoni wars. Eah was preeded bya spike in nationalism, whih in turn was preeded by a finanial ollapse ofsome type32.The Napoleoni wars followed immediately from the Frenh revolution,whih in turn followed bankrupty in the Frenh state. Simultaneously inthe Amerian olonies finanial instability was also a hot topi, whih led todemand for taxation with representation or no taxation at all. These eventsand others like it ulminated in extreme nationalism � the Amerians wantedto be Amerians, the Frenh wanted to rule everybody, the British wantedto rule everybody, the Danish and Norwegians had problems fighting off theBritish while the Swedish and Russians and Prussians tried to fight off theFrenh. Finanial instability led to nationalism led to world war. Is this notavoidable?
31Markov explosions our in stohasti proesses when an infinity of events our simul-taneously and the system resets itself to a random state. There is a lot of deep literature onthe subjet that warrants srutiny, but as an introdution for the mathematially minded,I suggest Markov Chains by J.R. Norris32The historial justifiation for this laim is ompliated. The Great Depression is easy,but see also the impliations of the 1873 pani following the rash of the Vienna StokExhange on Eastern Europe, and the effets of the ollapse of London banking houseNeal, James, Fordye and Down in 1772 on Western-European trade, whih led diretlyto the Boston Tea Party. Consider Kondratiev waves in this regard.158



11.2 At 2. Burning the bridges when we get tothemFrom the preeding pages we an learn a few things. The most importantlesson is that the paradigms that form the basis of our mental models ofreality an be built upon assumptions that are neither intended, apparent,nor orret. A seond is that all urrent forms of soiety and governmentare built around the assumption of sarity, and that sarity an be shownnot to exist any more33. The third is that beause of these assumptions, allhigher dynamis within our system are fraught with terrible inequalities andeventualities, namely poverty, famine, oppression, bankrupty, prejudie andwar.11.2.1 Homogeneity and CensorshipAt the outset I made fleeting mention that inreasingly potent opying teh-nologies had made reativity harder to aomplish, sine aurate opyingleaves little room for embellishment. Constant and well-defined data, suhas the text of the Constitution of the Swiss Confederation or the origi-nal manusript of a Harry Potter book is fairly resilient to ad-ho editing,whether for reative or maliious reasons. In Orwell's 1984 the protagonist'soupation was to be a historial revisionist, altering all distributed aountsof the past to meet the goals of the present.Suh alterations of available information ause people to be less able togingerly estimate their situation, espeially if given evidene ontraditoryto what they know. Revisionism ontaminates the state-spae we live inand effets our path through it like walls raised around us bloking otherexits. Governmental speed-bumps have been transformed into auseways,designed to keep us forever within their boundaries at a speed that they anvery easily ontrol.In less abstrat terms, this is the purpose of the Great Firewall of China34and other ensorship tools, inluding the less well known Swedish law thatallows ensorship of websites onsidered to ontain hild pornography. Thedanger of suh systems is that there is no way to know what has been plaed33Or at least be insignifiant. Further details of remaining sarity follows.34A omputer firewall that filters all Internet traffi passing within Chinese borders,allowing arbitrary and even asymmetrial ensorship by the government.159



on suh blaklists without bypassing the ensorship. Perhaps somebody hasmaliiously ensored information that ould affet the diretion taken by thesoiety with regard to ertain issues.Censorship need not be absolute to be effetive. Western governmentshave in reent deades realized that by applying knowledge of trends andemotional reations, they an avoid the need for ensorship by simply plainginformation out of sight. Press onferenes onfronting unomfortable issuesan be pushed to times of the day where they're unlikely to be televised, orif televised not wathed by many. Unpopular results, suh as dioxin outputfrom industry, an be drowned in bureaurati noise, suh as measurementsof other less damaging hemials, so that very few would be willing or able toplough through the data looking for the bad results. In legislation unpopularmotions an be staked up with more popular issues in sets, to hide themfrom srutiny.The point of this tangential disussion is that not only the mythologyupon whih the system is built affets the way we behave, but also the qualityof the information available to us.Memetis and indeed ybernetis is a dangerous field beause of the dan-ger of misunderstanding. Faulty data an be worse than no data at all, asour redene for getting some output is generally high; it's only when we getnothing � like those living behind the Great Firewall of China35 � that westart to raise our eyebrows.In our journey through the state-spae of our reality, being pushed thisway and that by yberneti influenes that we may or may not be aware of,we are seldom aware of where we are going or what we will find when we getthere. A well drawn irle will allow people within to believe themselves tobe ompletely free whilst imposing fairly rigorous boundaries on what pathsan be taken.35A stunning feature of the Great Firewall of China is how it feigns non-ensorship. TheHTTP protool defines error odes suh as 200 (everything is okay), 500 (internal servererror), 404 (file not found) and 403 (unauthorized to aess). When a ensored page isaessed from within the firewall, instead of reporting 403, learly stating that the pagehas been ensored, the firewall reports 404, as if the ensored artile did not exist at all.160



11.2.2 The Dane FloorAn important feature of authority or ontrol is that everything and every-body has it, and it annot be entirely eliminated. Authority will alwaysneessarily exist and annot be done away with entirely36.Consider a dane floor. The daners on this dane floor are when we gazeupon them paired up, one as the lead, the other as a follow. Sometimes theouples break apart and singularly dane freestyle, and sometimes danerssteal partners from one another. The objetive shared by eah of them isto solve a partiular task, daning, and they do this by submitting ontrolto others or taking ontrol off others, but no single daner an at any giventime have omplete knowledge of the status of the entire dane floor. Theirknowledge is limited by their pereption at any given point, but a danerwho pereives a potential problem arising (suh as a ollision between twoouples) or a solution (suh as a fany move) will take ontrol of the viinitymomentarily to produe results.In this example � and it is a realisti one � although no individual orgroup of individuals has been designated as rulers over the others, authoritystill exists. Eah individual has omplete authority over herself to beginwith, but as the dane progresses individuals may temporarily ede theirauthority to a trusted interloutor in order to maximize gain.The key here is that authority flows between individuals in the system,and manipulations of that authority an alter our olletive path through thesystem. Imagine a dane floor where one person stood in the middle yellingout orders, trying to miromanage the rowd. It would not funtion, as evenif we were to grant this single person the unlikely talent of omplete oversight,he would not be able to holler orders out fast enough. And if this person werea horeographer who plotted all the movements beforehand, there would beno spontaneity, and the daning would have to stop intermittently to allowfor more horeography. Authority must exist, yes, but like any resoure itmust be well spent and fairly distributed. Ad-ho authority appears to allowfor the highest synergisti benefits, as the natural agreement of all partiesto the temporary authority will requisite the mutual benefit of all parties.36This may seem a self-ontraditory statement from somebody flying the flag of an-arhism, but it doesn't trouble me and if you understand where I'm going with all thisybernetis talk, it won't trouble you either.161



This understanding of the nature of authority is a valuable tool to aidour understanding of ybernetis: with this, we have not only established amodel for understanding peer-to-peer behaviour, but have also highlightedthat any stable system is neessarily and inherently reative. This will beimportant.11.2.3 Non-Rival SarityA lot of what has been said an be traed bak to a few people. Identifyingthe villains of this story early on as Hobbes, Malthus and Hardin, the heroesalready mentioned are Godwin, Weiner and Beer, and now two more mem-bers of our ast shall appear: George Pask and Rihard Bukminster-Fuller.Fuller is well known for his ontributions to arhiteture and engineering,most notably the geodesi dome, but in his less well known book Nine Chainsto the Moon he wrote of a proess he dubbed ephemeralization, by whihhe meant the way in whih advanes in tehnology would allow us to domore with less. Industrialization was exatly that: the advent of mahinesallowed people to produe more goods with less workfore behind the pro-dution; assembly lines allowed for more rapid assembly with less waste oftime. Advanes in materials siene have given us arbon fibre strengthenedplastis (CFSPs) that are both stronger and lighter than metals.The Internet is the hallmark of ephemeralization: it allows us to per-form mind-boggling amounts of diret teleommuniations and distributedomputation using a very elementary method of sending eletrial or optialpulses through opper and glass fibre. More with less.Malthus ould not have imagined the industrial revolution, but he ouldhave paid attention to the trend of ephemeralization that Godwin appearedaware of, even if he didn't have quite suh a fany word for it. Ephemeraliza-tion alone kills the Malthusian argument entirely. We will be able to sustainan inreasingly large population by applying advanes of our understandingof the nature of reality to the aim of sustainability. Less will give us more,and haos is not a given.This requires some hefty proof. Thankfully it is ample37.Things an be ategorized into two ategories: rival goods and non-rivalgoods. Non-rival goods are not sare by definition, giving of them will not37See The Wealth of Networks by Yohai Benkler and The Demoratization of Innovationby Eri von Hippel for muh more proof than I shall provide here.162



diminish one's own supply. This applies to software and mp3s, but not toCDs and onert tikets. The latter are rival goods, but rival goods an beeither sare or abundant, where we define abundane of a rival good not bythere being more than we need, but that the funtion of availability growsfaster than the funtion of need.11.2.4 FoodOne of the most profound examples of this omes from a researh paperby Perfeto, et al38, where it is shown that by exhanging manufaturedfertilizer with organi fertilizer, for ertain rops it would be a simple matterto quadruple the annual yield, with multipliative results aross the board.Add this to the earlier statement that we already produe enough food evendisounting meat, fish and dairy produts to sustain humanity at its urrentlevel and still have leftovers, and it is lear that we are not destined tostarve to death any time soon. Food, our most basi need, is a rival good,but an be onsidered abundant beause it is urrently available in muhgreater quantities than is required, and beause it appears that tehnologialadvanes will maintain this superiority in the food supply.The beauty of the food disussion is that it is so long sine invalid. PeterKropotkin wrote in 1892 The Conquest of Bread, wherein he points outfallaies in feudal and apitalist eonomial systems in part by showing theglobal abundane of food indisputably.11.2.5 ShelterAnother of our basi needs is shelter. Globally we are faed with a housingrisis, with an estimated 100 million homeless in highly developed areas39and a further 600 million in developing ountries. Note here two things.First, there is approximately one starving person for eah homeless personworldwide, but in developed ountries homelessness is disparate to hunger.Seond, the Geneva Convention grants prisoners of war rights to shelter,food and a blanket, whilst not a single government in the world has grantedhomeless people the same rights although they are granted by the Universal38Organi agriulture and the global food supply , Ivette Perfeto, et al.39See HUMAN RIGHTS: More Than 100 Million Homeless Worldwide, GustavoCapdevilla, http://ur1.ca/f6s1 163
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Delaration of Human Rights40. With the size of homes having grown sub-stantially in the western world over the last fifty years, there is absolutelyno reason why there should be prevailing homelessness.The argument made for homelessness is generally a lak or high ostof materials for building onstrution. One ause of this is the high stan-dards maintained by legislation in the form of building odes in some oun-tries, where many forms of affordable housing have been simply made illegal,suh as the Hexayurt infrastruture pakage41 and many other omparableprojets42. Another ause is luxuriation. In the ity of Malmö, Sweden, au-thorities faed with a large number of lower and middle lass people withoutadequate housing started a huge projet building expensive luxury homesalong the southern waterfront. The logi was that with luxury homes avail-able, upper lass itizens would move to these, freeing up heaper homeselsewhere in the ity for the lower and middle lass itizens. This is gener-ally referred to as �trikle-down� eonomis, where raising the standards forthe uppermost ehelons is expeted to raise the overall average to aeptablelevels.The real result was that many of these luxury homes still stand vaantand most of those whih have been purhased were bought by upper lasspeople from other ities looking to own a seond home. The housing problemwas in no way averted by these efforts, but rather ompounded as it resultedin less viable land for development. If the issue had been dealt with diretlythe result might have been different.Regarding material osts of housing, these an be severely redued ina number of ways. Jökull Jónsson et al have shown that improvements tothe auray of the appliation of the Navier-Stokes equations to struturalintegrity estimation of onrete an yield signifiant strength improvementswith redued materials volume and ost. Wallewik et al have shown thatmodifiations of onrete visosity an inrease spread speed, allowing formuh faster onrete pouring and setting. This ould allow for layered 3Dprinting of buildings in the future, but for the near term allows for muh40�Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, inluding food, lothing, housing and medial are andneessary soial servies, and the right to seurity in the event of unemployment, sikness,disability, widowhood, old age or other lak of livelihood in irumstanes beyond hisontrol.�, Universal Delaration of Human Rights, Artile 25.1.41See Vinay Gupta's http://ur1.ca/f6s242See Arhiteture for Humanity by Cameron Sinlair.164
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faster modular housing onstrution. Bukminster-Fuller showed the fea-sibility of tensigrity strutures in housing, whih distribute strutural loadover the entire struture rather than on few key points, whih lowers therequirements for overall material strength. Vinay Gupta has developeda $300 infrastruture pakage for temperate and tropi limates that anhouse a small family in lose quarters with aeptable living onditions.Marin Jakubowski et al have shown that it is entirely possible to builda single storey 100m2 building from ompated earth bloks for less than$400 in materials osts in the Amerian Midwest. Cameron Sinlair andhis Arhiteture for Humanity projet have olleted hundreds of examplesof ephemeralization in building onstrution and provided ample proof thaturrent methods of housing onstrution is both overly expensive and poorlyorganized.Long story short, housing is not a problem any more than food. Butwhat of other things?11.2.6 EletronisConsumer eletronis are an example of a field where deentralization isurrently extremely diffiult, and yet profoundly simple.The diffiulty here lies in hip fabriation: the arrangement and astingof speialized integrated iruits is a proess that, by way of Moore's law,requires inreasing amounts of speialization eah year. Current miropro-essors have iruit pithes of around 3µm in some ases, and this is expetedto derease even more. Eah order of magnitude redution in iruit pithwithin ICs inreases the omplexity further as far as fabriation goes, asthey require inreasingly pristine manufaturing onditions, inluding leanrooms, high auray mahine tools, and so on. However, three things mayhange that.The first is that with inreasingly fast FPGAs, or Field ProgrammableGate Arrays, unspeialised integrated iruits made in bulk an be speial-ized in the field, meaning that whihever speialization is required an bedefined by the end user rather than it needing to be defined during the fabri-ation proess. While FPGAs remain by far inferior to speialized hips, theyare already eating away at the seond fator, whih is that hardware-levelspeialization is inreasing overall whilst demand inrease for generalizedomputing devies is slowing. This is due to desktop omputing slowly los-165



ing out to laptop omputers, and the ubiquity of hand-held devies suh asmobile phones, musi players and other suh gizmos. All of these all forintegrated iruits of a kind where one size does not fit all, whih pressuresthe hip produers to develop FPGAs even further or to develop smallersale fabriation tehniques.The third point is that urrent 3D printing tehnologies are already lend-ing effort towards arbitrary fabriation of iruits, and as this tehnology de-velops it is inevitable that auray will inrease, eventually to suh a levelthat printing out ICs may beome feasible.At any rate, the assembly of the end produts has never been a problemin the onsumer eletronis industry. The original personal omputer wasdeveloped in a garage by Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobs, and this trend hasheld throughout the deades, albeit with some flutuation, with a reent ex-plosion in the hobby eletronis industry giving new strength to user groupssuh as NYC Resistor, magazines and e-zines suh as Make Magazine andInstrutibles, and to open hardware projets suh as the Arduino43. A lakof strit regulations on eletronis prodution has helped this a lot, althoughthere is signifiant barrier to entry into ommerial prodution of onsumereletronis through safety regulations suh as CE.11.2.7 TransportationEven the titani automotive and aeronauti industries are starting to bukleunder stress from the deentralization movement, as open soure ars, air-planes and even trators are seeing the light of day. As with housing, hereregulations are impeding progress. As Burt Rutan has ommented44, inreas-ing safety regulations in the aeronautis industry have all but extinguishedairraft development, making progress insanely slow even for large ompaniessuh as Boeing and Airbus. For small groups aiming to build manned air-raft, serey is just about the only way to avoid the transational overheadput in plaed by aviation authorities.Automotive regulations are nowhere near as stringent, but in many oun-tries regulations for road safety are impeding reasonable developments. Forexample, in many Asian ountries suh as India the auto-rikshaw is a very43See http://ur1.ca/f6s444See http://ur1.ca/f6s5 166
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ommon mode of transportation, but it is almost inoneivable that suh adevie would be allowed to drive on British roads.With orporations suh as General Motors having ollapsed and the en-tire eosystem of transportation being overturned by smaller units like theC,mm,n projet and ompanies like Tesla, what is inevitable is the futurerealization that these things an be done differently.11.2.8 Exoti Objets and Real SarityIt's worth noting that there will always be sarity for some things. I allthem exoti objets. One example is the Eiffel Tower. You an opy theEiffel Tower exatly atom for atom, but it won't be the Eiffel Tower, it'lljust be a opy. Anybody who's been to Las Vegas knows that it isn't quitethe same. There's lots of things like that: Mona Lisa, the Statue of Liberty. . .more or less anything that is what it is for ultural or historial reasonsrather than physial reasons. My friend Olle Jonsson alled this aura, whihis neat: aura an't be opied, although it an be manifested symbolially.Sare things versus abundant is a very important point. We tend totreat everything as sare and that's a very bad thing, but as we stop treatingabundant things as sare things, we should also take note of whih thingsreally are sare and figure out how we're going to treat them. Food isn'tsare, but there's a limited amount of bauxite in the world and thus alimited amount of aluminium. Likewise, things an be abundant globallybut sare loally. Either way, taking stok of the exoti objets and thesare goods is important if we want to make the most of them and benefitthose who need them to the greatest degree.But while we think of everything as sare, we're going to waste a lotof effort on trying to overome sarity that has been artifiially generated,whih is stupid.The lesson to take from this is that we've been doing things in a way thatis manifestly stupid and there are innumerable examples in existene of howto do things better. Conservatism will only bring a people so far, and we'repast that point already. We've been rossing inreasingly rikety bridges aswe get to them for far too long, and it's about time we burned them downand built new ones to better plaes.167



11.3 At 3. Five steps, a spin, and a new tomorrowThe foundations for the urrent soiety are the myths that underlie our entireeonomy, the lies that struture our mental models, that guide us throughthe state spae. That without a entralized government our ivilization willfragment into partiles and humanity will devour itself in a war of all againstall, and that without regulations on the distribution of goods we will onsumefaster than we an produe and exterminate ourselves.These myths have been ompounded, mostly in good faith, by onsol-idation of power and legislative systems that diminish people's ability toself-governane on the one hand and effetive utilization of resoures on theother, effetively the opposite of what these systems were meant to prevent.The system we live by has five ore institutions that I'd like to addresshere briefly.The first of these is the monetary system. We live by a monetary systemthat has, as Bernard Liataer pointed out45, four ore features: money isreated out of nothing and has no material baking, money is reated asa result of loans between banks, urrenies are defined geographially, andinterest is paid on loans. These features mean that the sum of the entiremonetary system (all debit plus all redit) is muh less than zero, and it growssmaller onstantly. There is no way to repay all the debt in the system, andas a result money itself beomes a rival good � we are playing a game wherethe goal is to pay all debts. In this game, to lose is to go bankrupt. If manybankrupties our simultaneously we suffer a Markovian explosion of sorts,alled a depression or risis.The seond of these institutions is our eonomy. This is different fromthe monetary system: the monetary system is the means for exhange, whilethe eonomy is the exhange itself. Beause the means for exhange are rivalgoods, the eonomy adapts by assuming rivalry and sarity in all goods evenwhen there is abundane. Competition replaes ooperation as eah strivesto pay off his debts, and ompanies and individuals use missing information� that is to say, serey � to their advantage, to inrease their hanes of win-ning, to get the ompetitive edge. Serey auses an inability to auratelymeasure the state of the eonomy, an inability to relatively estimate demandand supply, so all ompanies guesstimate their prodution requirements and45See The Future of Money by Bernard Liataer.168



invariably squander resoures as a result. Companies are then punished forthis by the legislative system for ertain types of waste while other types ofwaste are not punished.The third system is the legislative system itself: Small groups of peoplemake deisions about a set of rules that guide soieties through the statespae, and all are made to omply. The law represents the needs of the mostinfluential persons in the eonomy and legislation is guided by their needto not go bankrupt. With every law whih is passed, the Hobbesian lie isstrengthened, and the apitalists reinfore their insurane poliy at the ostof the poor. Instead of the legal system being a small set of simple rules thateverybody an agree to, it has beome a behemothi beast, our very ownGrendel.The fourth system is the exeutive authority system. A small group ofpeople is seleted to make deisions about the exeution of all the ideas theyhave about how soiety as a whole ought to be run, and this authority reahesto every nihe of soiety. With regulations and exat ontrol individualsare made to suffer their own individuality, trapped within a viious yleprodued for that very purpose in onordane with the Malthusian andHobbesian priniples.Finally, the judiial system has been ereted to divvy out punishmentsto those who at against soiety, even in some ases for its own good. Theexeutive authorities selet judges who make deisions about how argumentsshould be resolved and these deisions, in many ountries, beome quiteas authoritative for future disourse as the law itself. Judges have beomemonks who none may question.This may be done differently.11.3.1 Identity infrastrutureFor our future soiety we must reognize that at our ivilization's ore areindividuals, not rules or money. People are the most important aspet ofour reality and everything should be based upon our needs.The ornerstone of being attributed to the �people� group is urrentlythe aknowledgement of the government and the owners of banks and or-porations of one's existene, whih is frequently irularly dependent, whihgives one aess to the institutions listed above. A national ensus, a regis-tration offie, the publishers of bank aounts, birth ertifiates, passports169



and drivers lienes, these are the identity-management organizations of oursoiety.Understanding that identity underlies everything we are and everythingwe do is paramount, without that understanding we are bound to remain inthe urrent system indefinitely.So I suggest a new system, one in whih the individual is the alpha andthe omega, and greed and the prodution of artifiial sarity is not rewarded.Step one is to alter the identifiation system. Rather than being identifiedas members of soiety by a entralized institution, embroiled in bureau-ray and haphazardly assoiated with the truth, we an use friendships asdefinitions of identity. One's identity an be defined by one's friends moreaurately than it an be defined by an institution. This is the philosophyof Ubuntu: �I am who I am beause of who we all are�. To aomplish thiswe are going to need a bit of mathematis and a bit of anthropology.Mihael Gurevih, Stanley Milgram, Benoit Mandelbrot and others46have suggested that in human soiety onnetions between people are sodense that the longest path between people is six steps. Malolm Gladwell47has expanded on the six degrees of separation idea by identifying ertain in-dividuals as onnetors � soialites who are more aomplished than othersin reating and maintaining onnetions between people and who at as so-ial hubs. Although the idea has been largely debunked it still remains truethat the maximum number of onnetions between people appears to be arelatively low number. This matters when we onsider the soial network.A graph is defined mathematially as a olletion of verties and edges.If we let the verties be people and the edges be friendships or aquaintanesbetween people, we all it a soial network. The maximum number of onne-tions in a graph is defined by the formula n(n-1)/2 for a graph of n verties,whih basially means that for a graph of two verties the maximum is oneonnetion, for three verties the maximum is three, for four verties themaximum is six, and so on. For 150 verties you have a maximum of 11,175onnetions, for 300,000 verties there are roughly 45 billion onnetions atmaximum.46See The Small World Problem by Stanley Milgram. It should be noted that the ideahas been largely debunked in its original form, but the level of interonnetivity betweenpeople is still very high.47See The Tipping Point by Malolm Gladwell170



The value of a network is defined by Metalfe's law as the ratio betweenthe number of onnetions and the maximum number of onnetions � howlose are you to a perfetly onneted network. It is obvious that one personould not have 300,000 friends, but if 300,000 people all had 300,000 friends,we would have so many pairwise onnetions that it would be mind-boggling.This gives us that in small ities (or ountries suh as Ieland) it is nonsen-sial to assume that everybody will know eah other. In fat, even in a townof 5,000 people there would be twelve and a half million pairwise onnetionsat maximum, whih is realistially unattainable.The anthropologist Robin Dunbar found48 a orrelation between the av-erage number of members in a tribe of primates and the size of the brain.Extrapolating from his aquired data, human tribes should have a weightedmean size of 148 individuals49. Comparing this to real data of primitivetribes has shown this to be fairly aurate in general, with tribes beingknown to split after having reahed a ertain �superritial� size. Applyingtehnologial mehanisms suh as legal and monetary systems, and even om-muniations tehnology suh as telephones and the Internet has the potentialto artifiially augment this figure, but hardly beyond a ertain degree. Theaverage number of friends on Faebook is signifiantly higher than Dunbar'snumber50, but the availability of teleommuniations people more flagrantlybefriend people, using assistive tehnology to maintain more friendships thanwas previously possible; some have alled this trophying, but the truth mightsimply be that we are far more soially motivated than our brains an keepup with without assistane.The point here is that our world is fairly small beause of our �limited�ognitive apaity, and a perfetly isolated tribe of 150 may have 11,175onnetions internally but in reality it is more likely that people will bemeshed globally, with relatively few onnetion steps between any given pair.Let's make use of this, but before we do, let's do some ryptography. TheRSA algorithm51 uses a mathematial trapdoor funtion � something thatis easy to do but very hard to undo � to perform asymmetri enryption.48See Neoortex size as a onstraint on group size in primates by Robin Dunbar49150 is frequently quoted as Dunbar's number.50See Faebook study reveals users 'trophy friends' by Roger Highfield and Ni Fleming,Daily Telegraph. http://ur1.ca/f6s751See A Method for obtaining Digital Signatures and Publi-Key Cryptosystems by RonRivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman.171
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Instead of a pair of individuals sharing a seret they use to exhange otherserets, eah publishes a publi key and maintains his own seret privatekey. The asymmetry an be used in many ways. For enrypting, you applythe reipient's publi key to a message, and to derypt the reipient applieshis private key to the ipher text. For digital signatures one applies one'sprivate key to a message and to verify it one heks against the publi key.If people in the soial network generate key pairs and digitally sign publikeys belonging to their friends as a method both of verifiation of the validityof the publi key and to �formalize� the friendship (or aquaintane). Thisway, your identity is established by your friends as you establish theirs, ina peer-to-peer fashion, without any entral authority. This allows us toproeed with hanging the world.From this simple feature we get five results: A monetary system withoutentral banking, an eonomy without serets, a legislative system withoutelitism, an exeutive authority model without a government, and a judiialsystem without ourts.I shall explain these results individually.11.3.2 Monetary systemBy utilizing the trusted network in a partiular way we an onstrut mutualredit urrenies where business transations happen like so: Alie wishes topurhase a produt from Bob. They deide on a prie. Alie digitally signsthe invoie, and Bob then does the same. Eah takes a opy and enrypts itto themselves. This proess an be simply obsured behind the �put reditard in ard reader� praxis we are all familiar with, or plaed into ellphonesor other equipment.What is happening when this ours is quite tehnial, and yet it is quiteas simple if not simpler than our urrent monetary system. Essentially in ev-ery transation money is reated by the parties to the agreement and debitedto one while being redited to the other, a loan. The sum of eah transationis thus zero, and therefore the sum of the entire system is zero. Beause thetransations are small, frequent and symmetrial, it is nonsensial to resortto usury.The idea that every single person in the system an reate money appearsweird to people used to our urrent system. Today banks reate money bylending money they don't have to eah other, whih is an at of trust. In this172



suggested system, if Bob does not trust Alie personally for the loan of thisamount of money, he an either deny her the transation, or, more sensibly,traverse the trusted network in searh of a trusted onnetion that wouldallow for that large a transation. Some sequene of friends onnet the twoof them together, and based on the amount of trust available between them,they an agree on the debt. Bob trusts Carl who trusts Damien who trustsEve who trusts Alie, and through this sequene of friendships the businessis onduted. Trust beomes the bakbone of the finanial system � he whohas many friends is a rih man.This is not muh different from our urrent system, but it is stronger inthat the failure of one node (a bank) is far less likely to disrupt the wholesystem. Furthermore nobody need ever lose this game � the sum is zero, andthus nobody will ever go bankrupt. Some may misuse other people's trustand find it hard to find goodwill and redit, but notie that in this systempeople are under pressure not to be untrustworthy!At any given point in time the monetary system an be resolved, meaningthat irular debts an be nullified. If Alie owes Bob and Bob owes Carl andCarl owes Alie, the smallest ommon value an be zeroed out. By traversingthe entire network every transation an be nullified to some extent, and theresult will show how far from the average eah individual is (and at least oneperson in the system an be at zero). This an be looked on as a measure ofhow muh a person has ontributed to soiety. Furthermore, for simpliityit is useful to resolve the system frequently, although resolutions may not beuseful if too frequent; this hinges on the level of ativity in the eonomy.Whilst remaining a fiat monetary system, this idea removes interest,entralization and geographial restrition from the monetary system in onego, and it does so simply by utilizing the trust afforded by our personalrelationships already.11.3.3 Eonomi systemOne of the more destrutive features of the eonomy as it is today is a resultof the monetary system. Our olletive drive to repay our debts auses usto attempt inreasingly larger business transations due to the time-effortoverhead of onduting any given transation � maximizing the mark-up isessential. Large sums are unlikely to be the norm in business in this systemas they are in our urrent system. For distribution purposes end-buyers are173



both apable and inentivized to link up with produers diretly. Middlemenserve less of a purpose exept as glorified stokpilers, who an be paid by theproduers rather than the onsumers to maintain a more loalized ahe ofgoods. This would make sense for things suh as tantalum, whih is mainlymined in the Congo, and may be sare elsewhere, but would make lesssense for things suh as apaitors, whih, while made of tantalum, ouldessentially be made anywhere.Consumption in the eonomy is stabilized by this kind of �bottom up�rather than �top down� transation sequene. �The rih . . . onsume littlemore than the poor,�52 and what little they do onsume beyond the pooris a funtion of the opportunity ost of onsumption. Aess to radiallydeentralized prodution and high availability of skilled raft industries53 anoffset that opportunity ost by reduing the importane of the distributionsubsystem.Beause it is no longer important for middlemen to ompete for marketdominane and produers to worry about their market share of the demandurve (due to the free availability of trust dollars), not only an they striveto reate better produts that last longer, but they an also freely shareinformation amongst themselves about their prodution output, methods,and demand; in fat it may even be favourable for them to gloat. This wouldprovide data for a readily available ad-ho worldwide information systemregarding the state of the eonomy as a whole, making futures markets moreprofitable, ommodities markets less wasteful, and business in general movefaster and with less impedane. This is Stafford Beer's CyberSyn: preditingand resolving market-level and prodution-level problems before they our.11.3.4 Legislative systemFor this to work we need radial hanges to the legislative system. By utiliz-ing the trusted network we an build a form of diret demoray that doesnot suffer from the shortomings of diret demoray that its opponents willgladly point out.Granting everybody the ability to submit legislative proposals to thetrusted network, legislature itself an be rowd-soured. Bills an be pri-oritized by popularity (vote up/down) or referene ounts (Pagerank) as a52See The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith53See The Seond Industrial Divide, Mihael Piore & Charles Sabel174



measure of importane, and likewise bills an be altered and �forked� toreate derivative bills that an ompete. This way anybody an ontributeto the options available to voters, for example �yes�, �no� and �brooli�,with the last of these being obviously silly and likely to be revised out insubsequent edits.Voters an hoose the options on the bill, and when enough people havevoted it beomes validated, meaning that the result of the popularity ontestbetween the available options is law. By allowing voters to hange their voteat any time, law an hange dynamially over time, perhaps with a mandatedtime lag or signifiane fator put into the legal framework to ull instability,whih serves as a method to lean out laws that do not serve their purposeor are obsolete.Similarly, when voters die their vote is disarded, and new voters alsoget to have their say on any given bill. This auses the soiety at any giventime to be in agreement on the urrent state of legislature, at least to asignifiant degree, rather than people being bound by historial legislationthat may now be ounterprodutive.Eletions on a given bill are performed by the vote being digitally signedand enrypted to ounting parties, whih may be one or many, in the formof �double envelopes�. The signature identifies the voter but by way of en-ryption it is segregated from the vote itself, whih protets vote serey.Sine votes an be hanged at any time, eletion theft is almost impos-sible, as voters an be asked to �hek their votes� and people an not beviolently aused to vote a ertain way as they an hange them after thevote is omplete, and killing people after they have voted will lead to thevote being disarded.This also means that there is no reason to impose arbitrary restritionson voter age: any born human an have a vote, and even if the parentsuse the votes of their hildren in any whih way, the hildren an hangetheir votes whenever they have asserted their independene or ome of age.Disparity reated by families having more votes is minimal, as family sizestend to redue as prosperity inreases, and in fat this provides families withhildren with a better footing in terms of soial welfare and so on.Here omes the smart part: not everybody, say the naysayers, is inter-ested in partiipating in all votes and laim to be apolitial. Traditionalvoting systems provide for two exposed funtions for interating with bal-175



lots: abstaining (or voting blank, whih for our purposes an be onsideredthe same), or seleting an option.The third option, that eliminates muh abstinene from apolitial people,is to allow voters to proxy their votes, essentially seleting any third party toast a vote on their behalf. This type of representation an be on a per-billbasis, ategorial, or total, and it an be revoked at any time.Giving people the ability to defer to their peers in this way reates ahighly dynami system in whih every single organizational struture everseen in human history exists as a state: parliamentary governments are astate in whih a small fixed number of people get votes proxied to themin equal measure; ditatorships or monarhies are the state in whih allpeople grant one person with their vote (either diretly or indiretly), anddiret demoray is where nobody grants anybody their vote. None of thesesituations is inredibly likely, as the number of possible states within thissystem are approximately two to the power of the number of voters.11.3.5 Exeutive systemSine the eonomial system has been restrutured in suh a way that per-sonal gain need not be enated by way of greed, it is perfetly reasonableto remove the onept of government entirely. Private entrepreneurship anbe trusted to fulfil all the roles of government without fear of there beinginequality; as long as private individuals and olletives thereof operate inaordane to the law whih they themselves have reated, and onduttheir affairs in whihever way will garner them the most trust outwardly, alltraditional funtions of government are void save for a few.The purposes of polie and military an be replaed by private seurityontrators, the purpose of foreign affairs ministries an be replaed withtrade agreements enated by syndiates, embassies operated as soial entres,and so on.Suh �privatization� must not be misonstrued as the same kind of priva-tization we've seen in propertarian governments in previous deades, wherebanks, telephone ompanies and television networks have been plaed whole-sale into the hands of profiteering individuals for a fration of their value,but rather, it is loser to the ideas of the anarho-syndialist ideas of free as-soiation and olletive effort to solve problems faing soiety or individualswithin it. 176



11.3.6 Judiial systemThere not being any government poses a problem to all the lawyers andjudges out there: without there being an exeutive authority to deide whothey deem is apable of being impartial in every possible dispute, the entiresystem of jurisprudene may falter. Nobody has the authority to selet ajudge � or, perhaps it is everybody who has that authority.Soial ontrat or law may ause disputing fations to elet judges to trytheir ase. An example of a method of eleting judges would be that thedisagreeing parties would find the subset of the trusted network wherein allmembers are four (to pik a number) or more steps from themselves, andsix (to pik a number) randomly seleted members from that set are askedto at as judges. These people need not be lawyers, rather they would passjudgement based on their onvitions in light of the law, perhaps enlistinglawyers they would hire to be their legal ounsels: the disputing partieswould pool to pay for the proeedings.With these hanges it is not hard to envision an equally networked modelfor eduation, health are, and so on. By utilizing the nature of the trustedsoial network we an effetively build a system that makes no assumptionsabout the orret struture of soiety, allowing natural struture to emerge.It may, at the end of the day, be similar or idential to our urrent system,but at least then we'll know.11.3.7 The Curtain dropsLet's be lear: These are not idle thoughts. Many of these systems are beingtried, none of these ideas are new. It is the ontext that they are given thatprovides them with novelty. The software required to enat these hangesis rapidly oming into existene, there are soial movements popping up allover to enat these hanges. They're not inevitable, but it'd take a foremajeure to derail this train.And it is here that the narrator leaves the stage and takes a seat amongstthe audiene, and the audiene beomes the stage, as the interations of theators beome the deepest plot of the most amazing drama, the most horribletragedy, the most delightful omedy, the best story ever. And this is no myth:this is humanity, we are here, now, doing our thing, daning to our tune,together. 177



I write these final words from the trenhes of a omplex network of rev-olutions where our only opponents are our own broken assumptions and thehorrifying systems that run on them. But rather than being muddy andstinky and littered with our fallen omrades, these trenhes are digital land-sapes of unending variety, a tribute to human reativity. They are thehallmark of all we have aomplished.All around us the anient strongholds of broken systems are falling. InIeland, where I live, our government just rumbled and a new one has takenits plae, a left wing liberal environmentalist government headed by a lesbiansoialist, and it looks like a few months down the road we may start draftinga new onstitution, where diret demoray might be the result.In Belgium, yet another government has failed; in the United States aliberal blak progressive president just took offie in the middle of a finanialrisis that may dwarf the Great Depression. In Thailand people have takenmatters into their own hands, in India there are alls for general strikes. InSweden, youth movements are squatting empty buildings in the middle ofa housing risis. In Afghanistan people are fabriating equipment to meshtogether wireless networks, unleashing the power of the Internet. In Zim-babwe the urreny has beome so devalued that all urrenies have beenmade equally valid, in neighbouring Malawi the government has deided toignore the World Bank's demand that agriulture not be subsidized, andhave surplus yield for the first time in deades.Throughout the world the story is the same: our apaity for self-governaneis being unovered, in part due to lessons learned from the Internet and thesoial movement that runs it. Hakerdom and its partiular kind of mer-itorati anarhism, having birthed the free software movement, the freehardware movement, and the free ulture movement, having liberated teh-nologies, built the largest enylopaedia ever seen, and revolutionized om-muniations and omputation in every way � having done all that, our move-ment is now moving into wider pastures and takling the broken foundationsof our soiety itself. And it's about time.We're here to hange the world, nothing more. This is how it starts.Good luk.
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